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Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable
by the allopath.c and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I And
about fonr-flfths of the cases given up to die can
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one 2-oent stamp and 12.00. Examination at the
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WEATHER.

Washington, May 31.
The indications for Maineaud New Hampshire are slightly warmer, fair weather, fol-

by Tuesday night or Wednesday by
rain, northeasterly winds, veering to southlowed

easterly.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT,

Portland, Me., May 30, 1887.
17 A M 1 3 p M j 10 PM
Barometer.130.04
Thermometer. 62.0
Dew Point. 48.0

Humidity.
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daily bar.. .30.13 Maxiimmuher....C0.9
Minimum ther....47.6
daily tlicr..63.7
Max. vel. wind...10 S
daily d’wpt.49.0
Total precip.02
daily hum.. 84.7
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POWDER

METEOROLOGICAL report.

(May 30,1887,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at alt stations.
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Tnermo’tor

This nowder never varies.
A marvel of purity
and wholesomeness.
More economical
ordinary kind*, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold orUv in
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MAINE.

Corn Canning Industry at Livermore
Falls.

[Special to the Press ]
LivBumobe Falls, May 30.—Canning
corn is becoming one of the leading industries at Livermore Falls. Mr. E. S. Godding,
who has a large factory, is making preparations for a big season’s work. Mr. Godding
will make over 200,000 corn cans this season.
Of this number he will use about 125,000, the
remainder being manufactured for other
parties. Farmers in that vicinity have signed
contracts with him for the crops from over 00
acres of land.
The price paid for corn this
will be three cents per can of 20
ounces. On an average an acre y ields about
850 wortli of corn. At this rate 80000 would
be distributed among Livermore’s farmers,
season

si

which will not be far from the actual amount.
Mr. Godding has about fifty hands in bis
employ durring the canning season. He has

recently put

addition to iiis factory
increasing business.

on an

accommodate ids

to

A Body Found.

Bangor, May 30.—The body of George
Carey7, drowned at Passadumkeag Rips, in
the Penobscot River, early iu the month, was
found Sunday at Argyl boom and was taken
m
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Death of an Old Sea Captain.
Saco, May 30,—Captain George V. Jordan,
whose name is familiar to sailors throughout
New England, died yesterday, aged 70 years.
He followed the sea forty-three years and
had been around the world three times.

Jellies, Custards, Confectionery, &c. Druggists’
pronounce it unequalled as a flavoring for Soda.
Used in Iced Milk oe Water it makes a

delidrink. Dyspeptics can drink it
harmful properties existing in the
roasted Coffee Berry are by our process destroyed.
The Traveler by Rail or Steamer; the
Yachtsman; the Picnic Party; the Sportsman ; the Military in Camp ; the Business Man
or Clerk in Store or Office; the Physician,
Lawyer and Clergyman ; each and every consumer of Coffee at home or abroad, can instantly
make with the aid of boiling water a
cup of Coffee
clear as wine and elegant in strength and
fragrance.
Always packed in full quarts, pints and halt-pints,
and guaranteed triple the strength and aroma
of any other pure extract, consequently the cheapest
for consumers to use. For sale by retail grocers
cious

freely,

summer
as the
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State of ITIatne Bonds.
STATE OF MAINE.
1
Treasurer’s Office.
Augusta, Ma 24, 1887. i
By virtue of the provisions of the 43d chapter of
the public laws of the State of M ,ine, approved
February 2tS. 1887, "to renew a portion of the
public debt,” the undersigned, Treasurer of the
state, will at any time after July 1st, 1887, receive proposals at ids office iu Augusta, from the
holders of the State’s Bonds maturing June 1.
1889, and October 1, 1889, for an cxchauge of
the same for au equal amount of the new issue of
bonds authorised by tile act aforesaid, to be delivered at the time of exchange, but to hear interest
from October 1,1889.
The total amount of bonds offered in exchange
is two million, eight hundred thousand dollars,
payable as follows:

$50,000
70.000
78,00'J
90.000

per annum from A. 0.1890 to 1901 inclusive
"
1902 to 1911
“
.1912 to 1921
1922 to 1929

Tile rate of interest is tliree per cent per annum,
1 and October 1.
The Treasurer reserves the absolute right to ra
or
all
proposals.
ject any
Those not accepted will not be made public and
will, it desired, be relumed to the parties making
them.
E. C. BURLEIGH,
Treasurer ot State.
my28-SM*W

payable semi-annually, April
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KOSMIAN
SAFETY INK

Clifford Fuller was taken out of the ruins
and Frank Scott was
found with his head crushed and cannot
live. 11. A. Webster’s body was taken from
the ruins. Life was extinct. He was one of
the firemen.

dangerously injured,

THE GREAT
TRIAL!

By any chemical

or

means.

No careful business mm ean affo~d to be without ll
Approved and adopted by the U. S. Government.
PIC Kill ANIENT, Keep llluck, Aon«corrc«
nive. Never iguhim B*eu or InliMlnnri.
for all purposes.
Send for testimonials to KOSMIAN MANUF.
CO., Boston, Mass.
Sold by leading stationers.
myl leodl in
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Job Printer
OHINTERS' KXCHANOF,

97

I-s!Exchange St., Portland,

FINE JOB I’BINTINU
All orders by mall
ended to.

or

Quin-

Ross-Hosmer Race Results In
Favorof the Former.

The

Enlightened Judgment!

Tho

Damage by

tho

Earthquake.

City of Mexico, May 3C-Up to 10 o’clock
this morning no second shock *of earthquake
has been experienced.
This w as fortunate,
as some of the lijgli modem
buildings, constructed of light stoue, are badly
cracked,
and migut easily fall under an additional
strain. Kain has fallen during the night,
and cooler w eather prevails. The shock was
much felt in the high buildings Jon Ancado
and Mays street, occupied by the United
States Consul General.
Examinations are
now being made of the roof caps
by the city
officials, on account of the danger arising
from rotten beams supporting the heavy lead
tiles.
Recently, in the Palace of Justice,
where the court sits, the roof fell in. The
room was unoccupied at the time.
THE PRESIDENT’S VACATION.
He

Has

Cood

Very

Success Trout

Fishing.
Saranac Lake House, N. Y., May 30.—
President Cleveland rose at G o’clock. After
breakfast,at 8 o’clock, with Col. Lamout and
Hr. Kossman, lie went off down the lake to

troll for trout and was gone three hours.
The President caught one fine large trout.
More were caught by others of the
parly.
Afterdinner, at 2 o’clock, the President,
Mrs. Cleveland, Colonel and Mr3.
Lament,
hr. Kossman, Mrs. Kossman and Mr. Kiddle
ot Saranac Inn, drove in buckboards
seventeen miles to Key Brook House to
try brook
trout hslimg. Just before sunset the President east Hies and when lie came into supper he proudly exhibited a catch of handsome speckled trout.
A BUILDINC

FALLS.

From Ten to Twenty Men Reported
In the Ruins.
.St.

Louis, May

.10.—A three-storied buildNorth side street, occupied by Flesh &
and
Mook, painters
decorators, collapsed today. It is believed from 10 to 20 workmen
were buried in the ruins.
Probably all of
them were killed.

ing

Fifteen Persons

Reported

Killed and

Burlington, ()., May 30.—Steamer ElevaHuntington wharf blew up this fore-

Office of A. SQUIRES & SON,
Wholesale Oyster anil Provision Dealers,
Nos. 33 to 43 Market Street.

Fifteen persons arc reported killed
and wounded. No particulars.

Hartford, Conn.,

Feb. 23, 1887.
Gentlemen: Your medicines are used
to quite an extent by many of my friends,
and they give the best of satisfaction in
all cases. Yours truly,

Mo.

SPECIALTY.
teteplioue promptly at
A

uovlleoutt

SQUIRES.

In the great trial before the bar of public opinion, the Scientific Remedies of
Dr. K. C. Flower stand peerless and
alone. They cure when physicians and
remedies are powerless.
all popular
They are the fruit of scientific study,
exhaustive research, and great experience.
The above letter, coming from so wellknown and reliable a source, speaks
volumes; yet it is but one of thousands
of similar communications that are pourin upon us from all directions.
Dr. R. C. Flower’s Liver and Stomach
Sanative is a never-failing cure for all
forms of disorded or torpid liver, for
dyspepsia, indigestion, malassimilutlon.
It Is the best Spring Remedy for general
debility and lassitude ever prescribed.
Only SI.00 a bottle. For sale by your
druggist, who, on application, will present
you with a copy of our magnificent Formula Book, free.

R. C. Flower Medical Co.
mli28

Boston, Mass.
eodlst2Jor4ttip

Vessel and Crew Lost.

Gloucestek, Mass., May 30.—Captain
Haines of the schooner Peregrine White,
the banks today, reports speaking the fishing
schooner E. 15. Nickerson, of lloothbay,
which reported during the heavy gale of
April 2(1 she saw a vessel go on the northwest
bar of Sable Island, and in a few minutes the
sea broke her to pieces.
The crew is supposed to have been all lost. Also reports see
ing a vessel bottom up, nearly under water,
oil East Sable Island, name not ascertained.

In Memory of Wondoll Phillips.
Boston. May 30.—A memorial meeting to
Wendell Phillips, the reformer, was held in
Funeuil Hall to-night. Speeches were made
by 1*. O’Neil, Larkin, Itev. A. A Miner, A.
Ji. Grlliike, Gen. Butler, Dr. T. If. Bland. A
by John Boyle O’Reilly
poem written
was read by Miss Nora Nalior (colored')
Letters were read from T. V. Powderly,
Rev. Dr. McGiynn, John
Swintnn, Leo
Hartmann, Patrick Ford, Charles H. Litchothers.
and
man
Fatal Accident.
Spring field. Mass. May 30.—Gilbert and
Rosanna, children of Eugene Bucknheat, of
Chester, were buried under a bank wall neat
Otis Waite bridge this afternoon. The hoy
The girl escaped with
was killed instantly.
crushed feet.

Banquet.
Boston, May 30.—A complimentary ban
quet was given to Editor O’Brien at Parker’;
tonight. Among thoso present were Mayoi
Editor O’Brien Given a

UIUU1VUV

IIIMOIUIIJ

Philadelphia, May 30.—There was almost an entire suspension of business here
today for the celebration of Memorial Day.
The horse, and steam cars leading to the va-*
rious cemeteries were all day crowded with
human freight and the down-town streets
assumed a deserted appearance early in the
day. Many of the graves were decorated in
the morning, but a generallobservance took
place in the afternoon.
"...

"J

W
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departments, district offices, banks and many
business bouses were closed to-duv. The
services at Arlington began at noon. The
graves of the dead in the Soldiers’ Home
were decorated in the afternoon.
cemetery
At 11 o clock the G. A. 11. marched to Arlington to take part in the ceremonies which
were held there.
They were escorted to the
bridge by a number of military organizations
encamped here, including Vicksburg 'outhrons, Louisville Legion and Texas soldiers.
Chicago, May 30.—The features of the
memorial exercises today were the afternoon
parade participated in by 10,000 meu, comprising the militia, civic societies, police escort and G. A. R. posts. The procession
formed at 3 o’clock. At 9 o’clock this morning a special train left Wells street depot for
Rose Hill and Calvary and carried about
2,000 people, veterans and others. A great
mass of floral decorations were carried.
At
1.30 o’clock Ex-Confederate proceeded by the
Illinois Central wentlto Oakwood where the
graves of ICO fellows who died in Camp

Douglass

were

decorated.

m

THE DOMINION.

They Did iThelr Duty (?)
Tobonto, May 30.—The Board of Police
Commissioners Saturday considered the action of the police force during O’Brien’s vis-

it and entered the following in their minute
book :
The board being satisfied witli the
action of the police department on the occasion of O’Brien’s visit, and in the absence
of any formal representations from resuonsible citizens to the effect that the police were
remiss in the discharge of their duty, do not
intend holding an investigation as lias been
suggested in some quarters.
Mr

Hotchkiss

Explains.

Ottawa, May 30.—In view of the comment that lias been raised over the refusal
of Mr. Hotchkiss, the American Consul here
to loan American Hags to the O’Brien demonstration, Mr. Hotchkiss lias laid the whole
affair before the authorities at Washington.
He states that lie did not consider the Hags
of the United States Consulate wero to be
kept for party demonstrations, and in refusing to loan them for the O’Brien demonstration, lie says lie exercised his judgment.
An Interview with Ceneral Butler.
New York, May 30.—In an interview yesterday, General B. F. Butler said he was
quite out of politics since his successful attempt in 1884 to teach the workingmen the
power of organized labor. He regarded the
vote for Henry George in the last mayoralty
contest as the entering wedge and merely a
sign of what will some day be accomplished.
General Butler’s idea of Henry George’s land
theory, is, that George wants 'all land titles
to lie held and controlled by the government,
and speaking from that standpoint the General said that Congress had established the
constitutionality of such a plan by passing
the alien act in March last. This law restricts the ownership or lease of lands in the
territory above a certain number of acres ro
American citizens, and the General regards
it as a positive legislative step in the direction of Henry George’s plan.

Fight

Between Miners and Indians.

Portland,

()., May 30—A special to the
from Port Townsend, W. T.,
says the steamer Aeon, which arrived yesAlaska, reports that a miner had
Taken country who stated that

Oregonean,

fJon>
KiSh/10111
flint ti?s-interior
a,ntl, miners
in

had engaged in a
which one white nun
wounded, and five In"
'!-n?ro it
.ani1 several wounded.
aS
the cause of the disth« miners
PP08e<1ofthilt
interfered with thS
the wives
the Indians.
in

riian?
/nrhfmrp*hii??Mc
interf??edbwith

The Late Ben:
Per|eV Poore
Newiu ri tort, Mass, Mav 'Ji
of
gation
Newburyport
Knights Tempars escorted the

charge

j.u

part?
Maj. Ben^

in
Perlev

of the remains of
Poore from Byfield Depot to Indian
farm this afternoon.
The funeral
from Indian Hill,Wednesday, at

m?!

??iii hi

-I'm o'clock

Comique

Threatened
Damage
Rising Rivers.

banks,aubnierging

Dickerson, If.

Hatfleld, 3b.
Thaver, rf.
Davln, cf.
Sclioeneck, lb.5
Duffey, c. 0
0
Lufbery, ss..
Quinn, p. 0
48

100 square

30

address from 500 of his Wiltshire tenants
says he has no fear that the attacks made
upon him will prejudice his position in Cana-

off Harwlck to-day
was won bv the I rex in 4 hours 17 minutes.
The Wendar finished in 4 hours 35 minutes,
Genesta in 4 hours 35 minutes. Thistle 4
hours 52 minutes, Neptune and Sybil in the
order named.

yacht race

Edinburgh, May 30.—The search for the
bodies of the miners who lost their lives by
the explosion in Udston coal pit at Blantyr
in Lanarkshire still continues.
Sixty-two
bodies have thus far been recovered.
Paris, May 30—It is officially stated that
President Grevy has signed the following
cabinet list:
M. Rannier, Premier and Minister of Finance and of posts and telegraphs.
M. Lalleries, Minister of Interior.

3.

phia*,

B. A. ATKINSON

score of 29
was served

perienced.

Peaks’ Island between the home club and
the Knightvllles. It was won by the Island
club 27 to 13. They made 22 base hits and 17
errors, andthe
At
^

At

....

17
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Hard

J

Having;

a

Struggle for Existence.

A letter from Mr. Fred Rombard to Mr.
Alvin D. Brooke, ex-Director of the Credit
Foncier, is printed at Los Angeles describ-

ing the condition of affairs at the American
colony in Topolobampo. The writer says:
•‘We have been doing nothing to produce
anything and there is no management. It is
nothing but a hill. There is nothing to eat
but mush, and the people are getting full of
sores, but the worst time will be when people in the United States quit lending money
here. There are men here who have travelled 200 and 300 miles trying to get work,
but could not get it, not even as neons at 25
cents a day. Such land as the Mochis tract

costs in |>eon labor to clear it of thorns and
cactus 818 an acre. These are the cheapest
contracts that have been let, and as for getting water on the company’s ground they
cannot do it. They may pump water on it
with heavy machinery, but that is the only
way. There Is very little water in the river
now.
There are some very good people at
Vegeton, and they stuck to Mr. Owen to tho
very last, giving him all the show they could.
Mr. Owen has no executive ability whatever
but to throw money away. I hope tho colonists will not get to lighting among themselves and kill each other; but, I tell you,
hunger and discontent are hard to manage.”
The writer is very circumstantial In his
statements, and is very severe upon Mr. Owen.

Conflicting statements have been

re-

ceived here for two months concerning the
colony, and they have not been of a very en-

couraging character.
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Outpouring of People
ergreen Cemetery.

to Ev

•

The Craves of Prisoners of the War
of 181 2 Decorated.
After the cold, raw, rainy weather of the
past week the bright sunshine of the early
morning of Memorial Day was gladly welcomed by our citizens, and if the promise of
the early morn was not fully carried out,
stiil the day was most comfortable for marching, and sufficiently pleasant to carry out the
published exercises without marring any of
them.

The contributions of flowers were larger
than for many years past, and those of money most generous. Flags were generally dis-

played
and

on

the

by

public and private buildings,
shipping. The places of busigenerally closed than

ever

day more generally observed.
The particulars of the celebration in this
city and vicinity are appended.
be) ore, and the

Army and Thatcher Post halls prea busy sight yesterday forenoon,

Grand

sented
where the ladies of Bosworth and Thatcher
Fost Belief Corps were hard at work arranging the flowers for decorating the graves of
deceased comrades, and receiving the de-

signs contributed by the families

of those
former
homes
went located in
this city.’ From these halls special squads
were sent out at 9 o’clock to decorate the
graves in Kastcrn, Western and Forest City
cemeteries, the Garfleld nnd Lincoln trees,
and the graves of those who were prisoners of
war in 1812 at Queenstown with Gen. Winfield

whose

Knott. find

worn

Inmoil sit tho font of

Onphon

street.
CALVARY.

At 8.43 a. in- a detail under the command
of Officer of the Guard J. R. Dimmock, of
Bosworth Post No. 2, with Comrade John

Gooding, escorted by Chandler's full band
and the Montgomery Guards undercommand
of Lieuts. Uankard and Ragan, preceded to
Calvary Cemetery where 100 graves were
decorated with flowers. While eugaged in
their sad but pleasing duty the remaius of
the late Godfrey Massey—whose funeral bad
been celebrated with high mass at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception—arrived
at the cemetery, with Comrades Daniel

McCann, John Woods, John Whalen and
James Foster officiating as pall-bearers. The
funeral was met by the detail from the post,
the baud, and Guards, and escorted to their
final resting place. Father McDonougli delivered an eloquent address upon the virtues
of those who had given their lives for their

country.
FORK8T CITY.

At Forest City Cemetery the detail was
commanded by Officer of the Day O. C. Kennedy, assisted by Comrade John Bvans, and
including squads from Bosworth Post No. 2,
Thatcher Post No. Ill, and the Sons of Veterans.
The programme consisted of very
fine siaging by a double quartette from the
choir of Rev. W. F. Smith’s church,Mr llaiiey
leader, prayer by Rev. Mr. Smith, reading of
the Roll of Honor by Comrade Storer S.
Knight, singing by the choir, an address by
Comrade Knight, and benediction by Rev.
Mr. Smith. There were T2 graves decorated.
In his address Comrade Knight spoko in
warm terms of those brave soldiers who had
given their lives for the principles handed
down to them by their ancestors. Better,
said lie, a crust with a land of liberty, than
luxury in a land of despotism. He referred
to the noble words that had gone i^t all over
the country on Memorial ISunday from the
pulpits of America that taught the young
what blessings they enjoyed, and how they
should strive to perpetuate the Republic
that gave them to them. He spoke in tender
and feeling terms of the five comrades who
■_a

.1:~.i

ik.

......a

_

Hancock and Logan were eulogized. He
closed with a beautiful tribute to the women
who lmd done so |much for the soldier, and
urged all to stand by the meu who, in the
dark days of ’til-’65, had stood by them.

George Blake,

Mr.

an

employe in Foster
a

&
team be-

longing to Mr. M. W. Stiles to Standish last
Sunday. While turniag a sharp corner near
the house of

a friend he was to
visit the
overturned and he was thrown
out.
His shoulder and collar-bone were
both broken and he received other injuries.

carriage
The

was

cairiage

Blake

badly damaged.

was

Mr.

placed in charge of a physician,
and nt last reports was comfortable.
wus

Horse Notes.

There appears to be

a demand for Ameristock springing up in all parts
of the world. Report says that Messrs. Kells
& Jennings, of Middlebury, Vt., are about to

can

[

i

trotting

ship four trotting stallions to the Argentine
Republic. The introduction of these trotters
in that locality will probably create a de-

mand for others of the same sort.
We regret to learn that Mr. F. O. Stanley,
of Lewiston, had the misfortune to lose his
valuable mare, Daisy Knox (2.31j), by Sagadahoc, son of Gen. Knox, dam by the Mclntyro horse, he by a son of Gilford Morgan
known as Sir Charles. Daisy was bred last
season to Messenger Wilkes, and after carrying the foal considerably longer than the average period, was finally delivered of a large
handsome filly. Both mare and foal died
within a few days from time of birth.
The

Augusta

Marshal’s

Dellcato

Duties.

[Kennebec Journal.]

Among the several good deeds which
City Marshal has performed in behalf of

the
the
citizens of Augusta this week, was one on
Court street when he made
in a neighpeace
1 i I borbood of choleric
lady residents.
7
a

manded by Junior Vice Commander C. E.
Jordan, assisted by Comrade Charles Fa
Dam. After the reading of the Roll of Honor by Comrade Dam, and an excellent brief
address by Rev. Air. Southworth, the graves
of 89 comrades were decorated.
Sergeant Lord, in command of a detail of
men from the Portland Light Infantry, visited Calvary, Forest City, and Western cemeteries, and decorated the graves of members
of that corps buried there.
EASTERN CEMETERY.

At the Eastern cemetery the programme
consisted of prayer by Rev. Mr. Dunn, music
by the drum, fife and bugle corps, address
by Rev. M. Whitaker, reading the roll of
honor by Commander C. W. Hadlock and
benediction by Rev. M. Whitaker.
T IHr<Af V TIIIMi1

Thatcher Post under command ot Commander Clias. W. lladlock left their hall at
9 a. m., headed hy the drum and life corps,
proceeded down Elm street to Cumberland
street to the Lincoln tree. Prayer by Itev*
Mr. Whitaker, singing by the young ladies
of the High School, a brief address and
benediction by Kev. Mr. Dunn formed the
programme.
OAKFIKL.il

THEE.

At the Garfield tree there was siuging by
the .congregation, prayer by Rev. A. U.
Wright, singing by the congregation, nddress
by Kev. A. II. Wright, siuging by the congregation and benediction by Itev. A. H.
70 graves decorated.
1812.
About one hundred persons attended the
dedication services at 10 o’clock a. m., at the
graves of the soldiers of the war of 1812-15
who arc buried on the Eastern Promenade,
were

PRISONERS OF

SACCARAPPA.

Brown’s machine shop, drove

At Western Cemetery, the detail was com-

Wright. There

SUBURBAN NEWS.
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Y.—(morning)—Hamil-

«

o
1
3

A Great

WESTERN.

BOSTON BLUES.

4

N.

The Colonists Said to bo

Pollowiui

_

ltochestcr,

AT TOPOLOBAMPO.

J

8

Philadelphia -Athletics, 5; Louisvilles,

Notes.
The Young Turners defeated the Portland
Reds yesterday by a score of 14 to 10. They
challenge the same nine to a game next .Saturday. The features of the game was the
batting of N. Devin and S. Plummer.

Thayer,

5

and 30

At Brooklyn—St. Louis, 8; Brooklyn*, 7.
Ten innings.
At Oswego—Syracuse Star*. 11: Os weens. 4.

PORTLANDS.
An R. IB. TB. PO. A. E
1
1
Andrus, 2b. G
0
3
3)
!
2
Dickerson, If. 6
4
O
2
o
(
0
1
1
1
G
4
I ,
Hatfield, 3b
c. G
1
1
1
G
1
:
110
Davit), cf. 4
10
1 i
l
n
3
0
1 >
Scboeneck, lb. 6
1
1
2
1
1
o
Duffey, rf. 4
1
O
1
0
2
1
Bufbery, ss. 3
4
O
1
0
0
7
Small, p

30

hits

At New Haven—(morning)—New Havens,
12: Bridgeport*, 2.
At Dover—Dovers, 8; Stars of Lawrence,
6.
At Philadelphia—(afternoon)—Athletics, 8;
Louisvilles, 6.
At Buffalo—(morning)—Buffalos, 13; Torontos, 10.
At Cleveland—Clevelands, 10; Metropolitan*.
At Danbury—Danburys, 7; Waterburys. 2.
At Bridgeport—Bridgeport*, 22; New Havens, 7.
At Cambridge—Princetons, il; Harvard*.
10.
At Springfield—Williams, 3; Amherst, 3.
At Providence—Trinity, 6; Brown, 1.
At Cleveland—Metropolitans, 18; Clevelands, 2.
At Baltimore—Baltimores, 12; Oincinnatis,

of close decisions, all
against them, kept them behind. The Blues
got only eight with a total of nine hits off
Small, and three of them were made in the
ninth inning. The Blues secured two runs
in the first on two hits and a dropped fly by
Duffey, one i n the second on a two-bagger by
Jordan and a couple of wild pitches, one in
the fifth on two hits, a steal and put out,
and one in the ninth by Moolic, who was hit
by Small, and went around on hits.
The Portlands were blanked in the first,
but got a ran in the second on a two-bagger
by Davin, which would have been good for
three bases if he hadn’t slipped down at
•first, and a hit by Duffey. Another was
added In the third by Dickerson, who hit
safe, stole second and came home on Schoeneck’s hit. They did not ssore again till the
sixth, when Lufbery got his base on balls,
went to second on Small’s hit, took third on
a put out,
and came home on a hit. The
score at the heginning of the seventh was 4
to J in favor of the Blues, and things were
getting interesting. The first two men at
the bat went out, and then Schoeneck made
a long hit to left field for two bases, and
Duffey brought him in a moment later on
another long hit to centre field for two bases
also. The two runs the Blues made in the
firsj were due to Duffey’s error, but he made
it up by thustieina the score, haviun brouizht
in ope run previous4o It.
He took third on
an attempt to
put out Lufbery at first and
came in on a wild throw.
This gave the
Portlands a lead, which they held. The next
inning Andrus started off with a grounder
to right field, and Dickerson sent him round
tho bases a moment later with his first home
run on tlie Portland grounds.
It was a long
one over right field fence.
This rattled the
Blues a little, and Hatfield took first on a
wild throw by Sheehan, stole second, went
to third on a passed ball and came home on a
fumble by Gardner of Mooiic’s throw.
Thayer took first on a fumble by Burns,
went to second on a passed ball, took third
on a put out and scored on Schoeneck’s hit.
This ended the run-getting.
The feature of the game was a catch of a
foul fly by Hatfield. It was one of "the prettiest ever made on the grounds, and be had
to run to the fence, nearly, to get it. Dickerson also made a good catch of Manning’s fly,
Davin was a terror to Clare in hatting, and
in tlie third, nfter he had put two foul flys
over the left field fence, the young pitchei
did the baby trick and gave him his base on
balls. Bor the Blues, Morgan Murphy did
some good throwing to second base, and il
Gardner had had a basket he might have pul
out oue or two more there. Bradley made a
good catch in left field of Andrus’ fly. Tin
Portlands suffered in the first half of tht
game by several close decisions which Marsden gave to the Blues and each one counted
heavy for them, too. Marsden showed a de
sire to judge fairly, but was unfortunate it

Murphy, c.

11

ton*, 16; Bochehters, 10.

succession

? 2

Knightvillcs

errors.

The Portlands put in Small, although the
caTd called for either Clarkson or Quinn.
The Blues took the lead in the first inning,
and kept it until the seventh. The Portlands hit harder and oftencr, but hard luck

2

to 16. After the game supper
and an enjoyable time was ex-

PEAKS’ ISLANDS, 27; KNIQHTVILLK8, 13.
A game was played yesterday afternoon at

or Burns on the score card for pitcher, with
Moolic for catcher. Clare pitched and Moolic
went to right field, Morgan Murphy catching.

14

Jt

where an interesting game was played. It
resulted in favor of the Atkinson nine by a

and abused the umpire, talking
to him than the Herald ever accused
Mr. Spence of talkine. The Blues had Clare

12

Yesterday.

CO., 29; T. P. DEALS A
CO., 16.
The clubs from the two firms above mentioned chartered the steamer Viola yesterday
and went to Long Island with their friends,

worse

BH. SB. PO.
o
0
1
O 12

4.

Other Games

around

o

League.

New York—(morning game)—New
Yorks, 11; Chicago* 12—eight inning*.
Aftynoon game—Chicago*, 3; New Yorks,
i(

garding him were anything but complimentary. After being struck out on four as
good balls as were ever pitched, he turned

R.

to

FORENOON.

At

devote their columns to correcting him instead of whaling away at players who are
absent from games. He acted like a child,
and even his own players had to turn their
heads and smile. The remarks that some of
his best players made to the spectators re-

AB.

National

ship

was

about to sail from

party of British officers came on
board, insulted the prisoners, and commenced

ness were more

Afternoon game—Indianapolis, 6; Washingtons, 5.
At Pittsburg—(morning game)—Philadelphia*, 2; Pittsburgs, 1.
Afternoon game—Pittsburgs, 0; Philadel-

the most interesting of the season; the only
thing in it to mar the good effect was the disgusting kicking of Capt. Gardner. He is
Without exception the most disagreeable and
ungentlemanly player ever seen on the Portland grounds, and the Boston papers should

Sheehan, ss. 6
Manning, lb....
Gardner, 2b....
Boms, #•>.
Moollc, rf.
Bradley, If.
Jordan, cf.
Clare, p.

17

was as follows:
4 6 6 7 8 W 10
Detroits.O 001000 0 0 1—2
Bostons. 1000000000—1
At Boston—(afternoon)—Bostons, 4; Detroits, 3.
At Washington—(morning game)—Washingtons, 8; Indianapolis. 1.

I.OWKLLS TOMOIinOW.

27

8

27

The score by innings
Innings.1 2 3

The Portlands will play the Lowells tomorrow' afternoon for the first time in this
city. There Is a very great interest taken in
this game, as the Lowells are a very strong
club, and the Portlands are determined to
wipe out their defeat at Lowell. To use a
base ball phrase, there will be a cloud over
the moon when these clubs meet. The game
will be called at 3 o’clock. The Lowells play
here again Thursday.
l'OIiTLANDS, 9; BOSTON BLUES, 5.
There were 1200 people present at the game
yesterday forenoon between the Boston
Blues and Portlands. The game was one of

3

4

Fully 15,OCO people witnessed the forenoon

England League.

14

2

game between the Bostons and Detroits.
The game was a very close and exciting one,
ten innings being required to complete it.

BASE BALL.

9

3

AT BOSTON.

The Grand View Mountain House at Kast
N. Y., was totally destroyed by
fire yesterday.
The Industrial Life and Accident Company of Baltimore, Md., has suspended.
The Knights of Labor at Cleveland, Ohio,
have determined to form a new political party.

41

16

16

Haverhill—Lawrence, 13; Haverhilis, 3.
Salem—Lynns, 22; Salems, 11.
Lowell—Manchesters, 15; Lowells, 9.
The

Windham,

is the score:

when the cartel

AFTERNOON GAMES.

CENERAL NEWS.

mdny close decisions.

27

At Lynn—Lynns, 4; Salems, 2.
At Lawrence—Lawrences, 8; Haverhilis 4.
At Manchester— Manchesters, 4; Lowells,
At
At
At

The Atlantic Yacht Club Races.
New Yob*, May 30.—In the Atlnutic
yacht club regatta to-day the Shamrock beat
everything on the run out to the buoy. She
beat the Graeie by four minutes on a 14 mile
run
the
entire
making
home,
distance in three hours. The Shamrock also beat the Atlantic seven minutes out and
nearly two minutes coming home, practically running away from the Titonia.

so

0

a

MORNING GAMES.

M. Llawuns, Minister of-Foreign Affairs.
M. Supitcr, Minister of Public Instruction.
M. Mazan, Minister of Justice.
General Ferran, Minister of War.
M. Barberie, Minister of Marine.
M. Dantresnie, Minister of Public Works.
M. Barbe, Minister of Agriculture.

having

E.
2
0
2
0
0
O
2
0
0

2

A.

Innings.1 234 6 6789
Portlands...,.’.4 o 1 o o o G 2 1—14
Boston Blues.1 0010000 1—3
Earned mns- Portlands, 7. Two base hitsDickerson, Hatfield, Thayer, Duffey, Quinn, Jordan. Three base hits—Andrus,Sclioeneck. Total
base tills—Portlands, 27; Blues, 3. Lelt on bases
—Portlands, 13; Blues, 8. First base on errors—
Portlands, 11; Blues, 2. Base on balis—Portlands, 3; Blues. 9. Struck out—Sheehan. Gardner (2).
Wild Ditches-Burke, 2. Passed ballsMurphy, 3; Duffey, 2. Hit by pitcher—Hatfield,
Dickerson. Time of game—2h. 45m. Umpire—
Marsden.

da.

a

18

0
1
0
0
0
0

1
4
2
0
0
10
5
1
10
0
4

2
1

—

rising especially the Kibe and Vistula,
threatening serious damage.
The Marquis of Lansdowne replying to an

and

14

PO.
1
1
3
2
4

TB.

BOSTON BLUES,
AB. R. Bn. SB. PO. A. E.
Sheehan, ss. 4
1
o
l
o
i
2
6
1
2
0
0
0
Manning, lb. 3
0
Gardner, 2b. 3
0
0
4
4
1
2
Burns, 8h. 3 0 0 1
2
1
Moolic, rf. 4
1
0
0
3
0
0
o
o
O
4
0
Bradley, If. 3
0
Jordan, cf. 4
1
1
0
0
0
2
Burke, p. 2
0
110
18
Murphy, c. 4 0 0 0 0 0 3

are

New

K. Bit.
3
3
2
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
12
0
1

AB.
6
6
6
6
5

Andrus, 2b.

PRICE

during the battle was killed, and now there
has been erected on the field where he died a
noble monument to his memory. In this
battle the American forces were defeated
and obliged to surrender. Tin* captives taken
taken by the English wero 130 regulars and
131 militia. I’art of the prisoners wero sent
over to the American side and paroled.
The
remainder, with Lieut. Col. Scott and the
regulars, were carried to Quebec, where they
were confined for some time and suffered
soineinditmities and insults. A British vessel, the (hip Kegulus, was engaged as a cartel to carry these
prisoners to Boston for exCol. Scott was to go with them. An
f'1®,”,*®Incident occurred which was the cause of a
great deal of correHpemleuce aud
between the two governments, anddiplomacy
in which
the English government
attempted to carry
to the extreme its ideas of the right of search,

Quebe:,

PORTLANDS.

miles of fields and 12 villages.
London, May 30.—Several German rivers

The 45 mile

lOMCam'

1887.

Lawrence.
PORTLANDS, 14 ; BOSTON BLUES, 3.
Nearly 4,000people witnessed the afternoon
game, but they did not see as good one as
those who attended in the morning. The
game was longer and rather tedious, owing
to the heavy hitting of the Portlands and
thelwildness of the pitchers, many more bails
being batted than in the morning. Following is the score:

by

Dublin, May 30.—Father Keller, recently
released from prison, was presented with an
address at Veughall yesterday by the local
branch of the National League. In his reply
he said he would rather be in a cell in Kilmainhnm jail great as was bis horror of imprisonment than witness the recent atrocious
evictions on the l’onsorby estate. Saturday
peasants attacked the residence of O’Callagnau of Westrop where 100 constables
engaged in the Bodyke evictions are lodged.
Many windows were broken. Twelve arrests were made.
Paris,May 30.—The total number of bodies
recovered from the Opera Comique ruins Is
ninety-one. Several of those who have been
working in the ruins have been taken into
custody charged with stealing jewelry and
other valuables found in the debris.
Gen. Boulanger has asked for a furlough
on account of ill health.
Pesth, May 30.—River Tlieiss has broken
dykes at Crangrad and inundated 15,000
acres of land.
The Temes anti Kega have
overflown their

PRESS.

I
Innings.1 2 3 4. 5 <5 7 8 9
THE NATION’S DEAD.
Portlands.O 1 tool 2 4 O— 9 I
Boston Blues.2 1001000 1—6
Earned runs—Portlands. 6; Blues, 1. Two-base
How Memorial Day wai
Celebrated
hits—Davln, Sclioeneck, Duffey, Jordan. Homo
In this
run—Dickerson. Total base hits—Portlands, 20;
Vicinity.
6.
0.
Lett
Blues,
on bases—Portlands, 12;
Blues,
First base on errors—Fort lands, 11; Blues, 6.
Base on balls—Portlands, 6; Blues, 3. Struck
Interesting Addresses by Wm. Henry
out—Portlands, 1; Blues, 4. Wild pitches—
Small, 2. Passed balls—Thayer. 1; Murphy, 1.
Clifford and Major Melcher.
Hit by pitcher—Small. Andrus, Bradley, Moolic.
Time of game—2h. 16m. Umpire—Marsden of

The New French Cabinet List Signed
by President Crevy.
Serious

(.is

A STEAMER BLOWS UP.

the Ruins of Theatre

Observance Throughout
the North-Tributes of Respect to

»**v

MAY 31,

Ninety-One Bcdles Recovered From

A General

U»vv>

MORNING,

FOREICN.

MEMORIAL DAY.

the Memory of General Crant.
Chicago, May 30.—The clouds were leadthis afternoon and the water on Calumcn
Memorial Day was generally observed yescourse was a little rough, but Hanlau and
Gaudaur started promptly on the three mile terday throughout Maine and other Northern States. In all the principal cities and
race for $5000 and the championship of
America. Ilanlan was at once a trifle in the large towns the exercises were even more
lead, pulling a short, quick stroke, 42 to the impressive than usual, business was generminute. Gaudaur kept close to him with a
ally suspended, and the day devoted to paying tributes (Respect to the ant ion’s dead
long, steady sweep, about 38 to the minute.
Gradually Hanlan forged ahead, and at the heroes, who Sacrificed their lives in the
end of the first mile was fully a boat
length civil war.
in advance. There had been
that
if
gossip
Nkw York, May 30.—The streets in the
ilanlan could lead to the turn he was
nearly
a certain
winner, but if Gaudaur reached the lower part of the city today were deserted and
buoy first Hanlon would never catch up on a
there was a general suspension of business.
stern chase. Great, therefore, were the exAll public buildings were closed. The vicinpectations of Hanlan's friends to see him
nearing the turn clearly ahead of Gaudaur, ity of Union and Madison squares and the
and gaining all the time. At this time the
streets through which the procession passed
wind suddenly freshened and large
drops of were crowded with pedestrians and vehicle^.
ram began failing. The lake was soon
lumpy A large number of
from end to end and the downpour of rain
people went to Riversidfe
was almost blinding.
Hanlon turned first Park and Grant's tomb. Flags on the pql>.
two lengths ahead; time 10.u2.
He was
lie buildings were at half-mast and the
pulling ahead 35 strokes a minute. Hanlau
stopped an instant here for some purpose, fronts of numerous hotels and residences
but did not lose the lead. He kept well to were draped witli flags and bunting. Thouthe front as from the start till entering the sands of
people came from New Jersey and
third mile. There Hanlan commenced to
to witness the parade.
Between
flag, his stroke became so uneven, he pulled 9Brooklyn
and 10 o'clock a. m. Fifth avenue and the
with such exertion that many believed bis
cross streets from Fifty-ninth street to Madboat leaking or bad shipped a choppy sea.
ison square were crowded with a mass of huGaudaur was rowing magnificently.
He
showed tlie same long, steady sweep lie had manity. At 10 o'clock the procession started. headed by the Tenth Regiment Band of
taken at first, but faster, with niacninu like
Albany, which preceded the Old Guard in
precision he passed poor, struggling Hanlan. command
of Major George W. McLean.
A boat’s length of wajter between them could
These
veterans, with delegations from sevbe seen, then another, at last one more additional. Hanlan spurted, closed up tlie gap, eral G. A. R. Posts, who marched on either
flank, acted as an escort and guard of honor
hut could not pace, and again Gaudaur’s
to Governor Hill.
great sweep began to tell. A single glance staff were followed The Governor and his
by carriages containing
was enough.
Hanlan turned a seeond and Gens. William T. Sherman
and Philip Shersaw himself irretrievably beaten.
Gaudaur
idan, Mayor Hewitt and members of the
was six lengths to the fore.
Seeing Hanlan board of aldermen and invited guests. A
surrender all hope Gaudaur magnanimously
squad of oolice preceded the First Brigade
slacked his speed and passed the stand an
N. G. S. N. Y.. which acted as an escort to
easy winner by four lengths; time 19 minthe
veterans.
utes 30 seconds, a fine performance under
Nkw York, May 30
Governor Hill and
adverse circumstances.
Hanlan was seen
immediately after the race and was asked staff reviewed the procession from the stand
on west side, of Madison Square.
At 14th
what he thought of the result.
“1 do not
think the best man won,” said Hanlan,
puiaiiDU HUU
went
to
the
cemetaries
to
which
"thoueh I acknnwlcilfro f wns fnirlv Ponton
they had
been assigned.
General Sherman went to
Hanlan said lie had not been In the best
Grant’s tomb to be present at the services.
condition. “Had been suffering from a cold,
Mrs. Grant visited her husband’s tomb
it told on me exactly wheu l most wanted
earlv in the day before the crowd had gathit not to.” In sharp contrast to the glum
ered and placed her offering of flowers on
appearance of Hanlan
was
tfce
sunthe steel casket.
browned face of Gaudaur. “That was the
Mauy other offerings of
hardest race I ever rowed,” bo said.” 1 just various designs hnd been arranged on and
without tile tomb. Over the door was a bank
had to do my level best and I did it. The
referee of the race was Hanlan's choice, of white immortelles, bearing in letters of
Hamilton llusby of New York.
Hanlan violets the words, “In war a foe; in peace a
gets 40 per cent of S3,500, the total gate friend.” There was a Grand Army badge of
purple and blue immortelles three feet in
the
remainder
receipts,
goes to Gaudaur.
Gaudaur broke the record, the best previ- length, sent from Chicago. Thomas l’ost of
Deer Lodge, Montana, contributed a wreath
ous time being his own against Teenier over
of western pine filled in with red roses.
tlie same course 19 minutes and 54 seconds.
There
were
remembrances
more
or
Worcester, Mass., May 30 t- The three less
elaborate from
mile race for $5C) a side between Janies A.
others,
including
Meade
Post
of
Ten Eyck, of Worcester, and Joseph Laing,
Philadelphia, the post
at Melrose, Mass., the Chinese Minister
of Montreal, was rowed over the old college
and Gen. Barrios’ widow. Twenty thousand
course at Lake Qulnsigamond this afternoon
shortly after 4 o’clock. Charles F. Aldrich, persons were present when the exercises beCol. Fred Grant, Gen.
gan at 3.40 o’clock.
Coxswain of Yale eight oared crew of 1870,
was referee.
The judges for Laing were his Sherman and other distinguished guests ocbacker, J. E. Gesner, of Montreal, and C. G. cupied the stand near the tomb. After the
Grand Army ritual and appropriate music,
Green. Ten Evck’s judges were lioncit McSweeuey and Thomas Kearn. Charles M. Bav. l)r. John Kliey Thompson, pastor of
Washington Square Methodist church, delivMcFarland served as time keeper.
lie did
ered an oration.
The band then played’
not have a stop watch, therefore the actual
“Best, Spirit, Best,” and “Lights Out,” and
time is disputed by several sporting men
the
benediction
closed
the proceedings.
who used stop watches.
At 4.19 o’clock the
Memorial services were held at the Acadesignal, a pistol shot, was fired.
Ten Eyck
my of Music this evening, The programme
had won the toss and had chosen the East or
included music, recitations and an address
Shrewsbury side. Both courses are equally
ltev. Dr. Talmage.
Governor Ilill enby
good. Six thousand people were present. The
tered near the close of the exercises and was
men started
promptly. Laing took the lead, received
with applause.
Ten Eyck rowing 28 strokes to the minute,
Mayor Hewitt
Laing a triile faster. Two lengths of clear called for three cheers and led them himself.
There were cries for Hill and the Governor
water were between the boats. Ten Eyck
spoke briefly.
turned first, and came back with a sweeping
stroke that soon placed him a length ahead
Concord, N. II., May 30.—Memorial Day
of his rival. From this point Ten Eyck alexercises were held this afternoon under the
direction
of E. E. Sturtcvaut Post No. 2, G.
increased
his
lead
to three lengths,
ternately
then lost it again as Eaing spurted, but the
A. It. The oration was given by John M.
Canadian could not catch him. Tey Eyck
Cochran of Southbrldge, Mass., after which
finally finished in 20 minutes 41 seconds, offi- the procession moved to the cemeteries
cial time.
The Worcester people were dewhere the graves were decorated. Among
lighted, and cheered till they were hoarse, the graves decorated were those of Col.
and steam whistles punctuating the applause
Joseph Stiekney, who commanded a regiwith shrieks.
ment at the battle of Bennington, and exA prominent Boston sporting man made
President Franklin Pierce, who was a brigadier general in theMexican war. Business
41ie time 20.37)$ with a stop watch.
The correct time is, however, in dispute. Ten Eyck
was generally suspended.
has accepted Bubear’s general
to
challenge
Brooklyn, May 30.—There were 3500
all American oarsman (excepting Gaudaur,
Grand Army men in the parade in Brooklyn
Teerner and Hanlan) and lias depusited $2C3 today.
Along the streets leading to tne
with Freeman Brown of this city for a
cemeteries through which the procession
three-mile race for $5CD on Lake Quinsigapassed public buildings and houses were
mond, June 17th.
decorated with flags and bunting.
Schools,
New York, May 30.—The three-mile sin- public offices and stores wero closed, and the
gle scull race between Wallace Boss and cars were thronged with people.
The procession broke up at the Fiatbush Avenue
George Hosmer was rowed at Bowery Beacti
this afternoon. Boss won by two feet. The
railway station and the different posts went
race was an exhibition for a purse of S15C0.
to the cemetries to which
they had been assigned where memorial services were held
and tlie mounds of the dead soldiers were
decorated with flowers.
FROM MEXICO.

tor at

ALVIN

many Catholic clergymen.
Speeches were
made by the seven gentlemen first named
and others, including Vicar General Byrme,
Editors laylor, Chamberlain, and Dora., of
the Globe, Transcript and Advertiser re-

spectively.

sigamond.

Wounded.

Cannot be Bleached
other

Explosion.

Sybacuse, N. Y., May 30.—Tlio boiler in
the Hitchcock manufacturing works at Cortland, exploded this morning demolishing the
engine room and part of the blacksmith shop
and burying at least three men in the debris.

Before the Bar of

Beats Laing on Lake

noon.

Business .11 oil's Ssilegunril.

KOSMIAN

A Boiler

Eyck

Ten

Hanlan

and *5,000.

30.—Prior to the memo-

President—Simon Newcomb.
Secretary—Edward Morris.
Treasurer—E. H. Banks.
Trustees—Francis G. Warren, Timothy Elliott,
John laird.
A fund of about SI,400 is in'.the hands of
the association towards the erection of a
monument.

SANBORN,

myia

Kava

rial exercises in City Hall tonight a permanent organization of the Biddeford Soldiers’
and Sailors’ Monument Association was effected by the choice of the following officers:

AT WHOLESALE ONLY BY

Tea and Coffee

to

Sailors’

generally.

CHASE &

Argyi.

residence of Professor Hopes.

be

can

auuiormes oi

The commencement exercises at
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This is
the foot of Melbourne street.
tbe first time that these graves have ever
thus Deen noticed; and it was through the

near

information given by local historians that
the attention of the G. A. R. was called to
them. The exercises commenced with the
singing of the hymn “Our Soldier’s Graves”
by the children of Preble Chapel. Introductory remarks were then made by D. W.
Scribner, adjutant of Thatcher Post, G. A.

Prayer was then offered by Rev. Mr.
Phelan. An address of fifteen minutes was
Mr. Hull said:
given by John T. Hull.
“Probably but few of the citizens of Portland are aware that on this hill, within a
few feet from where we now stand, are the
remains, that ere this have become dust, of
some of the brave defenders of our country,
who here breathed their last breath and
ended their lives on earth.
On this slope
below us reaching to the water-side they
were buried. With no parade or ceremony,
they were laid earth to earth, dust to dust.
At the beginning of the war of 1812-15, between the United States and England, in the
earlier engagements on land, disasters came
upon the American arms. One of the battles
in which the English were victorious was the
battle of Queenstown, on the Canadian side,
near Niagara Falls, which took place October
18, 1812. The American forces were commanded by Gen. Stephen Van Renssellaer
and Lieut. Col. Scott, afterward Gen. WinR.

field Scott. The English were commanded
by Gov. Brock of Upper Canada and Maj.
Gen. Sheafe, an experienced officer. After
Gen. Van Rensselaer was wounded Lieut.
Col. Scott was in command.
Gen. Brock

a

separate

from

the

rest

those

who

by their accent were found to be Irishmen
These they intended to send to England for
trial as traitors.in a frigate lying near, in accordance with the doctrine then held by
Great Britain-that a British subject could
not expatriate himself.
Col. Scott, who
was below, hearing a tumult on
deck, went
He
was soon informed of the cause, and
up.
at ouco entered a vehement protest
against
the proceedings.
He commanded his sol-

diers to be absolutely silent, so that their
accent might not betray them.
He was repeatedly ordered to go below, aud as repeatThe soldiers obeyed him.
edly refused.
of them were already detected
Twenty-three
as Irishmen, but not another one became a
victim. The twenty-three were taken on
board the frigate in irons and sailed to
England. The British government, how
carried out Its threats, and
ever, never
twenty-one of the twenty-three were sent
back from England three years after.
The cartel ship sailed for Boston with the

remaining prisoners, including Lieut. Col.
Scott, in November, 1812. The prisoners, on
the voyage
were jMjorly fed
and badiy
treated, which caused severe sickness to
break out aboard the ship, and after a long
voyage of seven weeks tiie cartel put into
Portland harbor.
Col. Scott made a report to the (J. S. military authories here, aud the result was that
twenty-six of the severest cases were taken
from the ship and brought to the town hospital, a wooden building which at that time
steod near here, at the foot of Quebec street.
The Regulars with Col. Scott remained in
the harbor for several hours, and the prison-

board, as well as those at the hospital
supplied with clothing and provisions. The snip went to Boston leaving
the sick here in the
hospital. Thirteen of
them died in a very short time, and others
how
subsequently,
I
many is unknown.
have the names of nine of those who died.
They were all soldiers in the Regular U. S.
Army viz.: Waylaud Hall of Capt. Wool’s
(afterwards Gen. John E. Wool) Co., 13th Infantry; John Barrows, Capt. Mackemey’s
Co., oth Regiment; Benjamin Smith, Capt.
Scott s Co., 23d Infantry; Daniel
Hawes, do;
Barney * reelove, U. S. Infantry; James P.
Davis, do; Ezekiel Goodenow, Capt. Lawrence Co., 13th Infantry ; Alex.
Smith, Capt.
Dox Co., 12th Infantry; Sylvanus Sloan, 23d
Infantry. These and others were buried
ers on
were newly

here.
After

have told their story of sacrifice and bravery.
Music, with sweetest strain, has chanted
their requiem, and made vocal their devotion
and patriotism, and loving hands, of comrades and friends, have set the flag they
loved, and placed lloral tributes, on the last
resting place of half a million of America's
bravest sons. The Grand Army of the Republic owes its existence to the undying
friendships, made strong and sacred, by four
long years of toil and strife. The men who
marched shoulder to shoulder, bravely fighting the battles of freedom and union, could
tever forget their mutual exposure and danger, In camp and field.
Twenty-one years
ago the Grand Army sprang into life. This
year marks its majority, and with each succeeding year, it binds more firmly together
the noble men. who wear its badge of honor.
Rut we meet with sad hearts
to-day, my
comrades, for there are vacant places in our
ranks that one year ago were filled by those
we

loved.

They have passed from

fitting tribute

Mr

i bKnUuN.

At 1.15 p. m. Market square, and the
streets through which the procession was to

filled with spectators, as Drum
his baton as aj signal to
Chandler's Band to commence playing, and
Capt. Norton gave the command “Fours
right” to the escort. The military looked
well aud the only regret felt was owing to
the fact that the Montgomery Guards, in
their new^uniforms, had no place in the batwas

Major Bean raised

talion.
TI1B PAHADE

The escort proceeded through Centre, Free
and Congress streets to Grand Army Hal),
where Bosworth and Thatcher Posts, with
the Sons of Veterans, were received, and
thence to City Hall, where the city government and invited guests took places in the
line. From the City Hall .lie route Bay
through Pearl street to the Kochester Railroad station, where cars were taken for
Evergreen. The following was the order of
parade:
Platoon of Police, Officer Harris commanding.
Chief Marslial U. K. French.
Aids, C. D. Clark, D. W. Scribner.
Drum Major Bean.
Chandler’s Baud, 25 pieces.

Capt. Norton,

commanding escort.

Adit. E. C. Philbrook.
Portland Light infantry, l.ieut. Blake, 35 men.
Portland Cadets. Capt. Eastman, Lleuts. Hesel-

•

•

tine and

Boss,

28

men.

Portland Mechanic Blues, Lieut
Bosworth Post, No.

C. F.

26 men.
2, Commander A.
116 men.

Swett,

M. Sawyer,

City Ooverament.
ltickar and Bunin, CounclUnen Hobbs,
McCann, Murphy, Laughlln. King, Higgins,
Hutchinson, Trefethen, McUlauttin.
Maj. Uassaway, U. 8. M. 11. C.
Capt. liarr U. 8. B. S. Dallas.
Lieut. Rogers, IT: 8. B. S. Dallas.
Maine Slate Fife aud Drum Corps, 13 rueu.
Thatcher Post, No. Ill, Commander C. W. Had-

Aldermen

lock, 60 men.
of Veterans, Capt.
W.
Perry, 27 men.
Four Carriages containing Comrades J. B. Urlffin,
Dr. Ordway, W. B. Pike. 11. c. Houston, U. H.
Libby, J. Lowe, C. W. Mellon. B. Dunn, A. Jordan, J. Hlllyer, U. Ureen, J. Boss, M. M. Edwards, P. Carroll, J. L. Bradish, y. Connell.
The procession looked finely, and the men
marched well.
Following the procession
were two large picnic wagons filled with the
ladies of the two relief corps, and in its centre a large wagon prettily dropped with flags
bore the beautiful monument, wreathed witli
floral emblems, which was placed on the Soluiers
L,ot at Evergreen Cemetery.
The
monument was decorated under the charge
of Mrs. H. I’. Ingalls, and bore among other
emblems a star for Mr. Oliver Littlefield, a
lyre for Mr. M. S. Dennett, a cross for
Messrs. G. S. and X, H. Hammond, and a
superb anchor for “all soldiers|nnd sailors,"
from the Sons of Veterans.
Among tho special decorations taken to
Evergreen Cemetery were bouquets, baskets
and other Horal designs for Gen. G. F. Shepley, Albert W. Colby, Geo. W. Trowbridge,
C. Vanhorn, II. D. Barbour. D. II. Stevens,
D. G. Mountfort F. A. Hall, \V. F. Hall, J.
D. Fessenden, Lt. S. Fessenden, J. A. Frazer,
Capt. B. C. Pennell, Lt. O. W. Burnham, C.
F. Meserve, W. B. Smith, Capt. J, A. Perry,
Capt. C. H. Gilman, J. T. Waterhouse, J. 11.
Dodge, C. F. Lang. Itev. X. W. T. ltoot. Geo.
Foster, A. Cushing, J. Roberts, C. H. Merrill, Kev. Zenas Thompson. Capt. Geo.

Shepley Camp,

Sons

Thompson, C. O. Kenwood, J. L. Forsyth,
J. Tukesbury. E. Roberts, YV. Conant, D.

L.
C.
Clark, S. B. Church, YV. S. Gerrisb, G. YV.
Beals, J. B. York.
Boswortli Relief Corps carried special emblems for Mrs. T. I*. Deals, YV. R. Mills,

C. Harris, U. K. Gatley, C. YY'. Dean, D. YVillard, F, Heath, K. C. Milliken, and Misses
Lizzie E. Huberts and Martha Chase.
The “Vets” of the Grand Army sent a
beautiful wreath for YV. D. Smith. These
“Vets" are a private organization of eleven
members, and admissions are only made to
fill vacancies caused

by

death.

Fifteen cars convoyed the procession to
Deering where already an immense audience
had gathered by private carriages and horse
At the cemetery the published procars
gramme was gone through and at its close
the vast rrowd slowly melted away and
returned to the city.
EVENING.
Defore 7 o’clock last evening people commenced to enter City Hall and secure seats
for the evening exercises.
Space in the
front |of the auditorium were reserved for
the Grand Army bodies. At 8 o’clock the
hour for the commencement of the exercises
every seat in the hull, including many which
had been brought in to' accommodate the
crowd, was occupied. Around the sides of
the room and In the galleries a large number
of people, many of whom were ladies, were

standing.
At 8 o’clock, Chief Marshal Geo. F. Frencli
gave the signal to the band and the exercises
begun with one of the favorito selections of
Mr. Chandler’s musicians.
Upou the platform, besides the chairman, were seated the
committees in charge of the observance of

day. Mayor Cliapinau, Rev. L. H. llalyV. II. Clifford, Esq., members of the
City Government and others. Mr. French
delivered the opening address, speaking as
the

lock,

follows:

MR. FRENCH'S ADDRESS.
Comrades, ladies and Gentlemen:

Another year, with its many changes, has
brought us together tor the services of Memorial Day. No other day can ever hold a
more sacred place in the national heart
Throughout all our broad land, millions of
grateful people have gathered with one accord, to garland the graves of the fallen
heroes, who freely gave their lives to perpetuate free government and a united country.
the patriot dead arc remembered with
Today
a nation a love and homage, tf bquent words

our mor-

tal sight, but they live in our hearts.
Our
love knows no rank.
The humble private
holds au equal place with the gallant chief
who led the fight.
To-day the brave Logan,
whose eloquent tribute to the nation’s greatest warrior thrilled our hearts one year ago,
now sleeps with those who followed him in
fiercest fight, to victory or death.
Comrades, our orll of honor lengthens year
by year. One by onelthe scarred veterans,
bound to us by ties of fraternity, charity and
loyalty, drop from oar side to rest in their
last camping ground.
To mark their resting place and keep their
memory ever fresh Is on* «f out most sacred
duties. Rut the uay hastens when only a
remnant of the mighty host will be left To
other hands must be committed this great
trust. Sons of Vetrans, upon your shoulders
will fall the mantle of the Grand Army. To
jim and your children from generation to

generation, this precious heritage, purchased with heroic bravery and untold sacrifice
of precious lives will lie bequeathed, lie true
sons of noble sire*, and a great country will
bless and hold sacred their memory and the
principles for; ■which they lived and

8rand
led.

Mr. French was warmly applauded at the
conclusion of his remark*. He wa» followed
by the Weber club, who sang with excellent
effect "Rest, Soldier, Rest,” the song being

received with expressions of approval by the
audience. Rev. L. H. Hallock then offered
prayer, the members of the Grand Army and
Shepley Camp standing. Shaw's quartette—
Messrs. Frank W. Sbaw, Samuel Thurston,
Frank A. Rowdoin and John L. Shaw -sang
Rev. Dr. Hill’s beautiful memorial hymn,
"Hear onr Prayer,” the well trained voices
of the singers blending sweetly.
W. U. Clifford, Esq., was then introduced
aud delivered an address which was listened
to with the greatest attention. Mr. Clifford
related in a clear and interesting style the
history of the differences between the States
which culminated in the civil war, and made
many eloquent allusions to the great struggle,
paying a tender tribute to the soldiers of the
North. Mr. Clifford’s remarks follow:
MK.

a

to the dead the hymn
America was sung by the children and small
American Hags were placed on the
graves.
The benediction was pronounced by Rev
Mr. Phelan.

pass,
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Ladles and Gentlemen:
It U a privilege to have the opportunity ol
a share in the memorial exercises of
this day, to loin in the common expression
of affectionate and respectful remembrance
of the heroism and the sacrifices of the soldiers who died in the civil war. Indeed, as
time passes. Memorial Day can no longer be
exclusively observed by the remnant of the
Northern army who still survive. Inasmuch
as the Union and the cause lor which they
fought was a cause and a union of the entire
nation, so all classes, civilians and soldiers
alike, claim a share in the great and glorious
memories to which the exercises of this day
will always point.
Finding my way into town this morning
from a neighboring village by ,tbe shore, I
was struck with the spectacle the vtriage
pet
seated.
For all along the roads andhlgh-ways came troops and companies of men,
women and children, bearing their offerings
of wreaths and chaplets of early summer
flowers, all wending their way to that common center of affection and recollection to-

taking

day—the cemetery.
They came from farms
und homesteads, and from all along the
winding shore of our inner bay, all animated by a common emotion, all tending to a
common spot; and 1 thought how, at that

moment, similar scenes were transpiring in
almost every village in the North. Hundreds
of thousands were flocking to the resting
of their relatives and their heroes,
placeshave
some of them, slumbered there,
l'liey
for twenty years and more, and still the feeling is as strong today as when Memorial
Day begun. How strong is the influence Qf
Memorial Day upon the affections of the
people! A hush, similar to the silence
which for eighteen hundred years has fallen *
on Sunday, which this year preceded Memorial Day, comes over this day also. Suspending the business of life, men seem to
turn the ear backward to catch the full
sound of the deep and tender swell pf the
great memories, the subduing recollections
of the hour. There is no sign of the diminution of the public interest is theday
Is
observance is founded on patriotism and personal affection.
The grandeur and importance of onr last
national struggle is developing almost daily
before our eyes.
All great achievements of
nations, or of men, need to be viewed through
a retrospect of years in order that their true
magnitude may be realized. They must be
viewed at a distance, after their occurrence,
in order to be able to embrace their grandeur
and proportions; they must be viewed at a
distance in time before their occurrence in
order to have an understanding of their
causes.
Great moral, social or political revolutions are not the growth of a single season,
or the fruit of a single
planting. The causes
which have led men io unite again** injusor
to
have always been
confront
error,
tice,
the slow, although perhaps unnoticed, accumulations of preparatory stages of education and belief.
Whenever submitted to
careful examination we shall tind some
steady, persistent cause to^inderiie all great
national commotions.
The war between the North and the South
was the final outgrowth of a long standing
difference of opinion as to the true scope
and character of our Federal Constitution.
»
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Conflict of opinion which swept in*. nation into war In 1861, bad manifested Itself
under different circumstances, and on different occasions, all along the course of our hisThat conflict began when
tory as a nation.
tiie Constitution itself was in the process of
formation. It is plain that the seeds of a future possible struggle against the
supremacy
of tiie National Government were sown almost at the birth of our Constitution. The
germs of different opinions upon this subject
appeared when the outlines of our present
were presented to the Constitutional
system
Convention in 1787, and were developed by
tiie debates which preceded the Constitution’s formation and adoption. A wide divergence of understanding was exhibited
from tiie beginning as to the real powers
conferred upon the National Government by
the Constitution, as to the rights retained by
tiie States, and in general as To the entire future practical operation of the whole political machine.
umrcti it is in no wish suiprising mat concerning the character o( so remarkable a political edifice, so wisely and nicely fashioned
out of materials new and old, there should
have been at the beginning anything but
unanimity of opinion. I say of materials
new and old because at the time of which we
are speaking, there existed the
original
colonial and state governments and during
the Revolutionary war the articles of cootederatiun.
From the already existing
structures of the colonial governments, It
was not the
purpose of our forefathers to subtract a single essential stone. These governments had been the growth of
years of struggle and hard experience, during the childhood of our nation.
But at the same time
the new and grander edifice, the national
government, could only lie erected out of
materials furnished from those great quarries of political rights, the powers, liberties
and franchises of the thirteen original states.
This marvellous uniting of the existing forms
and principles of the colonlull governments
with the newly erected building of solid
federal power, was the cunning work of our
Revolutionary fathers. Out of these apsame

parently contacting principles they framed

anil reared this stately temple of our existing double form of government, state aDd
national. Vet alt the parts were so harmoniously united that the whole seemed to have
originated at the same time, and to have
come forward to maturity together.
It Is
never an old theme with us, and can never
fail to excite afresh our gratitude and wonder when we recollect how skillfully the existing governments of the states were supplemented
national government, and
by the was
how the whole
united and bound tothe
gether by
grand over-arch of our supreme
Imperial national power.
How uaturally this grew up wlthont Injury to the institutions from which It sprung.
How exactly all the
portions were made to
inter-lock and match as H
no seams or
cracks had ever existed, which It was the
architect s duty to cement and unite. One
would tbiuk that to the young nation Just

emerged from an almost super-human struggle for human rights, and who bailed the
advent of
this new government. It must
have seemed, as it does to us. almost without a daw.

Yetouiofthe construction and operation
of this same wonderful government of ours,
grew up those opinions whose roots started
and heaved its
foundations, and whose
fruits were dissension, the theory of nullification, the doctrine of secession, attempted
Much
difseparation and civil war.
at the
of opinion
prevailed
ference
the
of
a
natsubject
beginning upon
ional government. One class saw safety and
union onlv in granting supreme powers to
the natioual government within the sphere In
which it was delegated to act. Another class
viewed with apprehension the bestowal of
I any unconditional powers upon the general
i government at all. The third class were conicoscLi-Dxr*'

on rortrx
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Wc ilo not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address ol the writer
arc In all cases Indispensable, not necessarily lor
publication but as a guarantee ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve
communications that are not used.

The

crown

dispatches

prince

agree, is

of Germany,
suffering from

ull

tho

a

veryis asserted that

serious throat affection. It
tho trouble is of a cancerous nature, though
this is denied. Grave apprehension is felt
that he will not live long. The crown prince
is very popular in Germany, and his demise
would create profound sorrow.
He is 56
years of age. He has sons and grandsons,
so that the succession is secure.

The all-absorbing nature of the Irish quesby the way the time of the
English Parliament has been surrendered to
its consideration.
There have been 88 days
of the sitting of Parliament since the beginning of tiie session. During all that time

tion is illustrated

there have been

only four days on which
private members hare been able to bring
any legislative proposal before the House,
while the government has done nothing at

all but use the cloture in the different
stages of the yet unfinished Crimes bill.
The bill for the hoard of Queen Kapiolani
and party at the Parker House was $2,800.
The hill for flowers with whicii the City
Council and the Queen and party arrayed
themselves during the week was $4,500. At
the reception at tho Hotel Victoria at which
only ono hundred people were present, one
hundred gallons ot liquor were disposed of,
at any rate the city was charged with that
amount. Boston has seen a good many famous

junkets, hut tills

one

out-junkets them

all.
_
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The breaking out of the civil war, In 18(11,
caused a great schism in tho Presbyterian
Church. The Southern Presbyterians, offended by a resolution passed by their Northern brethren at
Philadelphia in 1801, in
which it was affirmed that citizens were under the Government of the United States,
tho Government <le facto and Je jure, and
that no member of tho church should bear
arms ngalnst It, withdrew and formed the
General Assembly of the
Presbyterian
Church in the Confederate States of Ameri-

From that day until this the Northern
and Southern Presbyterians have been separated, each having its own general Assem-

ca.

bly. The

nearest approach to anything like
united action has been the holding these as-

semblies simultaneously, though not in the
same places.
Last week the assmblies met
in their usual yearly meetings, the Northern
Presbyterians at Omaha, Nebraska, the
Southern at St. Louis, Missouri. Several
times the Northern Presbyterians, in their
General Assembly, have held out the olive
branch of peace, and endeavored to re-unite
the church. All previous efforts have failed.

Last week the Assembly at Umaha tried

again, by seuding a

very kind and concilia-

tory address to their Southern brethren. The
receipt of this launched upon the Southern
Assembly the question of re-union, and provoked a stormy debate which throws a very
brilliant light upon an interesting side of
Southern social and religious life. A large
elemeut among the Southern Presbyterians
are in favor of re-union.
Drs. Markland, of

Maryland, Luckett, of Texas, and Bryson, of
Alabama, led the union element in the long

and able debate. The Southern church is in
far from a flourishing condition. Last year
it added but ••fght churches and four minisits members, while the Northern
church during the same time not only met
its own outlays, but sent more than a hundred and twenty-six thousand dollars south
for the support of schools and churches for
the freedinen. lie-united, the leaders of the
union party held, the church would be more
powerful and prosperous. Besides, when
business men and politicians were slink inc
hands in friendship after the bloody quarrel,
it should not be left to the church of God
nloue to perpetuate the quarrel. This was the

voice of the New South, hut the Old South
rallied with surprising readiness and bitterDrs. Palmer of Louisiana, Vaughan
and Preston of Virginia, and Smoot of Texas
spoke. Dr. Smoot spoke like an old-time
lire eater. The aggressive spirit ol the
North,

ness.

EFFECT OF THE SUNDAY LAW.
[N.Y. Mall and Express.]

May.

that Is from 2$ gallons to lj, lint that of beer
has Increased from less than two gallons to
eleven gallons per individual.

[St. Louis Globe-Democrat.]
British consols in the past ten days have

Major Ber.:

tions arising from it were rightful, and not
sinful." He desired to give no offense to
his Northern brethren, but he did not fear to
obey the teaching of the Holy Ghost, in the
matter of the relation between master and
servant. For this rcaaon he was
unwilling
even to discuss with the Northern Church
the subject of uuion, as he was
to

unwilling

give them the power to regulate his relations
with the cursed sons of Ham. The Northern Church did not believe in a separate colored Church, but this questiou was not a
live issue in the North, where the few negroes were lost in the mass of the population. In the South, on the contrary, the neerroes

were

often in the mainritv nnri

il admitted to the

wrmi/i

Church, control,

and rightfully control, the property of the Church.
More than this, the union in ecclesiastical
matters would inevitably lead to union in
social matters.
In assemblages of church
members the dark-colored young gentlemen
would offer themselves as escorts and associates to the fair daughters of the South and
the line of social distinctions would soon be
broken down.
So Dr. Vaughan concluded:

“The Southern church should not permit
their relations with the negroes to be settled
by Northern men, and therefore should hesitate before forming any union."
Other
speakers declared even more forcibly their
determination that the Northern churches
should be prevented from gaining any union
whereby they might be able to exert an influence over the Southern churches ia reference to the negro question.
After such a stormy debate, a unanimous
opinion could not be expected. By a vote of
85 to 56 it was voted that a committee of inquiry be formed to join with a committee
which the Northern Assembly ha? appointed,
for the purpose of making arrangements for
reuniting the Presbyterian church. When
this vote was cast, the “New South” element
could scarcely repress a cheer, but the leaders
of the “Old South” party met to prepare a
protest. It is feared that while two-thirds
of the body now known as the Southern
Presbyterian church, will secede and join
the Northern Presbyterian Church, the remainder, imbued with the old Southern spirit, will hold out until death and decay shall
have removed it.
To the Presbyterian church, the debates at
St. Louis ace of the greatest interest: to
those who are interested in other churches,
or no churches at all, the remarkable debate
is no less Interesting for the light it throws
on the social condition of that “New South”
over which we have such high hopes.
Tlie new athletic organization of the Harvard men of muscle is to be called the 'Varfor its main
sity Club, and will depend
strength upon graduates who were interested
in athletics during their college course. The
founders, who are also the first directors, are
Messrs. Franklin Remington, William A.
Brooks, Arthur P. Butler, Albert F. Holden,
F. C. Woodman, and Charles Francis Adams,
d.
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Plain and Fancy ttuchings—Sidenberg’s make.
All the new styles in Collars and Cuffs, White and

Fancy.

No. 482
my20

much hard work is avoided.

INDEX

without fear of shrinking or fstding the colors, while for laces and
deliesite fabrics it is uiiequaled.
Give THE INDEX a trial and you
will be convinced that it cannot be too highly recommended.
it! A N l) FACT U It ED

BY

FRANK D. LUNT &
WM.

i

582
AND ALL

...

LEADING

GROCERS.

dtf

“New Color” Russet Oxford Ties at $1.50. Best In the city
Come and see them. They are nice goods, and
25 cents less than usually sold for.

MATT TOP, KID BUTT# J, SCALLOP TAIPS,
SI.50, $2.00, $2.50, Economical and Serviceable.

WE,

IN

OUR

REPAIRING

DEPARTMENT

WE~

LEAD

ALL

No. 210 middle Street,

Floyd,

maylo

Geo. D. Band,
John H. Card,

Portland, me.eotftf

NOW OPENINC.

Elgin C. Verrill.

W. W. Thomas, Jr„

Henry W. Swasey,

George Libby,

Geo. F. McQuillan.
Jabez C. Woodman.
Janies L. Backb it,
A. B. Holden,

-A-ISTID

W. M. Payson,
Richard Webb,
Frank & Larrabee,
William H. Looney,
Carroll W. Morrill,
Enoch Knight,
H. & W. J. Knowlton,
David E. Snow,
Byron D. Verrill,
V. C. Wilson,
Locke & Locke,
W. M. Bradley,
may 23,25,28&jel.

at about
dtf

at my New

Store,

new

—

No 207 Middle, corner of
and complete line of

AND

Temple

said before

we

trying to get even the value of this set, let aloue
object being to have you visit our store so that

are not
our whole

you eau see the enormous line of Chamber Furniture we carry. We have some 4S
of these sets aud we shall them at price quoted while they last. Those who are in
search of a bargain or in need of a Walnut set, and wish to pav SPOT CASH, (as we
shall not sell the set on any other terms at this price should make It their business to call at once, as a glance at the set will be sufficient to prove to any person
who knows auything about goods, that every word written here are solid truths.
Our Second Bargain offered on Chamber Sets Is a large, handsome Antique Ash,
made in Philadelphia by one of the best manufacturers in the business; it is thoroughly well finished and is of very handsome design; the Bedstead is very large,
the Commodr> is very large, and the Bureau is exceedingly large; the glass Is bevel
and is 32x20 plate; the bureau drawers are beautifully Unished Inside; the Chairs
are finished to match the set, and altogether it is one of the latest style aud latest
llnlsh sets in the market. It has always sold with us for $55.00, we sell It while
it lasts for

HOME BONDS.
Korklnnd,

<», uiisl Is
(Is ii,.I 4s
tls
Portland,
Portland 4k OdgeiisburK 1st
(Is
Waldo boro,
Os
4w
Anson, ....

ltalli,

...

Aretas Shurtleff,
ISA

It A All BROMR,
middle

All orders throngli the
This set also will be sold only for cash at this price.
mail for these sets will have prompt and careful attention.
And purties lining at
a distance beyond where our teams can deliver will have to pay freight charges
over and above these price, as we cannot add any expense beyond
pueking aud delivering to depots on these two Chamber Sets. Come aud see the line at your earliest conveniences, as at these prices, making as we have a cut of $23.00 on one
and $12.00 on another, will not last long. We have just been putting on our floors
some beautiful styles of Mahogany Sets, ranging in price from $100.00, $225.00,
$275.00, $310.00 aud up to $700.00. In Oak llnlsh, the latest antique style, we
have them ranging in price from $55. 00 up to $200.00. In solid Cherry, with
best Italian Marble tops, from $40.00 upward. In Black Walnut, with best Italian Marble tops, from $34.75 to $350.00. Iul'ine, from $10.00 to $35.00. In
Ash, from $18.00 to $75.00. Aud we have no hesitation saying that we exhibit
the finest line of Chamber Sets in our Portland Store shown auy where in New England. We call special attention also to our Piano Polished Fiuished Sets made in
Brand Rapids, fiuished in imitation Mahogany and Antique Ash. They are beautiful style goods and the prices range from $35.00 to $50.00.

LARGE ANI> ELEGANT LINE OF

Gentlemen’s

In every

which I shall offer to my friends and customers aud the public generI have been ten years
ally, at prices which will defy all competition.
“on the old camp ground,” and now have moved to “the Little Church
’Round the Corner,” where 1 hope to seo my old friends us well as new
converts to low prices.
I shall spare no pains in making my New
House both cheerful and attractive in all that pertains to FIRSTCLASS goods and low prices.
I came to Portland eighteen years ago
to stay, and built up a business in the Clothing and Gent’s Furnishing
Goods Trade, which I shall endeavor to do in “the Little Church ’Round
the Corner,” where all my old congregation and many new members
from others are invited to call and see me.
Below I give prices of a
few leading articles:

All Wool Pants from

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 and

up to

$6.00.
in Men’s Suits, from $6.00,

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN to the country trade, who

ed to call and examine

goods and prices

E.
207

PARLOR FURNITURE.

before

purchasing

McNEILL,

Middle, Corner of Temple Street,

■

Portland, Me.

Underwear.

Diphtheria, Croup. Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Infiuonza, Hacking Cough^Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysenCures

tery, Chronic Diarrhaoa, Kidney
Troubles, and
Diseases.
Bplnal
We will send free.
postpaid, to all

their
an

Illus-
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value.
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Ev-

erybody should
have
and
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We also make this set in six pieces, putting iu a llivan instead of two Parlor
Chairs. The set is thoroughly well upholstered; the frame is handsome undone
of the IMest styles, being all carved lines, and taking it all together is well worth
$75.00, but as we said this is for one of the attractions for (bis week, we will
sell It for cash, or we will sell the set for a quarter down and $5.00 iter mouth until paid for.
No. 510 is also a beautiful set, always retailed at $85.00; we shall sell this week
in a combination of colors In a Crashed Plush for

after

^^Btheir lucky

At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

R.lARRINGTBN,

me Clothier and.

THE

Furnisher,

UNDER
*

SOS
apa

FALMOUTH

MIDDLE

ST.,

HOTEL.

PORTLAND,

DIE.
eodtt

These works have

privilege of

of

Wichita,

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
We are coutluually adding to our stock of Carpels now embraces all the popular
lines in the country, and we are ever willing to show them to our customers,
whether they wish to buy or not.

they
*31,000 yearly.

BABY CARRIAGES
•

for every body; n beautiful stock on hand of the celebrated Wakefield
make, also the Kicliardsou Carriages and other Mew Pnglmid mmiiifaeiures. Wc do not know any reason why we have sold more Carriages Ilian any other dealer iu mew Lnglaud this year, unless it is because we made the prices lower; at any rate maiiiifaeiurers
gave us
credit for handling more fliau nay other house iu the country. We

have another

car

load of the celebrated

NEW PERFECTION REFRIGERATORS
erator until you examine llic mew Perfection.
Write for cuts mid
euialogues of these goods. We prepay tlic freight on everything sold
wllli
the
ns
of
tin;
above
two
sets
by
exception
<|uoted, anil we fee
that where we take off what we have on these sets, that the buyer
can richly afford to pay the freight.
Come mid see us, or write us for
photographs mid particulars, and also terms. W e are just in receipt
of two carloads of

S5.00.

yearly.

*50,04)0

Under the laws of Kansas, the stock
carries double personal liability similar
to Xatloual Bank Stocks.
Savings banks and Insurance invest*
ors have already subscribed fora considerable portion of this loan.

Price:

Par and Accrued In*
toraat

Exchange Street.
DEE ISM7.

far ami accrued Interest paid tor those due In
June and July, for those due in November a
premium will be allowed.
We offer for re-investment:

Maine Central R. R. 1st Mortgage, due 1898,
Maine Central R. R. Ccns. Mortgage, due 1912,
Androscoggin & Kenneb.’c R. R. 1st
due

Leeds & Farmington R. R. 1st Mortdue
gage,
Portland Water Company,
due Oct.
Calais Watsr Co. 1st Mortgage
due
Flshkill A Matteawan Water Co. 1st
due
Mortgage,

7s
7s

1890-91,6s
1896,
1891,
1906,

6s
6s
5s

1906,

6s

-ALSO-

$50,000
Chicago A Great Western R. R. 1st Mortgage Terminal Gold 5 Per Cent Bonds, due 1936.

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,
l§<t Itllddlc Street,

Cortland, Die.

DETROIT,

RAILWAY COMPANY
FIRST MORTGAGE

Come and
full

the goods
particulars of

see

our

House

store,

or

write

This road Is hooded for only $15,000
per mile and Is earning expenses, interest and a handsome surplus.
The Company has no car trust or floating debt. It owns ilOO acre* at Alpena,
Michigan, and a full equipment of engines and cars, which are covered by
the mortgage.
The bonds are listed on the New Vork
Stock Exchange.
We shall be happv to
give fuller information upon application.
We offer a limited amount for sale at
105 and interest, subject to advance in
price without notice.

WOODBURY

MOULTON.

BANKERS,
CORNER Ml DOLE and EXCHANGE STS.
mny27

cltf

WANTED!

CITY OF PORTLAND BONOS,
WOODBURY

This may seem strange to ilie uninitiated in our business tlmt we
should buy two cur loads of Stoves and Ituuges iu one week in Huy,
but nevertheless such is the ease;
our trade demauded it, mid iu order to buy them right so Hint we can save Hie consumer some
money
we have to buy iu this enormous qiiniitit}.
Imagine MOO heavy
Itanges iu one order and U will give you some idea of ilie vnstness of
[>ur business.
Any of ili< c Stoves will be sold for easli, or a quarter
down and Ilie bulauee by the week or inantli.
Write us for cuts of
Stoves and Ituuges, aud remember that we are Ilie largest distributors
[>f these goods to-day in New CnglaiKl. This Is what ran he done in
two years by iiiakiug the price right and by iisiug the rush.. right
iftrrwards, and childly by handling an article that is thorough:)
*ood in every way, such as our New Tariff mid Ouuker Ituuges are.
I'housaiidsean testify to their good baking qualities and perfect work
ing in every particular.

in

Cent IKoimIs,

Maturing June, July and November, 1887.

STOVES AND RANGES.

All are new styles this season, anti it ** **IC
Jackets
Also, we snail offer very good
we have ever been able to secure.
value iu Jackets at $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $1.00,

earning

Due 1913.

the way which are giving such universal satisfaction, being Hie
only charcoal lined Refrigerator iu the market. I»o not buy n Refrig-

and Plaids with hoods
a re a few Blacks but mostly 111 Checks
stock of similar styles
fancy linings. These, with our present
which we have been selling for from $6.50 to $8.50, will be sold at
only

are now

It is estimated
that the additional mains now being laid
to provide for the extraordinary growth
of the city, will Increase the earnings to
over

Six Fcr

on

LADIES’ JACKETS.

the EXCLUSIVE
water to the City

AND ALPENA

---—

E. B. & B.

supplying
and

BAY CITY

stars.

MOST WONDERFUL
FAMILY REMEDY

us

MOULTON,

BANKERS,
Corner Middle and

may2H_

Exchange
Ut

Nts.
jlyl3

Due June I si and July 1st,
will lie cashed or received in exchange
for other securities, by

H. M. PAYSON &

GO.,

BANKERS,

for

Furnishings.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO,

DECORATION OUT.
I shall be o|»ru fur
sUiiiitf*
Decoration Day.

on

EASTMAN BROSi BANCROFT Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets,
my26

PropiTetow,

Population (1880*4011) now estimated
to bo 00,000.
Assessed valuation
*12,34 4,274
City debt. 80,0410

(interest guaranteed by Wisconsin Central AssoLines.) which we recommend for Havings
Banks or for the investment of Trust Kunds.

Do not fail to examine these bargains and remember that uo house in the country
carries any handsomer line, or larger assortment or better quality of goods thau
we do, and our prices are always right. And we will sell you. any Chamber Set outside of the two we have mentioned, or any Parlor Set, or any Carpet, or any quantity of goods of anv description In our building, for cash, or for $10.00 down on
$50.00 worth and $5.00 per month; or $20.00 down on $100.00 worth and
$10.00 per month.

thank

There

l he popular remedy for house or stable. Install*
aneous and infallible. A l. a RC.sk BOTTLE,
\ HA ■ s 1 s PRICK. All druggists sell it for
15 eta. NELSON & CO..
Boston,
febl 5 rx&Stn st .2dor4thpunn
Mass.

$100,000“

Wichita, Kansas, Water Works Co. Six
Per Cent Sinking Fund Bonds, Guar-

dated

$70.00.

All who buy or order direct from us, and request It. shall recelvo a certificate that the money shall
be refunded If not abundantly satisfied. Retail price. 35 cts.; G bottles. $2.00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO.. P. O. Box 2118, Boston, Mass.

and

FRED

IltMtl. MV It 111.Kl> AMS,
Execute orders at tho Stock Exchange In New
York and Loudon. Hallway liumla a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
:n tv ti.i. si Ki:i:r, VEu yokk.
feblO
litim

Mortgage,

this book,
those who
for it

Special Jacket Sale.

(ECKWEAR and COLLARS and CUFFS
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POOR’S

PORTLAND 6 PER GENT BONDS

dtl

We lime lust purchased from a New York maniifaeturer the balauec
of Ills stock of

C. H. LAMS0JU77 Middle SI.
tltf
may

hkokkbs,

Proprietors of

Mo. 32

No. 425 is a Crushed Mohair Plush Parlor Suit of seven pieces.
We shall make
this oue of the attractions of this week and shall put the price where very few peocan
manufacture
The
it at.
whole seven pieces can be covered in Crimson or
ple
any other one color, or we will sell you the Sofa in Crimson, the Ladies’Patent
ltoeker in Blue, the Cents’ Chair in Olive, one Parlor Chair in Crimson, one iu Old
Cold, oue in Indian Bed, one in Blue; this will give you a very nice combination of
colors and very handsome set. And we will make the price for this week

invitelsewhere.

mUMC
N’C'
wUnllU II O nnm

ALL THE LATEST STYLES OF

perfect

Greenongb,

ii \ vki:its and

are

my21

Kxery Columbia Bicycle and Tricycle Is fully
U A It It ANTK ■> to be free from Imperfections

In material and workmanship, and I will agree to
make good any breakage or defects ill them not
mused by abuse or neglect.
For speed the Columbia lias BKATKIV A 1,1,
run KKCOKUM. Long distance tourists always ride Columblas. The 1887 machines are the
most beautiful and
ever made in any part
if the world. Call for new catalogues free.

Poor k

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
E4tal»li«hed IM.il,

$55.00.

For Men, Youths, Boys and Children.

They lead in workmanship,
climbing bills, safety going down hill,

Street,

anteed Principal and Interest.

—

EVER KNOWN.

get the Columbia.

whore advertl.

we

SPRING SUITS!

Bicycles!

IK J8 LVV VOttfi.

Gloves

$1.00

nov27_eodiy

IF YOU WANT THE BEST

Advertising Bureau(10 Spruce
an contractu mar >X made for tt

opened

who

SPRING OVERCOATS

Lewis Pierce,
Henry St. John Smith,
Chas. Dunn, Jr.,
Charles E. Clifford,

As

making money out of it,

REMOVAL!
New Stole! New Goods! New Piices!

names,
trated

Frederick Fox,
George W. Verrill,
I. w. Parker,
i). W. Fessenden,
Isaac W. Dyer,
Wm. M. Sargent,
T. F. Keating,

mis PArEiti?«r^feisss
gtiyet),

Vin.inCUL.

Portland, Maine*.
mya_dim

COMPETITORS.

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

Seth L Larrabee,
F. V. Chase,
C. W. Goddard,

durability

from

Great Bargains
$7.00,
$8.00 and $10.00, which defy all competition.
Fine Suits and the best in the market from $12.00 to
$20.00.

or

the undersigned, members of Cumberland
liar, agree to close our offices at 4 o’clock,
p. m„ from Juno 1st to September 1st, 1887:
Strout, Cage St Strout, John J. Lynch,
William L. Putnam,
Clarence Hale,
A. F. Moulton,
Symonds & Libby,
Drummond & Drummond William K. Ulmer,
Edwin J,. Dyer,
J. W. Spaulding,
William Henry Clifford, Elmer Pearl Spofford,
Woodman & Thompson, Herbert G. Briggs,
John H. Fogg,
Joliu Baud.
Nathan & Henry B. Frank S. Waterhouse,
Cleaves,
Win. H. Motley,
8. C. Perry,
W. A. Golden,

for

my31dtd

No 101 is a Black Walnut Chamber Set with best Italian Marble Tops and a
Bevel Plate Glass, and is the biggest bargain to-day without exception ever offered in the City of Portlaud or any other State iu the I'nion. We are going to sell
It without prollt, in fact, barely cover the cost to manufacture, aud we do it as uu
inducement to have those who are looking for Chumber Furniture call and see our
beautiful line of goods. In this particular set the Bedstead is « feet :i inches high,
4 feet 8 inches wide ou the outside, and (S feet 4 iuches long. The footboard is
very heavily capped aud the bedstead is beautifully carved and burl panelled.
The Bureau is 40 iuches long, Ik iuches deep and and :{:{ Inches high; it has two
long drawers, one medium length, and two short druwers iu the right haad corner; all the front of the bureau drawers are burl panelled, and the w hole bureau
is very heavily moulded, giving it a substantial, massive appearance;
the glass
frame over the top of the burcuu is 4 feet two inches high, the top of It beautifully
carved aud burl panelled, aud the bevel plate itself is :J0 iuches by 25 Inches; the
Commode is of the regular combination style, two short drawers and one long one
and the cabiuet in the side; it is large aud roomy; the Chairs of the set are solid
Black Waluut with cane seats, four in number, aud a cane scat and Black Walnut
Itocker. With this set we put iu a Marble Top Table, the 14xlM marble; the Towel Back wo give you your choice of either Brass, Nickel or Walnut. The whole set
is thoroughly well made and one of the latest styles, for

i

$3.00.

CUMBERLAND BAR NOTICE.

and

Two job lots of pure Silk
halt price.

Congress Street,

kangaroo Bicycle Shoes

eodlsl2dor4tbpnrm

way.

Armurcs, reduced

CO.,

•

dyspepsia killers
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 26
| Tremont St., Boston, Mass., and
§ they will mail them to any part of
| the TJ. S. on receipt of the price.

strength of material

REMEMBER.

AND

for 12 1-2

Salines

cent

CO., MEN’S and BOYS’ CLOTHING

are

for

42 inch French
to 50 cents.

street, a

&

MILLIKEN

O. K.

rase

yards best 25

52 inch Tricots reduced from S'l.OO to 59
cents; five shades of Grey and two of
Brown.

I have

-FOB SALE BY-

box at any drug store.
They cost only 50 cents, or a trial
box for 25 cents, and you will be

uoiumbia

READ

Admission 25 cents.

Robert F. Somers & to. will give a 811k Hat to
any player ot the Portland club tint will mage a
home run on the home grouuds In a league game

■

INDEX

THE

a

Bradbury & Bradbury,
A. A. Strout,
C. S. Cook,
John C. Cobb,
Fred H. Cobb.
Holmes & Payson,

1900

BROS.’

my24

D. K.

Charles A. Strout,
Edward C. Baynolds,
Edward M. Band,
Geo. F. Emery,
Charles B. Merrill,
T. B. lteed,
L. B. Dennett,
L. L. Elder,
Chas. A. True,
WIlford G. Chapman,
E. F. Thompson,
Geo. F. Gould,
Albro E. Chase,
W. B. Anthoine,
Thomas L. Talbot,

TURNER

1600 yards Corded ltatiste, reduced from
12 1-2 to 6 1-4 cents.

is a pure Soap made from the best stock, refilled b> steam which removes all deleterious substances, and therefore calc ulated to be used
without smy danger to the liauds or the articles washed.
It is especially recoin mended for cleuuing painted surfaces leaviug them
stud
fresh
without
to
the
bright
paint itself. Wooleu goods,
injury
either white or colored, may be washed with

1 You've had it:

II. A.

WEDNESDAY ani THURSDAY, June 1 and 2.

cents.

INDEX SOAP
THE

t!2iv

-FROM-

Tlie min 11 nl Spring house cleaning with its uttciulant miseries is
now at hand, and witli its approach the careful housekeeper begius
to look around for the best way to make tills task the easiest possible.
With this object in view the

use

Opposite

Treble House.

ASTOUNDING OFFER!

THE JNDEX!

is introduced to the public, for by its

Congress Street.

BALL.

Game called at 3 o’clock.

IRA F. CLARK,IRA F. CLARK,

and peace.

Henry 8. Payson,
D. M. Sweat,
Elliot King,
Geo. C. Hopkins,
Geo. M. Seiders,

READ!

BASE

104

engraved
representing a settler and an
Indian. Above is the word “Peace,” and below are a tomahawk and pipe crossed. These
medals are given to Indians as a reward for
services in inducing their tribes to
relinquish
their savage customs for those of civilization

jau20

Bonanza in

LOOK!

scene

The selling agents for D. K.’s,
Dr. Mark R. Woodbury’s

a

500 dozen 4-ply Linen Collars at 10 cents each, 3 for 25 cents, $1.00
per dozen.
100 dozen 4 ply Linen Cuffs at 15 cents a pair, (J pairs for 75 ceuts.
These are genuine bargains. Call and examine.
A few dozen of 25-cent Braces for 10 cents, left.

The Interior Uejiartment has had struck
off at the Philadelphia mint a number of Indian peace medals with a bust of President
Cleveland on one side and on the reverse an

Get

We have struck

in stock.

LINEN COLLARS and CUFFS.

"As everybody "knows last Tuesday’s vote
gave Fremont more than 100,000 votes
in
Massachusetts against Fillmore's less than
20,(MO; and accordingly on the morning after
election, Maj. Poore started on bis toilsome
errand.
Col. Burbank bad immediately
written releasing him from bis
engagement,
but Maj. Poore refused to avail himself of
this courtesy and
He stopped
persevered.
his equipage” Wednesday and
Thursday
nights on the road, returning himself by
railroad to his home, and again resuming the
journey the next morning, and yesterday at 2
o clock he was met at Charlestown
by a delegation from Boston, who escorted him into
the city. The streets were densely crowded
with people attracted by curiosity to see him.
“theescort was headed by the Boston
Cornet Band, followed by the Boston Independent Fusileers. After them came the
major, wheeling his barrel of apples. Above
his barrow was borne the American ensign
and another Danner with the inscription:
’Maj. Poore—May the next administration
prove as faithful to their pledges as he was
to his.’ Behind was an open carriage, drawn
by four horses, in which was seated A.; B.
tly and another gentleman. A large crowd
followed the procession and the major was
frequently cheered. lie acknowledged the
compliment by frequent bows, and his face
tiore a smiling and pleasant countenance.
He wore a brown hat, green baiz.e jacket and
blue overall trousers. The wheelbarrow and
the barrel of apples weighed 185 pounds.
“On the arrival of the party at the Trcmont House an immense concourse of
peo
pie was collected in the street. Humorous
speeches were made by Maj. Poore ami CnlJ
Burbank. The major was harnessed to his
wheebarrow by a strap, and his hands and
shoulders were badly blistered. Several
friends of both parties to the wager joined
in a sumptuous banquet at the Tremont
House, and the major’s exploit furnished a
theme of conversation for the whole city—a
circumstance which, we dare say, quite eomjiensates him for the disappointment of the
defeat of his candidate and lor the labor of
his journey.”

Au Acid Stomach.
You 've been annoyed by it:
Heartburn.
What tortures you have suffered
from them:
Dyspepsia and Indigestion.
Think of the agony you endured
from your last
Sick Headache.
We don’t say you are a fool. But
you are very foolish not to obtain
immediate relief when a little
lozenge will furnish it.
It is called a

always

250 S15.00 ALL WOOL SUITS farS10.00

styles in Chemisettes, White and Fancy.
Bargains in Kid Gloves and Hosiery.

New

streets, by persons anxious to witness the
consummation of Maj. Ben : Perley Poore’s
fulfilment of the conditions of a wager laid
by him several weeks since with Col. R. I.
Burbank of this city. The wager was that
Fllmore would get more votes in Massachusetts than Fremont, the loser to give the
winner a barrel of apples, and to transport
the same in a wheelbarrow from his own residence to that of the winner.
The gallant
major lives at Indian Hill iu West Ncwlmry;
the equally gallant and
fortune
favored
colonel resides at the Tremont House in Boston, tile distance from house to house being
oKi.i.f ‘ill mil...

1,1

CHAMBER SETS!
These suits are nicely trimmed, with detachable buttons, and are
warranted Indigo Blue; or $0.00 with an extra set of Grand Army
Double Breasted Blue Suits
buttons.
The best bargain in this city.

BALABRECA!
Take Star Line Steamer*. Frank I In Wharf, and
steamer (in-eiiwotxl, Burnham'* Wharf.
Fare 26
cents, with admission to Carden.
n.
c.
my27dtf
KNOW ETON, Manager.

pair

19 cents per
44
44
kJ5
44
44
;i§

25, 39, 50, 02 and 85 cents per pair.

1850:—
A good deal of excitement was yesterday
manifested in the streets of our city at the
Nortli End and in State, Court and Tremont

—

Greenwood Garden!

Pine, Ash, Cherry, Walnut, Oak, Mahogany

LADIES' LISLE AND TAFFETA GLOVES $8.50 FOR A $15 BLUE SUIT.

Creat

AT

COMMENCING MONDAY. MAY 30.

Children’s Mitts and Cloves.

In his earlier years Major Ben: Perley
Poore won great notoriety in Boston for his
peculiar wager. This wager was made during the Freinont-Biiehaunn campaign, with
Col. Robert I. Burbank, now for several
years )iast judge of the South Boston municipal court. The circumstances of tills wager and its fulfilment are thus told in the Daily Advertiser in its issue of November 8

eral army came

concerning

Black and colors

been maintained at a higher level of price
thau was ever before attained.
Even a 8per-cent long time security, ns the consol is,
whose integrity is guaranteed by a country
enjoying good credit, like England or the
United States, is eagerly sought after by investors. Money was never so cheap and
plentiful throughout the world as it has been
in the past few years.

OPENING

Engagement of the Batabrefa Combination, head*
by the M%ve«Ji«li W owilrr,

SILK MITTS.

MONEY PLENTY AND CHEAP.

GRAND

-OF

SPECIALTIES.

The per capita consumption of spirits in
this country has fallen one half since 1840,—

A3irs»c.3ifcn,T».

SPECIAL SALE

A SEE SAW.

[8prlngflcld Republican.]

Dr. Smoot a “natural born politician in the
pulpit of Christ.” The speaker said that
Dr. Smoot had been mad ever since the Fed-

the black man. Dr. Vaughan, of Virginia,
bold!,, advanced again the ancient, mossbacked doctrine that slavery was a “moral
relation, not a sinful one.” “Slavery,” he
held, “like sickness and death, was a curse
inflicted upon the fallen race, but the rela-

VVmiTVRt.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Four “dry Sundays” have brought the
number of Monday commitments to the
workhouse down from 2<J1 in April to ltd in

lie said, overrode the Constitution of the
United States, and so the aggressive spirit of
the Northern church overrode the
principles
of true Presbyterianism. “.Men up there in
New England,—Wendell Phillips, Lloyd
Garrison, and others,” he declared brought
“desolation and ruin to this aountry,” while
Albert Sidney Johnston was eulogized as
“the greatest man who ever walked this
earth.” If the whole Southern Presbyterian
church decided to unite with the Northern
church. Dr. Smoot was confident that as for
himself, he should remain away. The debate at this point grew very interesting. A
Georgian, Col. Livingstone, replied, calling

into his county in Kentucky,
and made him step up
every thirty days and
take the oath, and added: "they
nniidn’t
trust him more than thirty days.
Ever
since that time he’s had no use for
anything
north of Mason and Dixon’s line.” With
the old bitterness of feeling came some of
the old ideas of slavery, and some ideas
which now prevail in the South

MINCKLI.ANEOCS.

CURRENT COMMENT.

press.
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soon.

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Martinis,
7U Exchange St.; Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. R. Denot Hodgson 96Vi Portland St.; I. W. Anderson,
St.; Costello, 7 Exchange St. -, Sheafe,
47 Middle St.; Jewett, 604 CongreMBt.i Peteraiin o KYrtrinire St.
Goold, corner Coiilfcss &iio

KbCongress
lAo Congress'st,:HopChertnut&St?*Chisholm,
k
rvMiunerclal. corner Park, Morrill, 243 Conns

St.; Heardsworth,
gresist Rots 1»3 CongressYork
and Tate Sts.;
H.dla St- Harley, comer
441 Congress
St.
John.
Abbott 243 Spring St.;
St
Powers 7 Portland At.; and of Chisholm Bros'
of
the
out
cltv.
agents on all trains running
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
August*, J. F. Pierce.
Hath, J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
I’oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick. B. (1. Deunlson.
Cumberland Mills, K. S. Raymond.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, 1). H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Kstes.

87

tettK; S «WaSk
Noyes,

a.

L. Crockett, A. 0.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, 8. C. Prince & Son.
S.

KaViSSSla

H. Burnham.

^ suckpoie.
ssrspp&SiSaifaoH
C. H.
Pierce.
Sprlugvale,
So. Parts, A. M. Gerry.

Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vtnalbaven, A. B. Vlnal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Fall and Winter

Mail Arrangement.

OFFICE HOURS.

General Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. m.

to 7.30 p. in. Sunday,9to 10 a. in.
Cashier's Office, (Sunday excepted). 7.30 a. m.
to 7.30 a. m.; Money order department, (Sunday
exoepted), 8.30 a. m. to 0 p. m.; Registered letter
department, (Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. in. to 0 p.
m.

Carrier's Deliveries, (Sunday excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in. and 12.30,1.45 and
5 p. m. In othersections at 8 a. in. and 1.45 and 5
p. m. Sunday delivery at Carriers’ windows 9 to
10 a.m. Collections from street boxes at 7 and
11a. m. and 4 and 8 p. m. Sunday at 6 p. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF

MAILS.

Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
Arrive, 12.20, 5.00
railroad (Eastern division)
and 11 p. m.; Close 8.15 a. in., 12 m., 5.30 and 9 p.
10 p. m.
and
12.30
in.; Supplementary,
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
Maine
division)—
&
(Western
via Boston
railroad,
Arrive, 12.20 and 8.15 p. m.; Close 8.15 a. in. and
—

3.00 t>. in.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. in. j Close 12.15 a. m. and 9 p. m.;
Supplementary, 12.45 p. in. and 10 p. in.

Rochlarul, intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and O.Od
p.m.: Close, 6.45 and 12.15 p. m.; Supplementary,
12.45 p. ni.
Augusta,—Arrive 2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 6.00 p.
m.; Close 12.15, 4.30 and 9 p. in.; Supplementary,
12.45 and 10 p. 111.
Hath,—Arrive, 2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 6.00 p.m.;
Close, 6.45 a.m., 12.15, 4.30and 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.45 and 10 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. in.
and 1 p. m.; Close, 6.45 a. m. and 12.15, 4.80 and
0 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.45 and 10 p. in.
Canada, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m.;
Close, 12.45 p. ill.
Gorham X. lt„ intermediate offices and connections—Arrive. 8.85 a. m. Close, 6.45 a. in.
Swanton, ft., mid intermediate offices and connections. via Portland and Ogdcnsburg railroad—
Arrive, 8.60 p. m.; Close, 8.O0 a. ill.
Bartlett. X. It, intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 11.10a. in.; Close, 2.45 p. in.
Rochester, X, Jl„ intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive, 1.35 p. m.; Close, 7 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive, 6 a. in.;
„„

Close,

4.30 p.

in.

WIT AND WISDOM
House Hunter—I like tlie looks of the building
I’ll bring iuy wife to see It this afterThis is a good, quiet neighborhood, I presume?
Owner—One of the best in the city.
My own
bouse Is lust above. On the other side, where
you see those little folks playing. M r. llillls, the
insurance man resides. The children, however,
You don’t object to
are charming little people.
children, I hope.
House Hunter—Not at all. I have six of my
very well.

noon.

own.

That makes a difference.
Can
I’m afraid I can’t let you have the house.
you find your way out? That’s light. Turn the
knob to the left.
Owner

(frigidly)—Ah!

De.IH. T, Godfrey says: “I gave ’DlgestjUn'
to an obstinate dyspeptic patient, who used It
with good effect.”
Sold by all Druggists, *1.00 per bottle, or W.
p. Kidder & Co., Manufacturing Chemists, 83
St. John st., N. Y.

_

Merchant—What is your business, sir?
Dude—I am waiting to fill a vacancy.
Merchant—But why do you carry It under your
own hat?
Clear the Way
loss of time, when the Intestinal canal is
blocked up by reason of constipation, chronic or
temporary. It should be borne in mind that this
ailment is prone to become lasting and obstinate, and breed other and worse complaints.
Hostettcr’s Stomach Bitters is the proclse remedy
to remove the obstruction effectally. but without
drenching or weakening the blockaded bowels, a
consequence always to be appreliened from the
which are among the
use of violent laxatives,
most pernicious of the cheap nostrums swallowed
The fiat of
by the credulous and misinformed.
experience, and of the medical fraternity, sancNot
tions the claims of this standaid aperient.
only as a source of relief and permanent regularity to the bowels, liver and stomach, hut as a
means of remedying and preventing kidney and
b adder troubles, and fever and ague, It is without
a peer.
Without

*

Omaha
lie made

man—Say. John, there Is an attempt beto boycott
cigars made by California

Gunanien.

I

attracting more attention
Produce trading
in activity. Tim
with Wheat at Chicago leading
and the opinion is held at
cliques appear stronger,
through tire summer is
the west that each option
to be successively and successfully manipulated

by them.

Tiiere were 107

failures iu the United States

reported to Bradstreet’s this week, against 142
week and 142, 170,184 and
during the previous
183 respectively in the corresponding weeks of

1880,1886,1884 and

ures

1883. There were 17 failin Canada the past week against 20 for the

preceding week._
imports.
Nit. Helir Alaska-1,300 rail
M
Railroad.
road ties to B
PARKSBOltO, NS. Sclir Grecian Bend—348
tons coal to Grand Trunk Railroad.

FREDERICTON,
&

Railroad Receipts.
PORT1.AN I). May 30. 1887.
Received by Maine Centra! Railroad—For l’on
cars
miscellaneous
36
mcrcuandlse; lorlcou
and
nectlug roads 7i; cars miscellaneous merchandise.

30®

Common_ 3% ®4V* Medium.
Common.
H.C. 4(ti 4 Vj

Russia.13^®14

25®

Half*).

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

POB

City of Para.New York.. AspLnwhll.. .iuo
Uermaulc.New York..Liverpool ...Jue
Alier.New York..Bremen
Hammonia.New York..Hamburg

Jne

Jne
...Jne

Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool

Jne
Alvena.New York..Uaytl
Auranla.New York..Liverpool....Jne
Trlnitla.il.New York..Trinidad. ...Jne
City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpoo.Jne
Jne
Clreassia.New York..Glasgow
Saratoga.New York..Havana
Jne
Nevada.New York..Liverpool.Jne
Jne
Werra.New York ..Bremen'
Thiugvalia.New York. Copenhagen.Jne
Jue
La Gaseogue.New York Havre
Rotterdam.New York..Rotterdam Jne
Rhvulund.New York..Antwerp... Jne
Gellert.New York..Hamburg....Jne
Athos.New York..Kingston....Jue
Manhattan.New York..ltav&VCruz Jne
City Alexandria..New York..Hav&\Cruz Jno
Santiago.Now York..Cieufuegos ..Jne
....

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool....Jne

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
8
it
II
‘J
y

We have

1

Otil

1
"

MARINE

Whalebone or Hom^Al
and guaranteed never to
break. Price, 81.35,"
For tale by leading wholesale and retail eatab-

...J 8It tt

In
yttOiu

!b; country do

ty dressed hogs 7%
7Vic.
Butter—Western extra fresn miiae creamery
nominal at 20a—c: do extra firsts at 18 al9c; ilo
llrsts at 1 lia 17c; do freslOinttation crcaniy choice
at I6(al7c ("do factory'choice fresh, 14@lr>c; do
fair to good 12al3c; New York fresh £made erm,
extra nominal 2b@— c; do extra llrsts tit 18 a 1 Pc;
Easterm creniy choice lots at —@—c; Vennont
dairy good to choice, 17@18c jselcctTonslSVids’JO;
fair to good lots at 14@16c; low grades of butter
as to quality.
The above quotatlonsjare receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Jobbing
c

prices l@2c

Higher.

Cheese—Nortbern.old nominal, with choice new
at ll(§llV4c; Job lots V4c higher.
Kggs-Eastern fresh at 13Vic; choice Northern
at 18c: choice fresh Western 12 Vi ® 13c; Michigan choice at 13c: Nova Scotia at 13c.
Jobbing
prices >A<sTc higher.
rseans—choice small N Y baud picked pea at
1 90 i' hush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 80a 1 85; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 95® 2 bo
llay—Choice prime 18;co d 1 w 00; fair to cued at
}16 OOJ481G 00; Eastern him ?13o$l5Mi tpoorjo
ordinary *12a*14; East swale ai 9®$10. ;l!ye
straw, choice. 815 00@15 60; oat straw ¥8.
Potatoes—Extra Houlton Hose at 85®90c pbu;
do hebrons at l 00; Aroostook Hose 85 « 90e; do
hebrons al 1 00.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
rOKTLA.NI). May 30,1887.
Tbo following are to-day’s closing quotations of
drain, l’rovlstons.'.&c.:
r

lour.

«»raiu.

IligliMxd Corn.63®53 Vs
buperime and
low grades.2 76@3 7j Com, bag lots....66®50
X Spring and
Meal bag lots. ..63®54
XX Spring..4 2G&4 50 Oats, car.lots....40®41
Patent Spring
Oats, bag iots....41@42
Wheats. dO@G 75 Cotton Seed.
Mich, straight
i car lots..25 25®25 50
roller -.4 75@6 n<J
do bag... 26 00®27 00
Clear do.... 4%a4<Vs iSack'dBr’n
car lots. .20 50®21 60
stone ground. 4 6o@4Vs
St Louis st'gt
I do bag...21 00®22 00
roller.5 DO aft 2G | Middlings. 20 00®22 00
clear do....4 60® 4 76 do bag lots,22 00®.24 00
ProvaxiciiM.
Winter Wheat
I
Pa tents.G 60@G 76 1Pot-k#< t«ts»
nacks ...18 00&18 50
Clear ....17 50®18 00
Cod. k* uti—
lairge Shores 75® 4 00 1 Mess.16 00® 10 50
Larue Lauk3 25a3 60 i lleel—
I Ex Mess. 8 50® 9 GO
Small.3 00®
Pollock.2 75&3GO
Plate.... 9 60® 10 00
OO
!
Lx Plate 10 50® 11 00
Haddock.1 50@2
Hake.i 25®; l 7ft I l.aru
Tubs
Herring
v *i..7V4@7%0
Scaled p bx. 14@ i 8.?
Tierces— 7Mt@7%c
No 1. 9@13c
Pails.7V%®8V*c
1 lauis p tfc....l2%@13
Mackerel <1* bbl—
Shore 18.18 00@20 OO
do covered. .13%@14
Ob.
Shore 2s. 12 G0gl5 00
•
Med.
Small

8.

-d

....

i'roiUiix.
•Jranoorries—

Maine— 8oo®ioo«
Cape Cod 11 Oi Lei 12 <>0
Pea Leans... 1 90@2 ot

70® 1 80
80®3 85
Yellow iiyes.l GO®l 06
Potatoes, bush,
@75
Medium— 1
German mdl

b eroseutPo
Kef. Pet. » J’S
.Wat.tr White
7Vs
i Pratt Asti.Hbbl. 11
Brilliant. 11 >2
8
Silver White. 7
iCeutennial. 8
ISalnsiift.
I
I Muscatel.... 1 90<x2V*
; Lonuou Lay’r 2 26®2 75
....

Devon's
jljgonia.

..

iOut!uia Lay.... 9®9^
25 ;Vu)eucia.
7®<Va
Bermuda do 1 85;t*/l 75
if*.g^l
Turkeys.19 a 20 ignn. luted
Chickens. @ I Extra C. 5%
»c«5«1a.
Fowls
.14® 1C
.14 * If ! 1 led Ton
Geese
2Vh
$2
I Timothy Been 2 05®2 10
Apple***.
Common Baldwins $2®> •Clover. 8V2®12V2C
4 or
Ghrriif.
Choice eating
3 00®. 4 OO Vermont—14
Russets®15
4 OO N.Y. factory 14
®16
Fancy Baldwins
itvapotateel 4/ibl4@18e New Cheese 12 Va® 13
St Potatoes

SpanishoaiomS 0C»@3

—

SUMMER"

MUSIC

In the

with

a

mixture

Sony.

of

TAKE WITH YOU

Old Songs
Jhe Goodboards

THERE

we

used to

Sing

$1.25. 115 Souks. Full piano
Paper $1,
accompaniment. Sing tlicin in ‘-The Bright Kosy
Morning,” the "Stilly Night,” “On tile Ocean
Wave,” or by tlio “Inglo Side.” Not a poor aoug

Kelsey.

SAILED—Sells Win M Bird, Maud Sherwood,
large fleet coasters winch put in for shelter.

Geras of Strauss Si^uctfi^.SSSraJVrge

quantity of tho

FKOM Ol'tt coukesi'onuent.

|lLlt,
11 ill
music.

WISCA8SKT, May 2D—Ar, sells Boxer, Barter,
Boston; Geo W Jewett, MeKowu. Boston.
Sid. sells Mary S Wonsou, Barter, Bosom; Annie F Kimball. Kimball. Boollibay.
PORT CLYDE, May 20—Sell Daylight. Hodgdon
from Baltimore for Bangor, with coal, ran ashore
on tile Keags, near Georges Island, 4 PM, 27th.
during a dense fog. Next day site was assisted off
liy wreckers, hut she leaked so badly they had to
heacli tier near by. She lies oil a sandy bottom,
in a comfortable position. A steam tug from Batli
with pumps, has arrived.

brilliant music extant.
*"*0 els., and Colic#** Nou#m, 50
cts., should be on hand for •‘jolly”
most

$1.50

are

run-down,” debilitated
For
worn-out.*’
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housokiHtpers. and over-worked women generallyDr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is tho best
of all restorative tonics. 11 is not a ‘Cure-all,
but admirably fulfills a Ringleness oi purpose
being a most potent Specific lor all thow
Chronic Weaknesses and Disea£L3 peculiar to
It is a powerful, ger ral as well as
women.
uterine, tonic and nervine, anil imparts vigor
and r-fronsrth to tho vdiolc system. It promptly
cures weakness of etomacii, indigestion, bloatin'.-, weak l:ack, ucrvo.i* prostration, dc»bility
Favorite Promid sleep!* ssn:*S8,».1 either t*
scription is sold by druggists under our posttio£- mtaranhf: Bee wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or *5x bottles for $5.00.
A large trofttiso or. Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address. World’s Dispensary Medical
Association, t*>3 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
BSCK IIFSADACI1E* Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr, Pierce’s Pellets. 25c, o \
by ur»U!ffista.
d&wnnncTh

Wle«noranda.
Fannie Hall, Tapley, from Penobscot for
Boston put into Casting 25ih tor repairs, having
sprung aleak.
Vineyard-Haven, May 27—The holes in the bottom of sehr Andrew .1 Adams have been patched
over and the vessel will be towed to Providence
in a day or two.
Sch

Fishermen.
Ar at Providence 29th. sch Lucy W Dyer, McKown. Block Island, with 115 bbls mackerel.
Ar at Newport 29th, schs Elsie M Smith, Abide
M Deering. Matiie T Dyer, Fannie A Sparling,
Henry Morgaiithan,and James Dyer, from Block
Island, niackereling.
Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO— Sid 28th, ships Tacoma,
Sheldon. New York; Cyrus Wakefield, Morse, for
Chartered 21st, ship Iroquois, for New lork
with general cargo.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 28th, sen Gertrude L
Trundy, Davis, Galveston.
PENSACOLA— Cld 28th, sell Lizzie lleyer,
Harrington, Rio Janeiro.
Sid 25th, sell Ringdove,
ST AUGUSTINE
Marat on, Feruandina.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 25lli, sells Fannio A Gorham. iBnrgess, New York; Lizzie S Hayes. Sawyer, Boston.
DARIEN—Ar 28th, dch Carrie A Lane, Lane,
Charleston.
Cld 28111. sells B W Morse. Griffin, and Satilla,
Skolfield, Bath; Meyers Muller, Perkins, New
York.
CHARLESTON—Sid 28th, sch Jas A Garffeld,
Woodbury. Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Sid 28th, schs M K Hawley, for
Savannah; Benj 0 Cromwell, for Portland.
Ar 20tli, sell James W Drury, Crowell, Bootli-

EPPS’S COCOA,
RKEAKl'AMT.
the natural laws
the operations
digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps lias
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the Judicious use of
such artifles of diet tliat a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepir g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished

“By

of
thorough knowledge of

a
wnlcu govern

—

frame.”—CiviiService Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAMES EPPIt A CO.

bay.

GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld 28th, sch Seth W
Smith. Martin, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 28tli. barque Florence, Carter, Boston, (and sailed); sell SI L Wood, Spaulding, Boston, (and sailed.)
Ar 29th. ship Servla, Gillmore, Havre.
PHILADELPH1A—Cld 28tn, sell Emma F Hil t
Keen, Providence.
Ar 29th. brig Jennie Phinney, Morton, Bath;
schs Lena 11 Storer, Dutch, Pascagoula; Annie E
.1 Morse, l.ausil, Kennebec.
Sid fin Delaware Breakwater 2Stli, Unique Leventer, lor Now Orleans.
NEW VORK—Ar 28tli, sch Francis Edwards,
Hutchins, Gardner ; E L Leonard, McMullen,
Boston; S si Bird, Merrill. Cardenas.
Ar 29tli, schs Slary A Rice, and Ira D Sturgis,
Providence; Zampa, and Nulato, Slachias; Ringleader, Tliomastou ; J Nickerson, Sit Desert;
Fred C Holden, Tenant's Harbor; A L SlcKeeu,
Boston; FG Russell, St George.
Also a*29th. sells Lizzie B Willey, Willey, Feriiatidnia 11 days; Silver Heels, Mullen, Philadelphia; Union, Reed, Amboy lor Saco: Surah Eaton
Crow lev, do lor Portsmouth; Sami Lewis, Slrout,
do for Boston
Slagnet, Fletcher, do lor Beverly;
Slary A ltiee, Clay, Providence.
Wallace li

Iloiuu-opntliic Cbcniint,, l.oml.u, Esg.

S&Tu&wly

jeltt

F. O. PIERCE

«T CO.’S
PERI0R1TY
COaNCEDED
I by PRACTIPAINT-

SCAIj

ERS WHER-

EVERUSED
These Paints
aro composed oi tho best Zinc and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Linseed Oil to the consistency to useunder
I_
the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durablo and permanent in color than can bo produced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which, it
has been uued and failed to do good service.
—

FOR

BALE

BY

—

&

Minscei.

f.4'l'IOU».
Palermo.3 50 a4 <X
Messina.4 00 a4 5t

to

4 p.

in.

Telephone No. 313 F

Plasterer and Mastic Worker,
—1IAS REMOVED TO—

255 FEDERAL STREET,
d4w

Under U. W. Hotel.

mylG

{Creamery 1> ib...20®22
iUllt Edge Vor...20®22
Choice.—18® 19

To

BERRY,
<md (gawt ffiu/nbij

($ookf fob

..

sub-committee

JJF
on

ito

pH

House,

..

—

EUROPEAN

u^j

FEAN.

TOOTH POWDER'

^^CONTAINS
•*3r

J. F. MERROW &

a

—

3.20|p.

Portland,

School Building, oil WEDNESDAY,
ers, at
the 8th day of July next, at 9 a. m.
must pass a satisfactory examination in the fol-

Applicants

lowing branches, viz:
Arithmetic, including the Metric system

of
weights and measures, Bookkeeping, Physical and
Grammar,

KESPECTFULLY

in-

cluding Composition, United States History, Physand

Hygiene,

lU.vtlai.rl

Mav OH

iology

with

special

reference to the

effects of alcholic drinks, stimulants and narcotics
upon the human system, Elements of Music, Elo.
luentary Free-Hand Drawing, and Theory and
Practice of Teaching.
All applicants must be present on the morning
above specified, and the examination will continue two days unless sooner finished.
No other examination will take place prior to
the opening of the schools.
THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent of Schools.
IUV30dtd

1887

tor uiamona isiano.

College.

Bowdoin
Examinations

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

Mleuograptiy,
Pupils thoroughly Instructed iu shorthand and
and
Day
evening sessions.
type-writing.
Send for circular.
he
fort
Agent
Caligraf <

Congress SL.

CITY OF

ON

PORTLAND.

NOTICE.

Portland, Me.

ol the Board of Health of the City of
Long Island, Little Chebeague, Jenks and
INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS OKIIKKS
nFor
Keturn, arrive
arpswell, 10.00 m„ 2.00 p.
Portland, Maine. Approved by Wm. Wirt
1.30 and 6.00 p.
Portland
Judiiu
of
the
of
Justices
tbe
Supreme
Virgin,
llouud trip tickets Sundays to llarpswell, 35
1CAL STUDIES
cial Court:
25 cents.
other
m.

1—On aud after the first day of June, 1887, no
person shall be allowed to construct any privy
vault, cess-pool, or any other receptacle or conductor for ilfaiuage for filth of any kind, in any locality within tile city limits, where access can he
had. for drainage, to a public sewer. When, upon
complaint, made lu writing to the Board of

(liven to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

J.

COLCOR !>,

14* PEAKE STREET.
dll

jar,24

proper
Health, any privy vault, cess-pool, receptacle or
conductor, constructed and maintained prior to
tlie adoption of these orders, shall, after careful
and thorough investigation, be adjudged by tbe
Board of Health to constitute a nuisance ora
source of danger to the public health, such privy
vault, cess-pool, receptacle or conductor, shall
forthwith be discontinued and abolished, when
tlie premises upon which said duisanee exists can
be connected with the public sewer.
When 3ueh nuisances exist iu localities unprovided with proper street sewers, such disposition
shall lie mane of them as the Board of Health
may determine.
2—Whenever any reasonable complaint is made
regarding the keeping of any swine within the
limits, the Inspector shall order said swine
city
to be removed.
3—Any accumulation of refuse matter, such as
swill, waste of meat, fish or shells, bones, deor
cayed vegetables, dead carcasses, excrement,
any kind of offal which may decompose and genand
thus
erate disease germs or unhealthy gases,
affect tbe mirity of tbe air In the immediate vicinity of any dwelling house or place of business,
shall be considered a nuisance, and must be removed or disposed of either by burial, burning or
otherwise, and in such manner that it may not be
offensive to the neighborhood wherever located.
4—No diseased animal or its ttesli, and no decayed meat, fish, vegetables or fruit, or impure or
adulterated milk, uor any Impure or adulterated
article used for food, shall be sold or offered for
sale as food.

GEO.IUOSWORTH
INTERIOR

Decorator,

Begs to notify flip pnlillc Unit lie
In iu u posiiion to execute nil
orders for

Fine Upholstery and Interior Decorations
inul would like to advise witli Ills
and patrons when
old friends,
they may require his services.

CEO. M. BOSWORTH,

Norweil A

Co.’s,

Winter

Street

Uostoii.

myS_ddw

SILK HATS.
sliape of your head taken b
the French Conformetnr, anu get a fashlonabl
Silk Hat made for $3.00.
You

can

have the

For

freight

or

passage

apply

oil

board to

captain.

ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.

my28dtf

F A CTS
Kegiirdiii!! America’s Greatest Shipbuilder.

I
1

!
;

I

t

Chup 123, Public I.awaof 1881.
See. 20—Any person who shall wilfully violate
any of the provisions of this act or of said regulations and by-laws the penalty for which is not
herein specifically provided for—and any person
who shall wilfully interfere with any person or
thing to prevent the execution of the provisions
of tills act or of said regulations and by-laws, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor; and upon conviction
thereof shall be subject to a fine not more than
fifty dollars.
CHAS. I). SMITH, M. 1)..) Board
of
A. K. I*. MKSEKVK, M.D.,5
UEO. C. BUKGESS,
) Health.
i
myaidtf
Fortland, May 20,1887.

nimiiigei' of tlie extensive UplioL
Department ut Shepard
stery

landings

cents;

New Yohk, Jan. 10,1887.
THE J. P. BUSH M’F’G CO.:
Gentlemen—1 most earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great benefit my father, John Itoarh, has derived from the use of
your Fluid Food, Bovinink.
For more than two mouths past, the nature of
the disease from which he lias suffered has totally
precluded the use of solid food, and It was at first
feared that from inability to administer an adequate quantity of proper nourishment, his strength
would rapidly fail. To my great surprise and delight, however, the Bovinime has been able to
supply every need of the system, being in a palatable, highly eondeused form, easily assimilated
under all conditions.
The wonderful nutrient forces contained In your
Kaw Food Extract have sustained and supof
ported hhn with little or no effort on the part llothe digestive organs, and I/eel that to your
viulne l

n

m

iivUbtcdfor

the

prolongation of

my

STEPHEN W. KOACU.
KAU FOODS, ncicaiiflcally compoumlnt, miipiiM all other prepu ution* ia their
ubility to create uew nail » italiced Hloori.
Keuaciabrr that KOVININK an the ouly
Rnw Food Si \tract known, and contain*
itf 5H-IOO per cent: notable albuminoid.

RAPiQLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE.
adapted for (■■rumouin,
Diphtheria, Typhoid Ferer, nnd kindred

1‘nrtirulnrly

dinennen.
Ank for lit! VI AIN
l*ut

up in 6

ounce

A. P. BUSH

E, and take

uo

nubntitnte

ami 12 ounce bottles.

& CO.,

Boston,

Agents for New England States—All Druggists
eoddui

Janll

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A Ureat Medical Work for

f
3

Middle-Aged

Young and

Men.

COE,

CO., Proprietors.

—

...

mm\hi

j Proposals for Subsistence, Quarto
master’s and Hospital Stores.

^DJOMMERGIAL.

SEALED

197 Middle St

Cnly the purest

1

most

and

•hV;n

DISSOJL1J TIOli.

THftrm0Smeo|S'^i.eTaA 'Sf'tf

5;

...

j

APP™™**

Vitality.

Blood, and the untold minenwi consequent thereon.
pages, substantial emb«*esed binding, full
Contains^*)
Warrant«d the best popular medical treatise
gilt.
published i*» the English language. Price only $1 by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
Illustrative sample free if you send now.
Peabody medical
**•«;
INSTITI TH.No.I Ili.ltinoh St.Boston, >lnnn.
ti M. II. PAKKklt, M. D.t Consulting Phy
drian, to whom all orders should be addressed.

II. II. HAY Si SON,

*SVN

Jr.^rnor

th“E
wWtnTF"

m^sdlw

v

I

8. 03 5- H3J333S S '8
bjo
jjnijq of 'pa-iopjo .J» u«S|a u»q.«
)uan«d n» jo on»iao»a«a«q» »! It l"1®

__

CARD.
with

permanently assoeiated myself
HAVING
B. A. Atkinson & Go., house furnishers,
I shall

,,‘jeioous oil S| iai!BM imiiod V„

cor-

be
Pearl and Middle streets, Portland,
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My twenty-five years experience in the business with Walter Corey & Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter L. Corey) of tbe Portlanu Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that I can Oil
any order entrusted to mv care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully.
LORENZO F. DYER.
OCt20
dtf
ner

CWTULA“-'»g IV ■

the use of th.
also all other die
knife or detention from business,
WM
Cure guaranteed.
eit.es of the Rectum.
and ROBERT M
UKAD (M. D. Harvard 1842)
No
READ (M. D. Harvard 1876), Evans House,
Boston. Reference, given
175 Trenront Street,
Offlc.
for
Send
pamphlet
free.

Con.ulU.tton
4 T. M.
hours, 11 A. M. to "

(Sunday! and holiday.

e»«#tedO

1

To Vessel Owners.
rfUIK Port Clyde Marine Railway lias been thor
A oughly rebuilt, and Is now In readiness U
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work

dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed
C. W. SXIMPSON, Ju..
Address,
fort Clyde, Me.
decIddU

ran

an

fellewnt

akrivak.sk
Fiona l.ewtntoa a>4 Ankara, H.2C a m.
12.05. 3.15 and 6.35 p. in.
From Oarhua, 8.26a.m., 12.06and 5.46 p. m.
From Chicago and Vlanirrai, 12.06 and
in.

From ifaibce. 12.06 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICEt

Eiohanga SI.,

and Deool Foot of India Stool

Boston & Savannah' Steamship

Leave Portland, via O. T. Kailway, 7.10 A m.
Lewlstou 8.00; Mechanic Kails (.mixed train)
S.46; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.30;
Buckfleld 9.46; K. Sumner 10.36; llartlord,
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Kails 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
K. Hebron 3.37; Buekfle'.ii 3.50: E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford ilv; Canton .4.25; t*UbertviUe 4.35 p.

Company,
Ouly Direct

Line from New
to Savannah.

England

Comiecting there with all Rail and Water Lines.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
Iron steamships "GATE CITY” and "CITY OF
MACON” leaving Savannah Pier, Congress SL,
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o’clock. For freight
or passage, apply to A. 11k
W. SAMPSON. 201
Washington Street, Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents, Boston.
dec2U
ThSat&TuBmo

International
STEAMSHIP CO..
—

fob

Writ and

Kuiuford Falls & Buekfield Railroad

w

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
Commencinii Monday. October 4, 1886.

until lurtfler notice Passenger Trains will
I.eiave Portliaad as follows:
S.:I3 a. m. Tor llrldgton, Fryeburg. No. ConwayFaliyaus, Htehlensm. Lancaster, Whltefleld
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlier
ton, Swautou, Ogilenaburg and West.
3.13 a. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and tulei
mediate stations, with stage connections lor
No. Windham, Standlsb, Umlngtoo. Sebago.
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Falls, benmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brtdg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford vtA Brldgtoa.

and

Traiaa Arrive ia Fortlaadi

Way

Stations.
a. m. from Bartlett and
p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West

10.33
(S.;»3

J. HAMILTON, Sum.
octldtf
CUAS. 11. KOYK. 0. T. A.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINl.

connection with earliest trains tor

points beyond.
Through tickets tor Providence, Lowell. Worces
ter, Now York, Sc.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Ju. Manager.
apltt

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Whart on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave llci

38, East River, N’ev York, on Wednesdays am!
at 4 p. m
J. B. COYLE, Jk.
Saturdays
General Agent
septa 1-dtf

Bostons Philadelphia
U>E.

Ftora BOSTON every WEDNESDAI and SATURDAY
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FiTIDAY
i».
v

From Long Wh»rf, Boston, b
m.
From nay Street Wharf,

Vhiladelphia,
Insurance

at to*,

ou*

in.

hall the r*i.e of

ves-.el.

Freights for the Went by tin* r»
South by coimoctiir^ tin** (•*rw\Li

nu.

TRAUK

,rl

-““^-Porllaadi

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

-x-

ARRANGEMENT^OF

AKBAI4GE31RNTS*

STEAMSHIP

TRAIN* ka-

Partlasd and Vlaatrral.

On and after Monday, Oct. 33,
Jlwuo, Passenger Trains will Ii#ur»

alternately leave FRANK I.IN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In

UlilECT

Ogdensdurg B. B.

Portland and

Portland & Rochester R. R»

Tim first-class stkaukks

tor

A m.;

m.

olt.ja._octapatf

FARE ONLY $1.00.

season

It

DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. tor Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turuer; Canton 4.25 p. in.; arriving at Peru
6.30; Dlxfleld «.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Keturnlng, leave
Hrettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 0.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a m.; arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
land 12.06 p. m.
k. c. bkadford.

—

sritl.VU AKKANGE.VIEXT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 p. M., ior
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. tyFrelght received up to 4.001. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. H. COYLK. JR„
novSOdtt
Gen'l Manager.

Star.

at Portland 8.26 A in.. 12.06 p.
STICK CONNECTION!.

• ween

Brunawicli. N«vn Mcoliu, Pi-luce Kit*
wiinl* Island, and Cape Uretaa.

KPRINCi

Effect

"kETURNINO—Leave Canton 4.15. 9.15

arriving

—

AND ALL PARTS OF

trruugemrui la
IMA

Winter

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. 3.. HALIFAX. N. S
—

Moulhwent.

JU8KPU HICKHON.Keneral ManagM.
WM. KIXiAK, Q. P. A..
J. BTKPHKN8QN. 8upt.
16.1887.
May

Only l.lae l»ala| DAY

H. IL. aud
■

..

mission.

(Son tad Trip II1**
Pi*««m*c >>IO.OO.
Meals aiiu Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
\
It. IK.
74* I.oaj Ubnrf, Ho«tou.

Sheriff's Sale.
this twenty-fourth day of May, A. I>.
1887, on execution-dated May 21, A. D.
1887, Issued on a Judgment rendered hy the Superior Court, for the County of Cumberland, at the
term thereof begun and held on tho flrst Tuesday
of May. A. D. 1880, to wit on the twenty-ninth
day of May, A. D. 188(1, lu favor of ,lohn Camp
bell of Yarmouth, iu said county, against Augustus M.Morgan, of said Yarmouth, and Abel Wheeler, of Lowell, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
formerly co-partners doing business at said Yar
mouth under the Arm name of Morgan, Wheelei
& Company, for ninety-three dollars and twenty
seven ceuts debt or damage, and twenty-tliref
dollars and twentv-Ave cents, costs of suit, where
of execution remains to be done In part, to wit.
for the sum of ninety-four dollars and sixty-sl:
cents, and will be soul at public auction at tin
Sheriff's Office iu Portland, In said County, to tin
highest bidder, mi the thirtieth day of June, A. 1>
1887, at three o'clock lu the afternoon, the fo!
lowing described Ileal Estate and all the right
title and Interest which tho said Augustus M
Morgan has In and to the same, on the twenty
fourth day of May, A. D. 1887, to wit : A ccrtaii
lot of land In Yarmouth aforesaid, bounded am
described as follows: Beginning on the souther
ly side of the town way loading to Charles Poole':
at the most westerly corner of Charles Poole':
land; thence southerly by said Poole's land ti
Casco Bay; thence southwesterly by said Casei
Bay to land of the heirs of the late William Buck
nam, deceased: thence northerly hy 11ml of thi
said lietrs of William Bucknam to tho said towi
way; thence northeasterly hy the said town wa;
to the place of beginning, containing twenty-flvi 1
acres more or less.
Dated at Portland this twenty fourth day o I
of May, A. D. 1887.
LEANDEK E. CRAM, Deputy Sheriff.
lawSwT
may24

TAKEN

TRUE S PIN WORM ELIXIR!

ITorrntrr, t'lintoa, Ayor Jaarlito,
Nashua, Wiadhaui and lipping at 7.3
a. us. and 1.03 p. as.
For Manchester, Concord, and point* North
Far

at 1.03 p. us.
For Horhrslrr, Springs ale, Allrod, Watov*
boro, and Haro hirer at 7.30 a. aa.,|l.03
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. as.
For Usrhsa at 7.30 a. a., l it# 0.30, *B
(mixed) at 0.30 p. atFor Harcarappa,C'aashrrlaad .Mills, Wilt
brook Junction and Wood for Os at 7.J4
and 10.00 a. as., 1.03, 3.00, 0.30 are
(mixed) *0.30 p. as.
For Forest Arran* (Herring) lIMKIo. a.,
.1:00 ami 0.30 p. as.
The 1.03 p. as. train from Purtlaod connect* at
Ayer J mill, with Hoosac Tunny I Haute lot
the West, and at liuioa Depot, Worcester, ftp
New Vorkvia Norwich f.iar, and all rail
via ripringdeld, also with II, V .A S, F. H. H
("Steamer Maryland Koute”) for Fa flu dolphin*
Bnllintorr, Washington, and the South, and
with Boston A Albany B. h. for the West.
Cleg* connection made at Westbrook Janos
lion with through trains ol Maine Central K. K. and
at Grand Trunk Trausfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to ail points West and Month
m tv !w had of M. H. IIKLLBN.Ticket Agent. Prih
la m .a Bochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
• Does not
stop at Woodford’*.
J. W. PKTKBK MUM.
oct23dtf

mM

OTRAL RAILROAD

On nut! ulter MONDAY, ©ft. US,
IN MS, PBMCMrar Trill it a l.euvr
Porflantl us (allows:
For lluugor. 7.11) a. m., rla Augastni 1.20 p.
ni., via l.ewisiou. 1.26and tll.16p. m, via Isfor hlliosrlh. Bur llarbur, Vooir
tiro. Sit. Joha, Hulifaa, and the Prons,
Aroostook Coualy,
ers, at. Nlrphra aud
1.20 p. m., 1.28 and (11.18 p. m. Foi Hungov
A- i*,s, iti.s.|uis H. It., 7.10a. m.,til. 18 p. m..
(ol SkstthriuB, Belfast an.' Dexter, 1.20,
1.28. tll.16 p. m.; Watrrvillr. 7.10 a. m.,
1.20,1.25, aud, tll.16 P. m.. and on Haturdrrs
only at 6.15 p. in., for Augusta, ■Inllowcll,
Cardintr and Hi unswlrk, 7.10 a. III., 1.75,
5.16, tll.16 p. m. i Hulk, 7.10 a. in., 1.26,6.11
n. m.,
and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. in.;
itocklnud and Hast and l.iaeuln B. H,,
7.10 a. m.. 1.26 p. m.; Aalara and lewis
ion at 8.30 a. m., 1.20,6.00 p.m. ; i.owhuoa
via llt-nuswick, 7.10 a. in., 1.28, (11.16 p.m.;
Foruiiactoa, Hosanlh. Wiathrop, Oakland and North Aasoa, 1.20 p. m.; Farmiiicteu via Brunswick, 7.10 a m. and 1.76

Siislui

p.

m.

All trains timed
i'vlHlHKl,

Slop

as

above from Commercial Street

til

CONOKESb ST. STATION,
through tickets and baggage cheeks may
he obtained for principal points East ami West.
jT ie 11.15 p. la. train Is the night express wit*
sleeping car attached and runs every nigot 8an<!nys included, through to Bangor hut not to
Sknwhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn
Ings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The no rn
lug I rains from Augusta and Math 8.45 a in.}
f^wlston, 8.6u a. m.; the day trains from Bam
i-or at 12.40 and 12.43 p.m., Vue afternoon trains
from Bangor, Watervllle, Bath, Augusta, Rocklaud and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a m.
I,-mile,1 Ticket*, «r*s toll .ecoud elass, tar
where

nil point*in the Prsrisis*
due*,I rale*.

an

ante

nt

re*

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.
k, IkkJ, and I’atil
Notice,
Kichmoud, Capt. Wm. E.
City
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
on the route between Portweek
round trips per
land, Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via usual
at 11 p. m. every TuesPortland
landings, leaving
day and Friday, and Machlasport at 4.00 a. m.
ami
every Monday
Thursday.
PAYSON TUt'KEtt, General Manager.
F. o. BOOTllBY.aenT Pass, and Ticket Agt.
l’ortlaud. Mar 1,1887.
nct22

On nail After .Viurct
Further
I lie Steamer

of

Bass’ English Ale

24, 1887.
May
and Brokers ol
agree that wc
every Saturda)
and August, al

Portland,
the undersigned Bankers
this city hereby mutually
will close our offices for business
during the months of June, July
the hour of one o’clock p. m.
J. B. BROWN St SONS,
(Signed.)
WOODBURY & MOULTON,
SWAN & BARRETT,
H. M. PAYSON St CO.,
ARETAS shurtlkff,
PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.
my27dlm

\JSJK
f

.MONDAY, May II, IN97,

will

DKPAHTI’RKN.
Par Anbsra aad Lewtnies, 7.104. m., 1.16
slid 6.37 p. m.
Par flarhaas, 9.30 a.!m., 1.80and 6.37 p. m.
Par Oarhsa, Maairral and C'hicaga, 9.30
a. iu. and 1.30 p. m.
Par ilsfbcc, 1.80 p. m
Par HHchdcId aad Caalaa, 7.10 A m. and

Detroit, (%irng«, Hilwaaliff,
(Honda,
(laciaaali, Mt. Loaia, OoMiha, Ha|iu«(
Mt. I*aul, Matlliaku City, Dratar, Hmm
Vmat mro. and all point* In the Ktnhwwi,

Notire.

Junction Free St.
eodST&ThOrn
jan 1

I raise

Tickets Mold at Reduced Kates to

eod&wly

may 10

256 Middle Street.

...

Copies Hold.

It treats upon Nervous and Physical Debility. Premature Decline. Errors of Youth, Exhausted
Lost Manhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of tno

_

....

I

More Than One Million

reliable Drugs
Pharmaceutical

Preparations are used
in compounding Proscriptions in our Retail Department.

8.a3daais uoj *ev

...

-1#

and

after

aad

35

m.

a.

one

klinnCK AKKA'lUtiERENTR.
Ot

CITY OF PAKA sails Wednesday, June 1, Noon.
From New York, pier foot of Canal St., Nortb
ltlver. (or Man Francisco via The Isthmus of
I’atntia,
Great reduction In rates to Sac Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and Chinn.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Wednesday, Juue IB,
2 p. rn.
For Freight, Passage, or geneial Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
Ms A. AOA.V1M A (JO.,
113 Stale Mtreet, Car. Hroad Ml., Ilostan.
dtl
cio___

ON

WILLIAM DkW. HYDE, President.
Brunswick, May 27th, 1887. my28d&wtjc25.

Miss. A. L. Sawyer. 537

—LINK FOB—

ON

Friday morning.

GRAND THUNK RAILWAY OP CANADA.

6.45 p.

California, Japan, China, Central ^
and South America and Motico. A

STEAITIER ISIS.

for admission to college win
be held at the Cleveland Lecture Koom,
Massachusetts llall, oti Friday and Saturday,
June 24th and 25th, and on Friday and Satub
day, September Dili and 10th, beginning each
dav at 8.30 a, m. All candidates must be present
on

in.

la-ave Great Diamond 4.50, Evergreen 4.55,
Trefethens 6.00, Little Diamond 5.05 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond 6.30, Evergreen 6.35,
Trefethens 6.40, Little lllamoiiu 6.46 p. in.
Saturday Night 9.80 p. m., will bo made to
accomodate cottagers.
8.O.1 a. m. and 2.15 p. in. goes to Long Island.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Harbor
JACOB McLELLAN.I
Leave Custom House Wharf for Peaks’ at 9.00,
C. H. FARLEY,
( C< uimissioners I
10.30 a. m.; 2.16, 4.30 p. m. Keturu 9.30, 11.00
my24dtd
Portland, May 23,1887.
a. in.; 2.45, 5.00 p. in.
For Little Diamond, Great Diamond. Evergreeu
To the Harbor ComniiMioncrs of
and Trefethen’s 9.00,10.30 a. m.: 2.16, 4.30 p. m.
the City of Portland.
Keturning, leave Evergreen 9.25.Trefetlien’s 9.30,
represent John Q. Twltchell Great Diamond 9.35, Little Diamond 9.40 a. m.
Leave Long Island 11.10, Evergreen 11.20, Troand James P. Champlin, both ol said Portfethen’s 11.25, Great Diamond 11.30, Little Diaowners ol Merrill’s Wharf
are
the
that
land,
tiiey
mond 11.35 a. m.
In said Portland, aud they are desiroussof building
Leave Long Island 2.65, Evergreen 3.05, Trean addition to said wharf, for the purpose of erectfethen’s 3.10, Great Diamond 3.15, Little Diaing a building thereon, as follows:
the
mond
3.20 p. m.
Between
tire
Hats
iu
all
westerly
By lulling
Leave Great Diamond 4.60, Evergreen 4.55, Tre
line of said Merrill’s wharf and easterly line of
fel
hen’s
hounded
aud
of
Bradford
5.00, Little Diamond 6.05 p. in.
John
southerly
property
of said
The 10.30 a. in. aud 2.16 p. m. goes to Long Isby a line commencing on tbe westerly side eud
of
land.
Merrill's wharf at a point, the northerly
No lumber received over 100 feet; coal must be
the sea wall about six hundred and tUty feet from
in barrels and headed up.
Commercial street, and tlieuee extending westerly
forabout
B. J, WILLARD, Manager.
at right angles with sahl westerly line,
iuy27dtf
ty-two feet, to tbe John Bradford line, then followan
aw
■
■
■
■
■
Commering the division line northerly towards
cial street to the end of the old sea wall about
the
four hundred feet from Commercial street,
harbor aud water side to be protected by suitable
stone sea walls.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that they may
have permission to enlarge their said wharf as
above described.
(Signed) TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO.
ami after Tuesday, May 17, Steamer Isis
Portland, May 23,1887.
will ruu as lollows; Leave Burnham's Wharf
at C.OO, 7.00 and 10.00 a. m.; 2 OO, 6.00 and 6.15
the above petition It is Ordered: That a
p. m. Leave Casco Wharf (Diamond Island) at
hearing be appointed for Thursday, June 2d,
6.30, 7.40 and 10.30 a. in.; 3.30, 5.30 and 6.46
next, at 4 o’clock p. m., at Merrill’s Wharf to view
the premises and listen to such as are Interested
p. m. Make all arrangements with the Captain,
on hoard, or with LEWIS A. GOUDY, Manager,
In the petition, and It is further ordered that the
our
order
therethis
with
at corner of Pearl and Milk Streets.
mylotf
above petition, together
on, be given by publication lu two of the daily news,
for
lu
Portland
seyeu
predays
papers published
vious to the hearing.
Harbor
JACOB fioLELLAN. 1
(Signed) ^ jj. jrxKLEY,
J Commissioners.
my24dtd
Portland, May 23,1887.
and after EltlDAY. May 27, 1887, steamHouse
er GOltDON will leave Custom
Little
for
Wharf
Island,
daily,
Long
Chebeague, Jenks, Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 3.00 p. in.
Keturn, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminatu landings at 6.10 :l in. Arrive at Portland at 0.10 a. m.
SUNDAYS.

•*

Revere

wharf

US.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMMITS

hearing.
(Signed)

examination of candi-

Descriptive Geography, English

J. F. L1SCOMB, Treas.
dtf

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

That
Ordered:
others as
or
uear
the
on
Island,
interested,
Ixing
place mentioned, on Wednesday, June 1st, next,
at 4 o’clock p. m.; and it is further ordered that
the above application, together with this order of
notice, be printed in two of the daily papers published In Portland for seven days previous to the

for teaching in the public schools of
THEdateswill
meet for the examination of teach-

Illgh

Wharf,

Leave Custom House Wharf for Peaks' Island
5.45, 7.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m.; 2.15, 4.30, 6.10
p. in. Keturning, leave Peaks’ Island 6.20, 7.25,
9.30. 11.00 a. m.; 2.45, 5.00. 6.35 p. in.
Leave Custom House Wharf for Little and Great
Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethens 5.45, 7.00,
8.00,10.30 a. m.; 2.16, 4.30, 6.10 p.m. Keturnlng, leavo Evergeen 6.10. Trefethens 6.16. Great
Diamond 6.20, Little Diamond 6.25, Evergreen
7.25, Trefethens 7.30, Great Diamond 7.35, Little
Diamond 7.40 a. in.
Lea ,e Long Island 8.40, Evergreen 8.50, Trefetheus 8.55, Great Diamoud 9.00, Little Diamond
9.05.
I-eave Great Diamond 10.60, Evergreen 10.55,
Trefethens 11.00, Little Diamond 11.05 a. m.
I-eave lanig Island 2.66, Evergreen 3.06, Tre.
fethens 3.10, Great Diamond 3.16, Little Diamond

we

TEACHERS.

Franklin

leaves

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

it is

EXAMINATION

CADKT

uiyso

foregoing petition
the petitioner, and such
ON themeet
at
•are

EDVCATIONAI..

CO’

LINE.

GARDEN

2.15, 4.15 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Man.

northerly side of
(260) long
fifty
Long Island at a point about opposite the upper
end of Little Chebeague island.
DAVID A. MARINER.
(Signed)
Portland, May 23,1887.

Ho. 87 Plan duwt.

WITH
MTKAitlKKN.

(week days,) for Peaks’ Island at 6.45,6.36,9.00,
10.16 a. in.. 2.15,3.16, 4.15,0.15, 7.30 p. m. ItnTUKJIINO at 6.20,7.15, 9.30, 10.85 a. in., 2.35,
3.35, 5.05, 6.35,10.00 p. m. For Cushing’s Island at 5.45,6.35,10.15 a. m., 2.15, 4.15,6.15 p.
m.
Keturning at 6.06. 7.00, 10.46 a. m., 2.45,
4.45, 0.45 p. in. For Cape Cottage 10.15 a. m„

a
on the

and

—

I*.

Steamer

the Commissioners of
Portland Harbor.
undersigned respectfully asks permission
two hundred

and maintain
THEto build
feet

STEPHEN

GREENWOOD

m27dtjel6

May 26,1887.

I'ortlniid School of

SON,

are

D., PROPOSALS

M.

DUNN,

Plain and Ornamental

I their su-

Flint, DeWiuter, Buenos Ayres; brig Daisy, Nash
HAY
H.
H.
Brunswick; schs Koht A Snow, Snow, Bahamas;
Laconia, Arey, Vlnalbaven.
eod3m
I?Ie.
13
Portland,
up
Sld 29th, barque Miranda, Sagua.
Passed the Gale 29tli, sell Will H Curd, PhilaMalagers....
Good.1G®17 delphia for Salem; Capt John, New York fordo.
OrnnKM.
I Store.34@1G
PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sch St Elmo, Rogers,
Florida. 3 60.«4 0(
Sit;*:*.
Rockland.
7 00@7 6t Eastern extras
Valencia
13® 14
EDGARTOWN—Ar 28th, sells Addlo Weasels,
Can & Western.. 13® 14
Messina and FaGloss, Rondout for Boston; Helen. Jameson, tui
Palermo ©bx.8 75(5:4 0( I Limed.
The action of Carter’s IJttle Liver Pills ispleasRaritan for do.
heoo.
A rend.
HYANN1H—Ar 28th, schs Maria Adelaide, fm
mt, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
Sheet. 7Va®8
Pilot Sup.7Va@&
Ambov for Salem; ft W Denham, do for Ports7
do so.6Vfe@0
IVer, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge,
Pipe.
mouth’; Maly Lymburner, do for Bangor; C MatShip.5
Pig.5 00®5 62 thews, fm Port Johnson fer Portsmouth; Francis
they arc sure to please.
Smuttier.
Crackers $>lb..5Vfer«(>
Coffin, and Moroliglit, New York for Boston; J no
11on I.
New YorkRracewell, d<i for do; Kennebec, from Amboy foi
Cumberland.. 5^00@
Boston Young Lady—1 want tolook>t a pair of
Light. 21® 22 Gardiner, Geo Nevenger, do for Portland; Relit
Mid weight. 23a 24
Acadia.7 00@
Hoboken for Bath.
nc-glasses. Bir, of evtra magnifying power.
Halliday,
Chestnut.
Dealer—Yes, ma’am; something very strong?
@0 (K Heavy. 23® 25
Ar 29th, schs Hannah Eldridgc
BOSTON
Franklin.
Boston Young Lady—Yes, sir. While visiting
(g?7 o< i Slaughter
33® 35 Ross, Barrington. NS; Minnie Davis, Davis, do.
li the country last summer, I made a very pain@C Oi ! GooddTmid. 21a 22
Lehigh.
schs
Wm Butman, Larrabee, Bangor
Cld 28th.
Coffee.
'Am calf..T... 90® 1 00
fil blunder which I never want to repeat.
Cora, Dudley, Kennebec.
liiiuibcr.
Dealer—May I ask what that—or—blunder was? Rio. roasted 10 @22
SALEM—Ar 28th, «clis Hume, from Full Kivci
.lava do_28
(a 30
Boston Young Lady—Oh, yes. I mistook a bumj South pine,30 00®40 00 for Rockland; Hattie M Mayo, Calais for Rock
tlebee for a blackberry.
Cooperage.
pine—
[Clear
port; Carrie C Ware, Lynn for Kennebec: Josle
Illihd shocks ami lids— I Uppers.$5G®$G5
Boston for Calais.
Mol. city...1 50®l 71 • ! Select.$45® $56
Ar 29tli, sell C J Willard, from Baltimore foi
Smart Weed and Belladonna comblucd with the
Sug. city... 95® 1 OJ *1 Flue cominon$35@$42 Newbury port.
Sug. s’d slik 50® 7< M Spruce.$13@$14
Ollier Ingredients used |n the best porous plasters
In port 27th. sebs Ringleader, Thonmstou foi
myl2
dlynrm
Pine sugar—
Hemlock.$ll®$12 New York; Nettle Cushlmr, do for do; Princeton
make Carter’s 8. W. B. Backache Plasters the
llox shooks
® 4 '* Clapboards—
Calais for do; XWlcula, Maclilas for do; Kendus
best in the market. Price 25 cents.
X..
I
Sugar Heading—
Spruce.
§28®$30
keag, Ricbmoml for do; Lizzie J Call, George
Spruce 35 in 18® 2< >| Clear.$20®$28
town for Boston; Pusliaw, St George for do; A I
lane
18® 2< >! 2d clear.$20;a.$23
Willard. Hallowell for do; Jas Barrett, do for do
met
on
a
and
street
corner
one
of
laborers
Two
2< >!
No i.$u5«su;
Hard pine
Ivy Hell. Rni .iil Pond lor do: Lavlnia F Warren
them with kindly Interest asked:
2: Si Plue.8 2 5®* 60 1 Witinsni- for
Mol. heading
do; Irene K Meservey, St George loi
"How are you doing, Pat?”
I Shingles—
Hoops—
Morehead t.lty; John H Cross, Bath lor Savanna!
"Oh, finely, mail; never did better in my life.”
New 14 ft
$2 j| X cedar....»
®3 75
1. zzle Cochrane, Bangor lor Amboy; Lugano, fn
w hat arc you working at?”
Old
$20®. $2 '■ j Clear cedar.* 0^3 36
liaugor for Providence; Nellie Doe, Bangor fm
“Oh, 1 am a real estate conveyancer.”
< U{/;2 5U
Short do 8 ft 110®$1 !I X No 1_
Norwalk; George W Kawley, St George for Nee
“And what in honor’s name is that?”
7 ft
$ ij No 1 cede 1 25 e l 76
York.
“Why, I’m driving a dump-cart, man.”
Pop’r staves $12®$1 k| Spruce. ...125® 160
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 28lh, sell Elora Condon
1 SJ Laths—
Spruce rough
French, Philadelphia.
OaK nnu
Spruce.... 2 00® 2 1G
Below 281b. schs K G French, lor Rockland
|
Liuie-Cvini'Dl.
staves
$12 50@$1- I j
Agi ieola. (or Ellsworth; F T Drisko, for llllls
1 06
Lime *) cask..
Cordage.
D L Sturgis, for Boston.
boro;
1 45
11
lb
Amer’u
| Cement...
1
.TlnlclifH.
Russia.
Foreisn Ports.
5<>
Manilla.13 ®14 I Star, tr gross
Sld fm Yokohama May ! J. ship LBcliepp, Gate
Manilla Bolt Rope 14*/ |l)irlgo. 30® 4 3
end permnnentlyi-ured by nslng Wl.t er'a
greedily
ITletnlN.
for Manila
IE almm of Wild Cherry. There arc rottnlrrSisal.12*/4® lay ,|
Ar at Melbourne May 25. ship Jaliez Howes •
feits. Get the genuine, which Is signed "I. BUTTS"
Copper—
on the wrapper.
20 21i
Omen nnd Iftyew.
lTtparcd by Sstu V. Fowix &
[ 14x48 com
Henry. New York.
Aral Hong Kong prev to May 25. ship lilwell
Sons, Boston, bold by ml dealers.
Acid Oxalic
12®1 ii 14x48 plan3(
ished.
tart...
Barstmv, Cardiff.
50® 6 l\
feb2Bd&wlynrm
Ar at Manila May 25, ship Santa Clara. Dimi
Ammonia—
I Bolts. 1«A 21
..MAP*
3>
I o@20 I Y M sheath
carb.
Newcastlo, NSW, (and sld same day lor Cebu, t
1<
Ashes, pot.. 0»A®
load for New York.)
<{ YM Bolts..
2 5® 26 Vi
Bais coama.. 55® 6 »i
Bottoms
At Singapore Apl 11, ship Wm McGilvery, Dm
Beeswax. 30® 3 i I Ingot.
;lf
bar, New Work.
r>lTtn—
S!.i fm Antwerp May 25, ship Red Cross, Melt
Blcli powders
BOSTON.
Borax.
9® 1 J] Straits..
25® 2;
lyre. Pbllapelpliia.
3;
2t
Brimstone.
Sld fm Hull May 29, ship R R Thomas, Nichols
2*/a®
English,.... 27®
Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
New York.
Cochineal
40@ 4 5 Char. 1. C .6 76®B 2f
and Rowell depots, centres of business and places
111 Char. I. X.. 8 00 a 8 5(
Sld fm Clenfuegos May 18, barque Olnstee.Nlek
Copperas.IV2®
of amusement.
Cream tartar. 40® 4 2| Terne.0 25®7 7i
erson, for Delaware Breakwater.
1
6<
7
Coke.6
18th.
Kx. logwood.
Ar at Cardenas May
12®
j
brig Gypsy Queen
25®5
Remodeled, Refurnished, Newly DecoraGumarabic... 60® 1 C 0 Antimony. 14® li
Chandler, New York: sebs May O'Neil, Hart, fr
ted, and now kept on the
Aloes cape.... 15® 2 51 Zinc.U 75®'8 0(
Plillauelnlila; lllth, Georgia, Johnson, New YoG
Bid 21st, barque Belle Wooster, Higgins, Net
27® 2 »|Solder yaxVi. 37® If
Camphor....
5
5!
illolit
•*.*<«.
York.
Myrrh. 50®
Ar at Havana May 21. brig Elizabeth Winslow
Opium.4 50®4 7 5|J*orto Kico... 26® 4(
Lq
Booms all large and comfortable; elegant suites,
Shellac. 20® 2 5 Barbadoes.... 38w 21
Oakes. Philadelphia.
with baths attached; ample public parlors; genIndigo. 85® 1 ti 0 Cienfuegos.... 24<a) 2i
Sld fm Sagua 21st, barque Jessie Maegregoi
Lou
cafe and billiard room added, and firsttlemen's
Iodine.4 25®4 3 8 Boiling.
schs
Clara
New
Leavitt,
McFaddeu,
19Vi@2<
York;
2 5 ') Fancy Ponce..
4:
class In every respect.
ipecac. 2 25
bold, and Sarah Ellen. Henley,do.
KEEPS THE TEETH WHITEJHE BREATH SWEET
Nail*.
oieorice. rt.. 15® 2 0
ItOO.VIM CIS SMI $1.00 A WAV Ul».
\ *\
>ANDTHE GUMS HEALTHYLai ex. 34® 4 (j Cas*.2 30®2 4( 1
Spoken,
Mnrni Siorvu.
NO GRIT,NO ACID
Morphine.3 10®3 I: 51
03
1
lou
March
S.
13
lat
67
07
25.
ship Lucy
3 0o®3 2<
Oil bcigHlimL.2 75®3 t 0 [ Tar \> bbl
NOR ANYTHING INJURIOUS,
Nickels, from San Francisco for Queenstown.
3 25— 3 fit
Cod liver.1 5o®2 «. OiCoal Tar
myl2
r 0 Pitch (C Tarj3 2f>®3 5(
April 23, off Sal tees, ship .) os S Spinney, Cur
_eodlm
Lemon.2
23®2
DIRECTIONS
inc. from Liverpool for Seattle.
3 26®3 54
Olive.1 25® 11 5| Wil. Pitch
H The plica are awful.
B
3110^31 I
DIP THE BRUSH IN WATER, SPRINKLE ON AFEW
lat
28
Ion
80
21.
baraue
30,
65,
(
May
Eyvor.Ma
BeDDl.3 75 a4 OiKosiu.3 oo®4 04
1 had suffered for 1G years.
thews, from Matanzas for New York.
A Uf L 111 I1 Was
DROPS O^RUBirflAM-AND APPLY IN Tilt USUAL MANNER
Winter green.. 2 (>o®2 1 2iTurpt'ue, gall 42®40
cured easily, quickly
M
hp
Bill
Potass br’nide 45® f 31Oakum..
rtVa®7XA
vbo
I
and
n
B
A
UU
PR ICE 25*
BOTTLE
safely; no pain oi
Oil.
Chlorate. 2o® i 21
PUT UP BY.
PROPO8AL8.
or
knife
neither
risk;
ligature; harmless operatiou
iodide.3 lo®3 \ 51 Linseed. 45 a 50
E.W-HOYT ©. GO.
proprietors or
4)I Boiled. 48 uu 5!
;
Quicksilver..
and complete relief. Give me your address, if you
1 15a l 3<
HOYTS GERMAN COLOGNE.
58®* Hisoerm.
Qundue.
■
j
suffer, and I will tell you how I obtained safe and
50® Gi
Ktrnuebarb.. 75®i t O. Whale
Address, F. A. C., Box 1213
speedy relief.
lit snake. 35® J OJ Bank.
30® 3i
28® 3i
Saltpetre. 10® '•J d! SI lore.—
Lewiston, Me.
OlPorgle
Senna. 25®
® 31
eodGmTuTh&3
my5
fw&wTT&S&wttthptopofcly
my3
4® 41 a Lard. GO® 7'
Canary seed..
Office Tkfabchf.h N. H. ... V. S„ I
Cardamons. ..1 00® 1 5 Castor.1 55® 1 0)
In
Seltzer you
Tarrant’s
1887
j
ME.,
Tonus,
May 14,
Soda, bi-carb.3% ® 6* 1 Ncatsfoot. 90® >
behold
3 Elaine. 62® 6'
Proposals, subject to usual condltfoi *
A certain cure Cor young
Sal.2 Va®
will be received at tills office until 12 o’cloc
t*»iuin.
and old;
Sulpur.2yfe®Bl
For Constipation will
jl June 14,1887, at which time and place tin y
Sugar lead... 20® : 2 Pure gro ml Id575®G 2
I
STATE OF TRAOE.
depart,
will be opened in the presence ot bidders, f< >r
White wax... 55® ( 0 Pure dry lead5 7f»®0 2
And Indigestion quickly
8 Eng Veil Keu.
furnishing and delivering at this Home, the Su 36®
Vltrol. blue..
3® 3 V
(From Bradstreet’s of Saturday, May 28.)
start {
and Hospital Stores r a.
bean. $ 10® $: 6 Bed Lead
Quartermaster’s
sisteuce,
Vaniila*
7®7V
Sick
Headache, too, will
General telegrams to Bradstrcet's do not rccor<
Am. Zinz.6 00®7 04
,mired for the liscal year commencing July 1,18* 7
soon subside.
find*.
Bochcllc Yellow..’..2V
and which consists In part of the following, viz.:
When Tarrant’s Seltzer
many new or favoring features In reference to lh<
131
fit ice.
bos been tried,
Tea Coit'ee, General Groceries, Flour. Frei
No 1.
distribution of general merchandise, but asidt
end Corned Beef, Mutton, Veal, Pork, Smoki d
lOlK.ce, V It
No 3.
Vi5® G»,
10
Salt
Butte
and
may
from a few industrial lines there are but few
Fresh
Fish,
r*
Hams,
Shoulders,
eod&wlm
\ii h*.
:G|10tugoou.
4‘/s®'6V
G
Salem (tin.
Cheese Eggs, Lard, Onions, Potatoes, Corn, Oat
changer .vilhiu the week.
8 ..
lOjiialeratus.
Shorts, Household articles. Hospital supplies, T
loo/.
6® 5V
Tlie industrial situation is less encouraging
Goal.
and
t.
rtpice*.
baeeo, Gasoline, Kerosene Oil and
CSUttpOWdO
«
S O' ini advices to Bradstreet's show that B3 bias
accepted or
The bids will be considered
Blasting.3 50®4 »o. Cassia, pure.. 16® i
furnaces, wltli .18,000 tons capacity weekly, hav,
Juried item by item.
Sporting.6 25®6 jo Cloves. 30 u, 3
to
waive defec I*
the
right
reserves
I Ginger. 13® 1
The Home
Drop shot.
banke l np owing to the coke strike, reducing bit
M ac e. 75 ® 0
Buck.
and reject any or all proposals.
as
to
umicous iron output 42 per cent, anil the tola I
information
bidding, ai
I Nutmegs. G3« 7 j
full
Blanks, and
Iron output 2.1 per cent, within two weeks. Man;
Pepper. 22$ 2
*i!PP*ied> " " St., and will settlP.aiid collect all bills of
ESnj.
term of contract and
lab
this
office.
to
5
Visit*?.
on
bo furnished
Application
Pleased..
flnn'
nail mills are idle and a few iron and sietlplai (
$14®! 01
>e
proposals should
8
Straw.
Laundry.8 Vi®
9®$
,... *
A
Envelopes containing
nulls. Ten tliouoind employes at Ihe above sr
for
Subsistence,
Quart.
T««tA.
I rot*.
marked, ‘‘Proposals
Portland, May 18,1687.
Home
forced out of work, aud 15,000 coal miners by th 5
Common.
2y«®2 /* ISoueliong. 18 a; 6 l> master’s or Hospital Stores at. National
Refined_
2Ya®2 \i I Oolong. 20® 3 [> v. S., Togas, Me.,” and addressed to the und( 1shut down of anthracite producers. In addltlor
4
1
Norway..
®4 Zs\ do choice.. 35® c
s,gned’
115,0, ,0 Industrial employes are striking or locke,
.12
Cast steel
® L5;Japan. 25® :i u
H A COBAUGH, Treasurer,
do choice.. 36®
German si-eel 5
1"
on* against 50,1,00 one year ago.
®7
3
Shoe
steel....
Tobacco.
STEPHENSON.
TUcre lias been a noteworthy demand for dr
Sheet Iron—
I Best brands.. GO® c
goods, except woolens, some brown and bleache
John Waw Slug—Wliatce flo?
"Because they say that Chinamen are filthy
coutures, and a man should not put into his
liouth anything that their hands have touched.”
“That alle light. My folks not makco ciglarj
Hoy live In China and makee tea.”
“Don’t they use their hands to that?”
"No, they uses feetee.”

F.

ABE

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT

“FUNDING LOAN.

solicited by the City of Portland for the purchase of a funding loan of
said City to the amount of $727,000 to be issued
in the form of bonds of $1,000 each, dated July 1,
1887, and payable on the first day of July 1012
with the right to pay the same on or after July 1,
1002, with interest coupons attached p.yablc on
the llrst days of January and July in each year at
the rate of four per cent, per annum.
Said coupon bonds may be registered at the
City Treasurer’s Office at any time the holder may
desire.
Proposals will be received for the whole amount
of said bonds or any portion thereof, the City reserving the right to reject any or all proposals not
deemed for the interest of the Cltv to accept.
Said proposals will be received until noon of the
15th of June next, and should be sealed and addressed to the undersigned at the Mayor’s Office,
and endorsed "Proposals for City Funding l oau.
CHARLES ,1. CHAPMAN,
Mayor and Chairman of Finance Committee.

GHATEFUL-t’OnFOUT NO

Liverpool.

rirtllU.tCU,

Supply.mylCdtl

my3eodliu*

llatteras.)

Oilll

FOUR PERCE

HAS REMOVED TO 702 CONGRESS STREET.

sy lieed, Cole. Guam.
Ar at Aspinwall May 25, barque Gem, Wallace,
Boston, (to sail June 5 for Jamaica and North of

X'tllCb,

1M l-J middle Nirrri, Portland, me., offers advice ami superintendence in construction
of works in Plumbing, Sewerage, Drainage and

Block.

IMLAND MTKA.TIKKM,

CITY OF PORTLAND, WE.

CIVIL ENGINEER,

Office Hour* from 1.30

Accapulco.
Passed Dungcncss, May 20, ship lied Cross,
McIntyre, Antwerp for Philadelphia.
Cld at Cape Town, CGH, Apl 20th, barque Dai-

EDWARD SOMERS

CITY ADVI'IHTINEIflKNTH.

lil'HINKIW OiUDIt.

E. C. JORDAN,

BROS.,

Congress Street, Clapp’s

PIERCE A. AND

B.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Cld nt Hong Kong Apt 25, ship State of SlaineNickels. San Francisco.
Ar at Valparaiso prev to May 14, barque Emma
T Crowell. Pendleton. Fort Townsend.
Sid fm Cardiff May 27, Win F’ Babcock, Murphy,

•Hlllll,

459

Water

FROM

CH

SOMERS

the newest of books of

Musical Literature. Send for lists.
Any book mailed promptly for retail price,
OLIVEIt OITSON & CO., Boston.
mav28
S,T&Th&w

dt

(an IK

The Life of Franz Liszt &w5, i.iSS lli?
illcuilrla-ohu.

Manager.

M. L. WILLIAMS, Oen'l Agent,

iu the book.
The best o( piano music is found lu the new PIANO tll.ASSICB, or of easier grades in
YOITNO PEOPLE’S CLASSICS, each
$1. First class songs will be seen in BONO
CLASSICS, SI. and in BONO CLASSICS
vote LOW VOICES, $1.

and a

snip

Oilier, 40 lich.air Sired.
JA8. T. PUKBKR, Oen’l
D. J. FLANDERS, (len. f.lT.A

Cottage by the Sea—the Lake—the Moun-

much more pleasantly
tain-restful hours pass Music
and

to J H Blake.
Sch Cora C Meatier, Meader, Bootlibay—superphosphate to Cumberland Bone Co.
Cleared.
Sell Maud Sherwood. Kelley. Kennebec, to load
for Baltimore—J Nickerson & Sou.
Sell Alice B Pliilllpps, Burton,Kennebec, to load

barque Ada Gray, Plummer, Havana;

!

SUMMER LEISURE

Soli Herald, from l'arrsboro, NS—coal to G T
Rahway Co.
Sch Magnet, Beal, ltocknort.
Sell Highland Queen, Thurston, Tremont—wood

VjIU 20111,

—

SB 2.5 O

nrmeod2m

ap26

stone.

&

-FOR

412 Broadway, N. Y., Manufacturers.'

Sell Chus E Balch, Manson, Baltimore—coal to
Gas Co.
Sell Ellen M Golder, Mel.cod, Baltimore—coal
Sch C RS, (Br) Marsters. Kempt, NS-plaster.
Sell Endeavor, (Br) Martin, Sackville, NB, with

Washington—ltyau

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS I.KAVP PORTLAND
Per Heeteu at 17.30, t8.40 a. m.. 13.40 »8.3t
p.m. Hoeloa fer Perllaad 7.80,8.8« a. R-^-gg
ami 4.00 p. m. For Mcarhare Reach, rtet
Peial, 7.30, 8.40 a. m„ 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Mara
Hiddrferd, Hruarbaah. 7.80, 8.40 a A
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Welle Beach 7.30, 8 40
Nerth Berwick, flreat
in.
а. in., 3.30 p.
Palin, Derel, I*! trier, Msrerhilf, Law*
reace, l.ewell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
in.
Recheeler 1'araiaci.a and Allaa Hay,
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 8.30 p. in. Maachenta* and
Caarard via Lawrence 8.40 a. m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
tCouuects with all Kail Lines.
MC.NDAY TRAIN*
for Heetea 1.00,4.16 p. m. via Kastern Dlvlalon
to Hear boro Crossing.
Par Hen lea at *2.00, •9.00 a. in., al.00, *6.00
Benlea for Perllaad
t7.30. 8.00 A in.
in.
12.30, 17.00 p. m. Cape Lliaabelh, 9,00 a. m.
1.00
1,00, 18.00 p. in. Mnee, 8.00 a. m.,
p. m. Hiddefard, 2.00, 8.00 A m., 1.00
б. 00p.m. Partnasaalh, Nrwb.ryp.rt, Walras
and Lyaa, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m
Aatc.bary 9.00 A m., 1.00 p. ,m. Parlor a-d
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
9.00 a. m., 12.30.1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leaslug Portland at 2.00,7.30,8.40, 9.flo a. m.. 13.40,
1.00 and 6.00 p. m. Through Pullman sleeping
car. on train, leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
Portland 2.00 a. in.
tProm Nerth Berwick to Ucarhaca Cease
lag via Western Division.
Connects with Kali Lines for New York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Line* for New York South
and West.
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at Caiea Mtatiea Ticket OHce CaasBtrrcial Mtrect, Perllaad,aad l aiea Ticket

STIFF HOT

LIGHT

*-—■

vitt & Co.

for

of Children’s

Quality

MAYER, STROUSE &CO.

MONDAY, May 30.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia. Bonnet, New York—mdse
to JB Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Barque Nuova Rosa, (ill) Cousl, llyeres, with
salt to J A Emery & Bro. Vessel to Chase, Lea-

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May 30. 1887.—The,'following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 17 75&18 00; short cuts 18 00
@18 50;biicks 18 00,a 18 50; light backs 17 00®
17 60; lean ends 17 25@17 60 ; pork tongues at
15 <NK®$16 60; prime mess *17 0h@T7 26; extia
prime at 16 00ii 16 60; mess, at 17 00.al8 00.
laird—choice 7%@8a +> lb in tierces; K@8Vic
lu 10-lb palls; 8Vi@8*ic iu 6-tb palls; bViaOc in
3-lh pails.
Bams at 12al21Ac t> lb, according to size and
enrA- rtmnU.-.i sliouldets brpsVaC; pimacd hams at

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND

building

OUR

With sliding: Detachable
Springs. C3T Better than

__

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Babbitt, Bankers aud
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
8XOCK8.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
166
Canal National Bank.100 164
ln8
161
Casco Nat. Bank.100
I22
First National Bank.100 120
68
61
40
Dumber land National Bank..
127
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 125
146
143
National Traders’ Bank.100
80
76
Ocean Insurance Co.100
100
06
Portland Company.
66
70
Portland Gas Company. 50
BONDS.
107
State of Maine Os, due 1889.106
116
Portland City Os.Munlcip’l varlouslOO
120
Portland Citv Os, 11. It. aid 1907...126
105
various.102
Bath City 6s', Mull,
101
Bath Citv Os It. it. aid various.... 100
lit
Bancor City os, long It. It. aid....118
>26
Bangor Ci ty 6s, lougMuu.123
.06
104
Belfast City Os, K. It. aid.
100
Aud. & Ken. K. K. Os, various... 106
113
ill
Portland & Ken. R. R. Cs, 1895
113
Leeds & Pariniug’tn K. It. Os.Ill
123
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 121
137
Maine Central 11. R. Consol 7s—135
110
Maine Central It. R. Skg Fund Os. 108
102
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg Os —101
*•
107
2d mtg Os.100
112
3d mtg Os... .111

and

PAMNKNCiKK TRAIN NKMVICK.
effect Wrdareday, Peh. ‘13, !***.

ia

EASTERN DIVISION.

OJjmgmrator

day ....15 15l„

Every Style

Straw Hats.

MINIATURE ALMANAC. MAY 31.
Sun rises.4
I. § ?.?

Length of
Moon sets

HATS !

CHILDREN’S

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FKOM

RAILROAD*.

adveiitinehentm.

MISCEd-ANEOPS.

40
30

C0@ 70

Nat'ul leaf....

Galv.

;

Is

G.

Norway,

cottons and print cloths having been advanced in
West and South
prices. Mills are busy. Wool
is excited, and reports from Philadelphia and
Boston are that unless interior holders change
their views seaboard markets will have to advanc

—kXD—

GUIXN ESS’

STOUT,

Just Lauded, Ex B. S. Sardlulau.
For Sale lu the Original Package by
It is acknowledged to he the be t, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known loi
this child-killing disease.

Sold toy all Sz-ugglsta,
PRICE 35c, 54V. ami • 1.00,

Pri JOHN F. TRljFi % 00., Proprietors
AUBURN, MAINE.
orrm
agrTape Worma a Specialty. Tape
removed In
thirty minutes
»

from
to *hrce hours.

jaul3

one nour

and

TnThS&Swly

R. STANLEY & SON.
IMPORTERS,
410 Fore Street.
m*v24

__dtf

Cortland Yacht Club.
tliHE regular monthly meeting will he held at
I the Chib House, on WEDNESDAY, June 1st.
at 8 p. tn.
UEO. D. HAND, Secretary.
d3t
inaySO

THE

PITESB

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 31.
PORTLAND
Nli«

t

I

AMUSEMENTS.
ball—Portland Base ball <irounds.

l(a»e

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
One of the Finest
Manufacturing Properties
Owen. Moore & Co.—2.
M. C. M. Association.
Lost-Canary Bird.

Always avoid harsh purgative pills. They first
make you sick aud then leave
you constipated,
t arter's Little Liver Pills
regulate the bowels
and make you well. Dose, one
pill.
"'a*30

d&wlw.

_

Take
,11ar®

a

D. K. and be O. K.

See advertisement

_______deodCin
BRIEF JOTTINCS,

Yesterday proved an agreeable change In
the weather from that of the past week.
A young lad was taken with a lit on Middle
street, opposite the Post Office, yesterday,
and his face considerably cut.
A new depot will be erected by the Roches*
ter road at Gorham. It will be of wood, CGx
23 feet in size, and provided with all con-

veniences.
Today several members of the High School
go to Boston to take their examinations at
the Institute of Technology. Among them
II. B.

are

Pennell, Sterling

Howard.
Two veterans of the

Dow and Frank
of

1812, Messrs.
Smith and Lowell, accompanied and assisted
the squad who decorated the graves of the
soldiers of that war at the foot of Quebec
street.
Manager Ncwe.y of the theatre lias a fine
pointer, “Della.” Della has eight pups by
the famous “Noso of Kipping,” owned by
the Westminster Kennel Club of Babylon.
L. 1.
The patrol wagon was called to Preble
war

street yesterday to convey a sleeping drunkard to the station. On the way thither an
inubriatc from Sacearappa got in the way of

the wagon, ami the police officer on board
collared him ana hoisted him into the wagon.
The Odd Fellows’ State Relief Association,
at their approaching annual meeting, will
act upon an

amendment to their by-laws
which proposes to give to the widow of a
deceased member two thousand instead of
i......1 -...i

Mr. Charles llallock of Washington, 1).
C., the former editor of Forest and Stream,
and author of the recent book on “Our New

Alaska,’’

will speak in the lecture room of
Williston church this evening at 7.45 o’clock,
on “Life in Alaska.’’
The public are cor-

dially invited.
Monday beiug

Memorial Day,

C. T. U. will hold a

the

meeting today

Y. W.
at 2.30

p. m. at the headquarters, 51$ Exchange
street. A full attendance is desired, as this
will be a meeting of special attention and
prayer for the “Flower mission.’’
The Maine Union Holiness Association
will hold a three days’ convention with the

Baptist church in Biddeford, commencing
Tuesday, .June 7, at 10 o’clock a in. All
friends of scriptural holiness are cordially
invited to join in the work of the convention.
The

Fraternity Excursion.
The Fraternity primary boys went on
their annual excursion to Sebago Lake
yesterday. Two hundred boys gathered at their

—

rooms on Free street and marched to the
station. The Portland &
Ogdeusburg Itailroad Company provided three cars which
were well filled.
To say that the boys were
delighted with the run out is putting it mildly. No sooner did they arrive than base
ball, polo, boating and swimming were free-

ly engaged in.
on

The boys

the excursion

were

accompanied

by

several of the ladies and
gentlemen connected with the primary work.
Mr. Ira F. Clark, who furnished the dinners
for the boys, went out to see how tliev
spent
the day. That their friends may know that

they

not stinted in

food, we wili tell
them what they consumed. They ate
eighteen dozen each of mince
turnovers, sandwiches, large doughnuts, currant, cocanuts
and egg drops cakes, 200
oranges, besides
forty pounds corn beef, twenty-five loaves of
bread, forty pounds of cheese, and drank
were

barrel lemonade.
It was a very pretty
to see these two hundred boys scattered about the grove eujoying their dinners
and play. After dinner Mr. Clark made
up
several purses, and wheelbarrow, foot and
one

sight

potato races were indulsre.i in

soned and blighted all true faith in the perpetuity of our union, and sought to make
that union the sport of the caprice and passion of any single constituent member or
state.
It was against this purpose that the solIt
diers of the north went forth to light.
was against this purpose that your dead
comrades, whoso memories it is so honorable, so agreeable, so pathetic to renew, exemplified their steadfastness and patriotism,
Not howand won an imperishable name.
ever until the false creed having grown with
our national enlargement, became of strength
sufficient to threaten the institutions on
w'hieh it sought to fasten. Not however until the doctrine of nullification baptized
anew, appeared with the new title, secession,
proclaiming that "those institutions wliich 1
cannot pervert 1 will now destroy.”
Let us take a glance, and only a glance, at
some of the manifestations of belief in this
doctrine at different points in our national
history. This will involve a repetition of
familiar incidents, but is necessary to the
purpose.
The idea that the states alone were the
parents of the national government was an
idea which very early had fixed itself in the
minds or many of the fathers of the republic. The view tliat these parent communities had bequeathed a portion only of their
political estate to their common child, the
national government, w as also strongly insisted upon by many patriotic minds.
The
conclusion, therefore, that because they were
the sources of all the powers conferred upon
the national government, the states still retained the right to neutralize within their respective boundaries any federal law inimical
to their interests, was held by by no means a
small number of men from the very earliest
times. This was undoubtedly a minority be
lief, but it had its advocates, and eloquent
ones.
Patrick Henry, the great orator of the
Revolution, in the convention of Virginia,
objected to tire first three words of the preamble of the Constitution—"We, the people.” He argued that it should be “We, the
because
lie
states,”
it
was
said,
tlie
states
and
not
the
sovereign
people who had made, and would ratify the
compact. Similar views were advanced in
the Constitutional Convention of the State
of New York.
In the, closing years of the
last century Kentucky and Virginia promulgated the celebrated resolutions of ’98
which, it is asserted, plainly enunciated the
doctrine of the right of a State to nullify a
federal law. These resolutions were sent,
with accompanying addresses, to many if
not all of the Legislatures oi the then
Northern States.
Rut they were met with a
firm rejection. Early in the present century
Georgia disregarded a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States and proceeded to settle the Indian fineatinn within
her borders, in disregard of the National
government. Later on occurred the celebrated nullification resolutions of
South
Carolina, during the administration of
Gen. Jackson. It is a noticeable fact that in
none of these manifestations of the doctrine of nullification hud the question of
been especially commingled. The
slavery
resolutions of ’US were provoked by the passage of the alien and sedition laws in the
administration of the elder Adams, and as
is well known the nullification resolutions
of South Carolina were called forth by the
tariff. Neither had the doctrine assumed
the full proportions of a legal right of separation from the family of States. It was
only when the gradually expanding theory
iiad allied itself with the institution of
slavery, that jt ventured to proclaim the
right to dissolve the union and construct a
confederation by our side.
Then indeed,
grown strong and insolent, it raised its
armed hand and Haunted its banners against
the strong walls and towers our fathers had

founded.

It is true that in the administation of
Jackson his iron will and courage and patriotism, aided by the eloquence of Benton
and of Webster, had quelled or appeased
the rising spirit of
opposition to the government. But the tariff laws of that period
were soon repealed and the cause of the
agitation thus removed.
Secession had not
then an opportunity to try its strength
against the power and weight of the federal

army. The immediate excitement soon subsided. But it was living though dormant;
the snake was only scotched, not killed. It
needed only the heated atmosphere of some
future agitation to warm it again into dangerous activity. The time soon came. The
fuii and dreadful harvest of secession was
reaped in our civil war.
The doctrine of
secession culminated not only in an attempt
to dissolve the union, hut to perpetuate
man’s right of property in man on American
soil and under American law.
Previous to
this time the alleged right of secession had
been thinly veiled under the term nullification.
Now it stood fortli without disguise, and
proclaimed itself, moreover, the advocate
and champion of human slavery. Then indeed the tune had come for the
uprooting of
both by tlie sword. There was no alternative and no escape. Out of our history for
all time went secession and slavery, beaten
and vanquished together. They entered the
lists against American progress, humanity
and civilization, and in that grand tournament went down unhorsed forever. Both
had been transmitted to us from
early times,
and the convulsive agonies of the civil war
were required
to exterminate the great
liflrpsv nrwl

The June Club.
It will be remembered that

some of our
club last Juue for
the purpose of out of door work. The whole
number who availed themselves of the
opa

portunity was about forty, with an average
daily attendance of fifteen. On tomorrow
(Wednesday) the club will take its first outing for this season, going to. Little Diamond
Island. The field days are Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Anyone who paints

draws at all may consider himself a
member, and may join the party at whatever
hour in the day is most convenient for him.
He will always. find some in the field in
pleasant weather on the days mentioned. A
notice will be kept posted on the bulletin
board at the Portland Society of Arts building, naming the place where the club is holding its field days. No expense to members,
and no teacher is employed, but those with
little or no experience in out of door work
will find some of the more experienced
ready
and willing to assist them. A general invitation is extended to all interested, and it is
to be hoped that a large party may join the
ranks. M. B. Gilbert, Miss Inez A. Blanchard and Miss Alice H. Howes constitute the
executive committee.
or

Reading

and Concert.

We are pleased to learn that Kev. Dr. E.
E. llale of Boston will give the
people of
Portland the pleasure of listening to his own
reading of his popular story “In His Name,”
on the evening of
Tuesday, June 14tli, at
the First Parish church. This is one of the
finest of Dr. Hale’s stories, and has come to
be considered one of the English classics.
Our people will surely be delighted to listen
to him. In addition to this there will be a

musical entertainment in which Mrs. Clark
Cushing and Mrs. Morrison will favor the
audience with solos and duets. Mrs. Cushing is favorable known here as having been
connected with the First Parish choir, and
her friends will be gratified at the progress
she has made during her studies in Boston.
Mrs. Morrison needs no introduction, for she
is a favorite in her own home.
The “Venetian Boat Song,” by Blumcnthal, will be
sung by Mrs. Cushing and Mrs. Morrison,
but the other numbers have not
yet been
decided upon.
Feast of Weeks.

The Feast of Weeks

was

observed in all

the Jewish places of wjrship
Sunday. In
the modem ritual the feature of the service
is the admission of the children of the mem-

bers of the congregation who have attained
the age of 13 years to the ranks of Israel.
This festival is celebrated in commemoration
of the Sinaitic revelation, and is a time of
Joy and thanksgiving, reminding the Hebrew
of his mission to spread the
knowledge of
the law all over the world. In the orthodox
religion the confirmation takes place in the
case of boys only, and then as soon as each
has attained his 13th birthday. In the reform mode of worship all who have attained
that age since the observance of the last festival are confirmed together. It is one of the
most Important festivals in the Jewish calendar.

Elkosln Club Picnic.
The Elkosln Club, composed of
twenty
members of the P. H. s., went on their annual

picnic yesterday

to Long Island. A
very exciting game of ball was played,which
resulted in a score of 12 to 8 in favor of

Capt.

Perez B. Burnham's nine. The features of
the game were the phenomenal one-hand
catch of a long fly by Mr. I. J. Bice, the base
running of Mr. Ingraham, and the umpiring
Mr. Davis photographed
of Mr. Ted Drew.
the club, and after a pleasant afternoon they
left for the city, arriving at 7 p. m... having
spent a day long to be remembered.
Card of Thanks.
For the courtesy extended by the Portland
Montgomery Guards to the remains of Mr.
Godfrey Massey, in escorting him to the

Calvary Cemetery, Memorial Day,
the sincere thanks of his family are given.

grave at

Mas, Massey.

DEAD.
PAGE.]

FIRST

to the adoption of any
strong national form of government whatever.
\\ lint in the beginning might have been
tin honest ami
patriotic apprehension of a
supreme general government, degenerated in
tune, and became corrupted into a poisonous
and pestilent heresy. A heresy wliich poi-

glory

amateur artists organized
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of the Northern

soldier that in his
blood were our institutions washed and
made clean from those twin
defacements,
slavery and secession. Both were diseases
inherited from early days, and the vigor and
power of our institutions, the depth of
American patriotism, and the strength of
American loyalty were exhibited in omi capacity to throw them off. The cloud that
had hung so long in our skies burst
upon us
in a tempest unexampled before. But the
soil of American character was fertilized
by
this outpouriug. The American character
was broadened and deepened by these dreadful experiences. We saw more
profoundly
the un mid value of our institutions to ourselves, aud their inestimable worth to the
cause of human
progress in the world.
Vanity and boastfulness deepened into national pride and honor, aud the trials of the
civil war, instead of weakening, solidified
the foundations of the American form of
government.
Like all great national struggles, ours is
fruitful in lessons of the highest value.
Let it be remembered that neither secession nor the institution of
slavery was the
peculiar sin of that generation of Southern
men who have had to bear their awful
retribution. Slavery as we know was almost
coeval with the foundation of the
country
and secession as we have
seen, was the result of more than half a century of vicious
teachings to the Southern people. Calhoun
lavished upon this nihilistic doctrine the
stores of his eloquence and philosophy. lie
was a man of great power and
courage, and
made a deep impress on the Southern mind.
He was lofty and conscientious In his views,
but he gave to secession powers that were
meant for mankind. He bequeathed to the
Southern people a legacy of error and of
woe.
His
followers
comprised many
of
the
leading minds of the South
twenty-five or thirty years ago; he innoculnted the Southern mind with a poison which
was

only eradicated by

war.

Considering

how much we are the creatures of circumstances and education, in reviewing these
great events in our history, let us lav the
crushing weight of the blame of the civil war
wliere it rightfully belongs: on the false
and
delusive
teachings of the early
leaders of southern opinion. Let us not
lay
it upon them, Jthe masses of the southern
people, who, misled by most unwise instruction, are now, in the effort to restore a devastated country, in the face of the most
appaimg social aud political problems that ever
perplexed a nation, paying the penalty of the
soplustries and sins of tlieir former leaders.
The soldier of the North returned to a
country rich and prosperous, and is a secure
and honored pensioner on the inexhaustible
fund (if tin* IdVfl

and rrrofiti-./lo r.f

Best of all can lie, who lias tasted ol the bitter trials of the war, and drank also of the
sweets of honorable victory, extend pity, forbearance and compassion to that misguided,
conquered southern citizen, who was willing
so freely to shed his blood for a suicidal
cause, which lie was educated to believe was
the cause of liberty, justice and law.
'Die northern soldier saved our union from
an assault which had well nigh shattered it
in pieces. His spirit of magnanimity towards
an overmastered foe will prevent the recurrence of that danger again.
Memorial Day, now that the severity of individual bereavement has been softened and
hallowed by time, becomes a sweet and sacred
day, because on each annual recurrence we
renew the honored memories of our buried
soldiery, and bury the bitter memories of the
war in which they fought.
As we review to-day the great events
which this occasion recalls, we seem to hear
no longer the sounds of the shock and
tumult of war. These grow fainter as time
rolls away. Blit there are other sounds,
home to our ears by the breath of memory,
which grow clearer and more impressive
as we more distinctly discern the true objects of the war. They are the words of
that great typical American President—the
champion of the union against secession in 1861, as Jackson was some three
decades before.
These words will .outlive and conquer every sentiment opposed to
the union of our country. When spoken,
they entered the American heart, melted it
and rested there. Every American child can
tell you what they are—the words of Lincoln
—“With malice toward none and charity toward all.”

Mr. Clifford

frequently interrupted by
applause, and Ills hearers gave a long expression of their approval at the close of the address.

The

was

Club then sang “Dear
Failing,” after which Mr.

Weber

Itefuge Never
Fred W. Adams recited the war poem,
“Home, Sweet Home,” the musical support
being furnished by members of Chandler’fc
band. The lines of the poem received an excellent rendition, and Mr. Adams was recalled.
Major Holman S. Melcher was introduced
as the next speaker.
Major Melcher had
spoken in Cornish in the afternoon, and did
not reach the hail until after the exercises
had begun. He spoke for about twenty minutes, his address consisting of a warm eulu-

gy of General John A. Logan. The story of
the life of the great leader was well told,and
was received with close attention and applause. Mr. Melcher said:
MAJOR MELCUEU’S
John Alexander Logan was born in Brownvllle. 111., Feb. 9, 1824. His father was I)r.
John Logan, who came to tills country from
His mother was Elizthe north of Ireland.
abeth Jenkins of North Carolina, of sturdy
Scotch descent. The oldest of eleven children, ids boyhood was spent in working on
the farm that surrounded the little log cabin,
in which he was born, and in which the family now lived. He was a smart, daring boy,
nnd a faithful friend. HU father, being a
practicing physician and away from home
nearly all the time, John worked under the
direction of a hired superintendent of the
farm, and received instruction from a tutor
employed for the family.
His associations
with these vigorous, hardy pioneers of civilization during liis boyhood, imbued the
young man with unconquerable energy, an
indomitable will and a stern sense of honor,
which, through his manhood and to the end
of life, made him a master spirit among men.
ADDRESS.

At the age of 17 he was sent to Shiloh Colwhere he remained three years, the full
course being interrupted by the breaking out
of the Mexican war, in which young Logan
took a patriotic interest.
He enlisted in the
First Illinois Volunteers, and was chosen
first lieutenant, lie served with distinction
through that war, and at the end had become acting quartermaster of his regiment.
This experience was invaluable to him in his
later career, when, in the War of the Rebellion, he was the foremost volunteer of the
Federal forces. While at college Logan had
selected the law as a profession, and on his
return from Mexico he became a student in
the law department of the Louisville University, from which he graduated in 1851,
and entered into a law partnership with his
uncle. ex-Gov. Jenkins, gaining a lucrative

lege,

practice.

In 1855 he married Miss Mary S. Cunningham, the daughter of his old Mexican war
friend, Capt. J. M. Cunningham.
She was then but 10 years old, but was
known as a gifted and noble minded young
lady. She had at this time shown herself to
be a true spirit by the help she had been to
her mother during the absence of her father
in Mexico and California, and since that
time has abundautly proved herself the noble woman and wife in sympathy and
help to her husband, accompanying him
everywhere as companion and helpmeet.
Logau was elected to the Legislature in
1852 and re-elected in 1850.
In 1858 lie was elected to represent his district in Congress, and from the time lie took
his seat in the House of Representatives his
rise was rapid, and his career became known
to the country.
He was again elected to Congress in 1800 as
a Douglass Democrat, when Abraham Lincoln was elected President, but although he
had advocated the election of Douglass as
President, yet when the mutterings of the
rehpllinn nnil flux
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heard,

the fires of patriotism burned in
his breast and on the fltfi of February, 1861,
before the inauguration of President Lincoln, lie defined his position in the House of
Representatives In these remarkable terms.
These are his words:
“I have been taught that the preservation
of this glorious union with its broad Hag
waving over us as the shield of our protec
tion ou land and sea. is paramount to all parties and platforms that have existed or ever
can exist.
1 would to-day, If I had the power, sink my own party and every other one,
with all their platforms, into the vortex of
were

ruins, without heaving a sigli or shedding a
tear, to save the Union, or even to stay the
revolution where it is.
What a declaration of unselfish patriotism!
Placing party and platforms under Ills feet,
he was first of all for the Union and the llag,
which were dearer than all else to him.

So anxious was lie in the results of the first
battle of Hull Run that he went out from
Washington to witness it, but seeing the reverses which were
coming to our arms
there, he armed aud equipped himself from
a fallen soldier, and did valiant service in
checking the pursuit of the broken Union
columns, presenting a most ludicrous appearance in the ranks, dressed as he was in
a suit of black and a tall silk hat.
As soon as lie got back to Washington he
set about writing letters to bis constituents
in Uliuois urging tnem to enlist in defence of
the Union, but the spirit of secession
was strong in that section,
aud required
more than correspondence to save it to the
Union, so that as soon as Congress adjourned he went directly there and by his
presence and patriotic efforts he at last succeeded in arousing enthusiasm for the flag,
and in enlisting the Thirty-first Illinois Regiment, of which he was appointed colonel,
and entered upon that brilliant military
career that placed him at the head of the
volunteer geuerals of the war. The baptism
of blood came to him at Helmout, where he
led the charging columns upon the foe.
At Fort Henry his regiment captured eight
guns, and at Douelson lie was
terribly
wounded in leading an assault in which his
regiment lost over half of theiruumbcr. The
severe exposure on this field sowed the seeds
of disease that ended in his death while he
was yet in the prime of manhood.
Promoted to brigadier general lie was able
to return to the front in time to participate
in the battle of Corinth, where Gen. Sherman speaks of him as
holding critical ground
on the right
against a large force of the
enemy. Advanced to the command of a division, lie saved the day at Raymond and the
historian wrote of him: “He was full of
zeal aud wild enthusiasm, and to his division, as usual, belongs the honor of victory.
Fearless as a lion, he was in every part of
the field and seemed to infuse every mau of
his command with apart of his own indomitable energy and fiery valor.”
At Jackson and Champion Hills his division, under his brilliant leadership immortalized itself. At the siege of Vicksburg he
IV!K
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his division was the first to enter the
captured city on the morning of that memorable
4th of July. A witness of the same wrote of
him: “Thegeneral rode at the head of his
division worshipped by his men—a man of
iron will and lion-like courage, who seemed
under the blasts of war to change into a

deini-god.
As a tribute to his
gallantry and effective
service during the seige he was made military governor and in that capacity displaped
wonderful executive

ability

caring

for the
Pemberton's army
in

captured thousands of
and the
many other thousands of citizens
who were reduced almost to starvation.
Having been made major general lie succeeded Sherman as commander of the 15th

by his skill as a debater, and by his knowledge of public affairs.
Transferred to the Senate in 1871—then in
the full vigor cf his natural faculties and
with the valuable experience of a long term
of service in the House,—he at once took
high rank there, which he maintained undisturbed to the end, always taking an active
part in the discussions of the great questions constantly appearing there fur action.
Among the questions in which he acted a
more conspicuous part were those on education, the needs of the army, defense of Gen.
Grant, and the arraignment of Fitz John
Porter, on the last of which he at one time
spoke four days in succession, with such
men as Garfield, Blaine, Coukling, and Porter himself, as attentive listeners.
In addition to these more prominent acts
he devoted himself steadfastly to the duties
which crowd a Senatorial life, never turning
a deaf ear to the appeal of his
constituents,
or from whatever quarter of the
country

they

As a

charge.
The splendid record ho had made along the
Mississipyi was made more brilliant by his
leadership of the 15th Corps and later the
Army of the Tennessee in the Georgia campaign in 1SB4. Says one of the historians of
the Army of the Cumberland: “As the
united armies advanced along the battle line,
where iorfourmonthsthe firing neverwholly
ceased by day or by night, everybody came
to know Logan. Brave, vigilant and aggressive, he won universal applause. Prudent
for his men and reckless in exposing his own
person, he excited general admiration. When
his lines were close his own headquarters
were often scarcely out of sight of the picket

line and he generally had a hand in whatever
deadlv work might spring up along the front.
At Rasaca, at Dallas, in front of frowning
Rauesaw, Peach Tree Creek and New Hope
Church his corps under his leadership added
t(> its fame.
Whfin Mf>PllPrenn
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sinned command of the Anny of the Tennessee and and “wrested victory from the jaws
of defeat.” We of the Cumberland heard
the noise of the cannon and the rattle of the
musketry that told of the severe assaults
made by the desperate foe on Logan’s line. 1
visited the field the next morning and saw
the terrible effects of the deadly strugle. The
ground was thickly strewn with the slain,
and the face of nature had been changed by
the conflict as though “men had fought upon
earth and fiends in upper air.”
Logan’s battle presence here is said to have
been sublime. The death of his beloved commander and comrade in arms, served to
transform him into a very Moloch. Bareheaded he rode his lines, encouraging his
men by word and deed, his battle cry
McPherson and revenge!” .Sherman’s official rethe
battle says:
port of
"The brave and gallant Gen. Logan nobly
sustained his reputation and that of his veteran army and avenged the death of his comrade aim commander.”
On September 2d the campaign of constant
fighting that began May 2d closed by the occupation of Atlanta and no one man did more
to bring about the glorious result than he
whose death we today deplore.
He led the Army of the Tennessee in Sherman’s historic campaign from Savannah
through the Carolinas to receive the surrender of Johnston aud his rebel army, aud
thence to Washington where at the grand review he rode at the head of his victorious
veterans, aud no more knightly figure appeared in the marching columns. No braver
or truer heart swelled with the lofty emotions of the hour.
I shall never forget with
what intense interest I looked for his coming, as standing there at the reviewing stand
we watched for him at the head of the
Army
of the Tennessee, that be had led to such
graud achievements and glorious victories,
and we were not disappointed at his appear—
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TENNIS RACKETS,
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and

them single or
market rates.

Standard

by the dozen

Major Melcher closed his able and interestof the great volunteer general by
well considered tribute to his life and
character.
The quartette sang "When the First Shot
of Fort Sumter Fell,” written for the occa-
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mid-day, however, encouraged quite

a

large

number of young people with a fair representation of the middle-aged, to take passage
on board the boats of the various lines. The

splendid new steamer Greenwood made frequent trips during the day, and greatly*
pleased her patrons.
A number of families, with household
goods, located at Peaks’ yesterday. There
are now upwards of twenty families waiting
for a favorable opportunity to move into cottages at Peaks, Great and Little Diamond
and Long Islands during the present week.
Camp “Casco” was opened yesterday at
Peaks. The young men are fully equipped
for the season, and will take in all the good
things of camp life.
Greenwood Garden was opened to a large
number of visitors yesterday.
Mr. Brackett’s cafe offered pleasing attractions and
was

liberally patronized.

At the Opera House, Balabrega and his
company produced their Modern Miracles,
and the audiences were much pleased with
the entertainment. Some of the features are
very astonishing. Miss Kmma Lynden gave
a number of interesting exhibitions with her
chime crystals and trained canaries.
Bosworth Relief Corps.
Bosworth Relief Corps have elected the

following

officers:
President—Mrs. S. W. Fletcher.
Vice President—Mrs. E. F. Wooster.
Secretary—Mrs. E. L. Elwell.
Treasurer-Mrs. A. M. Sawyer.
Chaplain—Mrs. D. S.;R. Turner.
Conductor Miss Oriella Purington.
Guard—Mrs. G. A. Brackett.
Past President—Mrs. O. R. LcGrow.
Delegates to State Convention at Auburn—
Mrs. J. Williamson, Mrs. F. C. Johnston, Mrs. C.
F. Fay, Mrs. J. B. Allen.
Alternates—Mrs. C. N. Lang, Mrs. Ella Thurston, Mrs. E. J. Kimball, Mrs. S. H. Gammen.

That popular hotel, the Revero Uouse,
Boston, has adopted the Euroyean plan,
which will be found a great convenience to
the traveling public.
Use the Index,

a

Pure Soap.

In Portsmouth, May 25, Walter F. Chase, Esq.,
and Miss Bertha C. Fogg, both ol Saco.
In Portsmouth. May 25, Leonard K. Hooper and
Miss Etta M. McNeafly, both of Saco.
In Searsport, May 18, A. A. Jackson, M. D., of
Jefferson, and Miss Mattie Pendleton of Searsport.
In Lewiston, May 11, Frank W. Neveus of Lisbon and Miss Hannah F. Wilson of Parsotislield.
Iu Islesboro, May 12, Capt. Alonzo E. Wyman
and Mrs. Lizzie L. Veazte.

(Notice

Blue, Cardinal and Maize,
which we are going to sell at
$1.25. This is Satin on both
sides, and the best bargain

ij

have ever sold in Fans,

Ourstock of Japanese and
Paper Fans, includes all the

H. C. ifl.
stated meeting of the
chanic Association,
Library Boom, Mechanic's
evening, dime 2nd, at 7.30

A

may31d3t_K.

OWEN, MOORE & GO.
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r

TT*,

igor
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t
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liamy

quickly given to every part of the boay by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. That tired feeling is entirely overcome. The blood Is purified, enriched and

liver are roused and invigorated.
The brain is
ref resiled, the mind made clear and ready for
work. The whole system is built up and rejuve-

NO. 230 NODDLE ST.

Hood’s

Slightly Damaged

O.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold bv all druggists. $1; six for *5. Prepared only by C. I. HOOD & OO., Apothecaries,' Lowell,
Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar
aprl
__q&wlynrm

Cured

Now

B

Ifcrct-J

ironi^ DyspepsgJ
Hoarly Eating. A perB
for
feet

nc ss,
nr rp,

Dia&H
remedy
Nausea, Drowed-H
Ead Taste in thcH

Mouth, Coated
l

i

n

in Iho

Tongt&H
8ide,®cM

They regulate the Bow-H
MroyfTfrflBBBa
td-s and prevent Conoti-M
nation and Til' VT^Mn^allrstand easiest totakeM
fnly oca pia a dose. 4illnav!"l, Barely vS*
Stable. PriceK. rent3. Sviiialiy tnallfortliftH
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instalment Goods sola only to
the INSTALMENTTRADE, by addressing
iNSTALtUM DEALERS’ fotlTLY Co., Brio, La
«p20
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>
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Photographer,
opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

FINE

COLOR
A

decs

Decorations

a
j

Specialty.

:

Emerson and
Ross are in Our

Messrs.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

CENTS.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

dtl

WANTED-A

WORK

ami Mouse are the very latest colors, anti
l

COE.
The Hatter,

zip

COE,

SPECIALTIES

a

511

Congress St.eoUtf

Fancy Work!
n

very

choice

Hue ol'

FANCY WORK
would invite the Cudies of
Portland and Vicinity to call and
examine before purchasing elsewhere.
and

IVo. § Elm Street.

Spring and Summer
STYLES ALL IN.

Lawn Mowers!
Reduced
—

LAWN FERTILIZERS

for
ALSO

AND^

Arn*on

of

IS8T.

—

LAWN GRASS SEED-

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
dim

may4

Now Is the time to select your Fine Footwear for
the summer.
Ladles' fine Hand Turn Fr. Kid But. going cheap.
Ladies’ line Patent Leather Boots, N. YT make,
going cheap.
Ladies’ Fr. Kid, Hand aHd Machine Sewed Boots
cheap.
Ladies’ flue Fr. Kid Slippers and Ties, every pair
warranted.
Ladles’ Oxford Ties in all the leading colors, going very cheap.

don’t think you are left out, for we uever were
so well prepared to meet your wants as now,
and at the very bottom prices,

339 CONORESS STREET.
eodtf
may28

FISHING TACKLE.
REACH’S RASE BALL GOODS.
NEW MAIL BICYCLE,
ROYAL MAIL BICYCLE.
Tfa<‘ bi'nl mntlc Wheel* in ihc

umrkc-t.

G. L.

BAILEY, 263 Middle Street.
my30
eodtf

Krery boy

can

afford to have

Cut Flowers, Funeral

one.

eodtf

MDSE FREE.

COE,
delivery

Designs,

Bridal

AT

&

—

BRACKETT'S,

FLORISTS,
Street, opp. Cilr Hall, Portland, Me.

.Congress

OFFICE OK LUillT-HOl'SK Enoinkeu,
Fiuht and 8Kto.Ni> Distuict*,
KuoM 142, P. O. llUILDINU,

Boston, Mass., June 1,1887.

Government properly
THEsoldfollowing
at public auction at No. 12

will be
Central

Wharf. Portland, Maine, at 3 o’clock p. in.,
WEDNESDAY, June 15,1887.
The vaeaut framed fog-signal house and two
condemned steam boilers at Cape Elizabeth Lightstation, Maine.
The small steamboat "Marie” on the beach at
Fort Freble, Portland Harbor, Maine.
Terms cash at place and date of Bale, the property to be removed by the purchaser within sixty
days thereafter.
W. 8. STA' CON,
Major of Engineers, ti. 8. A„
1st
ami
2nd 1.. 11. Distriels.
my3iX13t
Engr.

30-1

St._

eodtf

POTTED PLANTS
AND

—

SEED LINGS.
For the next twenty days we shall make a drive
on every variety of Bedding
Plants,

Fuchsias, Verbenas, tierauinmx, Pansies, Coleus,
&c.
—ALSO—

8ave« time, money,
annoyance, and insures csss]
copies of your letters. Awarded First Prize at
Am. Inst. Fair. Send for
descriptive nireutar
R PRATT PAPEK <'Of’Morse
?.!'ePrlc0liHt’
Building, Nassau and Beckman Sta, Nm» York.
eod3m*
my2
THi: I.1IFROVEU 1*0 1ST I. % A D

Cement, Drain and Sewer Pipe,
—

MANt’FACTTRED BY—

Salesroom 18

HAI.E—2 story brick house,

French

Exchange St.__28-1
FOR HAI.E —By REUBEN
or

28

Anuersoii

HAI.E—For the next ten days, at 318
FOR
Congress St., I oiler my entire stock of Dry
id

Fancy Goods, at lower prices than the lowest,
account of poor health and wishing to close out
my business in consequence. L. D. 8TROUT.
87-1

a
on

I70H HALE-At'AUen's Corner, a two story
A;
frame house, adapted for two families; has a
stable on piemtses; will be sold at a low price;
size of lot about 40x383. BENJAMIN SHAW
48 Mi Exchange St.27-1
MALE—House No. 201 State St.; the
house has all modern conveniences and is in
a line location.
Apply at the HOUSE, between
6 and 8 p. m.
20-1

FOB

HALE-One horse, one second hand
grocery wagon and one new Singer sew ing
machlue. Enquire 177 OXFORD ST.
28-1

IAOB

HAI.E—A finely located stand for eon
FUR
fectlonery and fruit; business all established
with
of

ATTORNEY AT TAW,

KENDALL & WHITNEY

IM\ tlLTLAL BUILDING.
ii'iiy VA

eoUlm

HV

only.
(or *1.00, including
fur 10,000 Impressions. Satisfaction guaranteed. Itemlt by postal note. Send
for sample sheet. W. W. DAVIS CO.. Wedding
Stationers, 43 West Street, Boston. my3oeod3n>
It ■ <

ladles' and
Jl'WT

I V A.

gents’

Bnest 7m.7 of
and shoes,

D—The

boots

summer

Including several styles of Patent Leather, the
new style French Kid patent tip and many others
found In any other store In Maine.
M. O. PALM Ell.
20-1
not to be

FOUND.

LOST AND

IIEI.P.

FB.HAI.E

woman for houseno children.
Call

aged
WANTED-Middle
keeper; family of three;
W.

address,
street, City.

nr

015

MOKTON,

E.

Congress
30-1

for

general housecapable girl
WANTED—A
work in family of two, good chance ami
pay for the right party. Call between 7 and
Sood
In the evening; left hand bell, 372 CL'MBEKa

a

I.ANl) STltEKT.

__25-1

competent girl to do general
WANTED—A
housework for
family In the country.
a

Enquire

at 21

o'clock p. ni.

HANOVKU ST„ between 7 and 8
25-1

WANTED—Coat, vest and pant makers, at
>» J. F. SHELDON’S New Store, 253 Vi Middle street.
25-1
good tuachliie girt.
WANTED-Immediately,
1.. C. YOl'Nil, AlKiVj Congress St.
25-1
TO

LET.

TO Block,
floor

furnished house In close prox| AO If BENT—A
X
Imity to Congress Square; a very desirable
and pleasant residence; possession given about
June 1st. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vi Exchange
St.28-1
HE I.ET—Lower tenement, No. 407 Cum,
TO
berland St., eight rooms, hot and cold waterhouse

newly fltted last year. Enquire 51 Deerlng
St„ E. P. CHASE.27-1
LUHiMin

u

HALE—The Index Soap In large and
quantities, by SMALL A RICKER,
149 Dauforth St., and all other dealers in reliable

FOR
small

pleasant and convenient lower tenements, on Spring and May streets;
and Sebago; ready June 1st; also for sals
iree second hand carriages and light double has
ness.
M. O. KALMK.lt.
riio KENT—Two

A

8as

_26-1

I.ET—Pleasant, sunny rent of six room*
TIO
lower tenement, sebago, 10 dollars; also tw«
three

good small rents, *3.00 to *11.50.
A.NDEK, 155 Congress Bt.

or

tenement In

Con
or
1
minutes’ walk of City Hall
pleasantest location on Congress St. Inquire al
the house, or E. 8. FOH8ETT.
25-1
LET—House 201 Spring St., suitable for
TO boarding
house; occupancy given abouf
a

June

1st; stable attached. Apply

HUNT, 160 Commercial St.

milch
CHAPMAN. Stroudwater, Me.

FOR

8. A.

cow.

23-1

HAI.E—One story and half bouse, ell,
acre of land; situated at Aliens
Apply at RUFUS DUNHAM’S, Stevens

FOR
ham and one
Corner.

Plains, Deering.

23-2

"L70R HAI.E—Second-hand lumber, consisting
M.
of boards, scantlings, store doors, windows,
etc., etc., corner of Federal and Temple Sts.
T.G. HUTCHINGS.
18-2
y.icut

oil

II.

long,

Bit.

X
wide, lifted up lu good shape, with steel
boiler; engine, condensor, pumps, etc. Enquire
of JONES & HITCH I NOS, 47U Fore, Cor. Cross
St., Portland, Me.
13-4
WAI.K-Several line building lots
FOR
Pleasant, South, Main and Prospect streets
also
on

to

GEORGE S
25-tf

I.ET -Store No. 208 Middle St.
TIO occupied
by K. Me Neill X Co. Call

at 83

ST.25-1

I.ET—A

streetjji'tce
FKOGTuB.

FOR

new

26-1

new

In house 284
TO I.ET-Lowerlutenement
tborongh repair, 8

TO bath room, desirable
located

good

ALEX

house 31 *
containing 7 rooms and hath room; hoi
and cold water. Enquire on PREMISES. 26-2

HALE—A Grocery Waggon with top In
IIIOR
good order; low price. W. I.. WILSON &
CO., The Grocers.
25-1

HALE—A

BKNJ.V

i

goods.__25-1

BALE—FITS llrst-class cows,
all good milkers. Apply at 270 BRACK ETT
8T-, Portland, Me.25-1

state

on

TO

STATE

pOWH
\y

-For rent

LET-Up stairs rent In a new bouse, of 4
finished rooms and attic; new stable and land
lor garden; at Willard's, on the Cape, with fine sen
view, 15 minutes from Kerry
Landing; prlie
10.00 month. Apply to S. S. GAIilil.NEK, 40
x than fir Btad-1

gress street,
rooms, within two

FOR

st:

Bt._27-1

HAI.E—At Cumberland Centre, a good
story house and ell (newly painted),
with stable ami about two acres of land; Church,
Post
Office ami Greely Institute, all withStore,
in five minutes walk; this property will be sold at
a bargain if applied for soon, or would
exchange
for city property.
For particulars enquire at 178
OXFORD ST., upper bell.
23-1
two

iivt

X
near Congress St., until Oct. 1st.
MIN SHAW. 48 by Exchange

TOStI.BT—Upper

rent of 7 rooms, besides
on Brackett, near Spruig
|22 per month. Apply to JOHN F.'
25-1

I.ET—In

TOfour miles

Falmouth, "Westwood Kark,'*
from city of Portland, Me., direct-

ly opposite "Diamond Island", good convenient
cottages, furnished or unfurnished, at reasonable
rates; good facilities for boatlng.fishlng and bathing, plenty of stable room. Inquire on the premises, or address. E. T. MERRILL. P. O. Boi No.
555, Sacearappa, Me._
21-2
Aw HOKE-House at Scarboro. Me., to let*
vicinity of Scartioro Beach and Pine Point;
accessible from Boston and Maine K. K. For
particulars address EVERETT SMITH. 85 Exchanges!., Portland, Mil_18-2

SE

mo

A

I,BT—Furnished Room at 124 FEDERAL
STREET, opposite Lincoln Park.7-tl

t'Olt KENT—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops in
Mussey's Kow, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
X

WM. K. PREBLE.

204!

In

several lots on North and MelOeerlng;
bourne streets, aud on Eastern Promenade lu
Portland. These lots are to be sold to close up
the estate of the late Hr. Ellphalet Clark. Inquire
of LOCKE n LOCKE, Attorneys at Law, iso
Middle street, Portland.
10~4

MAI.K.—On line of horse cars and Sebugo
Ii’OR
water; two story house, 11 rooms; wood and

carriage house,
8 acres ol land.

barn aud open sheds; with about
Address BOX 143, Woodford's,

Me._io-4
for. salr.
nine masts. 77 and 78 feet lu length;
11 WO
Inches lu thickness; price jtyo each.

Apply

to

22

C. W. 8TTMPSON. JK.,
Poll Clyde, Me.

iny-’lld2w_
Vnrut in liurkan

Inr Male

nl n

Unreal*.

hay, stock and milk farm, called
EXCELLENT
the babyan Farm, Vi mile from (iorham Mi125

lage,
acres; well arranged lor tillage and pasture; good soli, running water, 75 grafted fruit
trees, some wood aud timber. Large buildings In
good repair; healthy location; near churches.
Post Office, mate Normal and
public High and
Graded School*, handy to good market*, 20 minute* walk from Portland ami Kochester station,
ten mile* from Portland. Sold to close au estate.
For particular* enquire of Joseph Kidlon, Gor
ham. Me.; or JOHN II. CARD. 180 Middle street,
Portland,
maylOeod&wtf

Tor Hale or To Let,
HkSlKAItl.K two story frame dwelilnp,
-*»bouse on Pine street, near Pr.iekell street,
recently modernized and improved, contain* two
oarlor*. diuiug room, kitchen, bath room, (.with
hot aud cold water,) seven chambers, plenty ol
closet* and front ami back *t.drs, lire place* lu
back parlor and dining room, new steam
heating
appo talus with eight radiators; newlv painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4,« «H> square
Terms reasonable. Inquire of KOLLINH A
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchauge St.
det’24dtf

OMfflN VLSNKLS m S\LP.
E. S. HAMLEN & CO.,

Pepper Plants.

AI.I.KN
dtl

and
Engraved
postage. Plate good

traue; on streets which are
reason for selling, the owner is
not able to attend to it. Apply to N. S. GARD1NElt, No. 40 Exchange street.
28-1

24 PLUM ST.

CHARLES A. TRUE,

r. VT.

VINITINU I'AHUS
mail during June, July ami August
ENLiUAVED
idate
50 cards

good run
very prominent;
a

Portland Output Pipe and Stone l'o.,
Icbl9d0m

Exchange Street.

O. H4ILXY*
marl*

K.

FOR

roof and brick stable on Cumberland street,
3 minutes of City Hall, contains 12 rooms, steam
heataeemeiited cellar; well calculated for letting
rooms or for boarders.
N. S. GARDINER. 40

rwo vessels, of aliout 70 ton* each, well
adapted tor the eoasnng
business, and in good order.
Will be sohi low. Inquire vi

Telephone I’d -H

COT

F. O. BAILEY &

I.ET—One more rent In the Thompson
No. 117 and 110 Middle St.; ground
and a good, dry. and well lighted basement
on three sides, making It one of the most deslraole
rents In the city (nr Jobbing or wholesale business
of any kind. Enquire of II. E. THOMPSON, No.
184 Brackett St.28-4

4

Cabbage, Tomato, Cauliflower, Celery
and

In the assortment are some of the finest ever
In this country. Kvery lot will be sold
without reserve to the highest bidders.
Public Invited to examine on Monday and Tuesday previous to sale.
myaoutf

Imported

Isoit

NAl.E—In Peering, a pleasant anil
valuable piece of property running from
Street to Street; lias a large number of fruit trees;
tbe frame house contains eleven rooms, steam
heat anil Sebago; would sell entire or reserve rear
lot; stable on premises. BENJAMIN SHAW,
28-1
4sVi Exchange St.

Re._

wagon,

Middle St.
197
apla

Worth of Hwin, .tliidrn*, Hruirkr
Noiliagkiiu Lace Curtain*, Milk
itud Tnpeatry Portiere*.

riTO I.ET —Lower rent of 6 rooms, Schago waX ter; In perfect order, occupamy June Is.,
6 Brail ford St., to a small family of adults, price
*13.00. N. S. <1 AUDI.NEli, No. 40 Exchange Hi.
28-1 !■

—mi .mi

Hatter,

and all goods bought
at his store can be delivered free at a moment's
notice. Will send to Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland
Mills, Saccarappa and Deerlng free.
owu

COPELAND
388

509 Congress Street.
marl»

has his

m

the lull value ot their money lu

—

A. M. WENTWORTH

The

mmm

Wanted, the public to know where they will get

Including

dtl

myl7

W. H.

some one, as will sell cheap
St., good
for cash._
28-2

Roquets, Bedding Plants, &e.,

$2.25.

—

MISS FAIRWEATHER,

|B

ruu nut.

large quantity of Waterbury Watches

AT

J. M. DYER & CO.,

s9S

d3m

■a ■

whlch;l sell

Figured Madras for Curtains, the
choicest new Dress Goods and Farasols
at very low prices.

ISO Middle

PHAETON
WESCOTT, 418 Fore St.,
a
trade for

CLOSING OUT SALE.
X have

cent Terry Towels for 12 1-2 cts.
“
“
*•
Damask
25 “
“
Initial Handkerchiefs for 25 “
“
“
Hemstitched
121-2 “
1-2 ct French Ualbrl;,-gan Hose 25 “
25 “
1-2 ct Silk Taffeta Gloves,
25 “
1-2 ct Gauze Vests,

J®

mss AMI SrORTlSG GOODS.

-WATCHES-

At Storo 259 Nllddle Street.
We shall sell by order of the surviving partner to
close the busluess of the largest Importing
house of Boston,

i.tOK

no

Si UM»

water mitv

lie will present a base ball or harmonica with;eacli
Hat or Cap.

197 Middle St.

SALE CHE A P—Timber, plank and
boards; a lot of about 50,000 feet; secondhand in flrst-class condition. F. M. CLEMENT,
432 Commercial St.
30-1

LANDED, and (or sale by J. M.
& CO.. Coal Dealers,
Brown's
322 Commercial St.
Best quality Chestnut Coal, the very best size for summer use.
Try

Portland, Mo.

apl 1

.

197 Middle St.

AUCTION,

riJuriMlu? untl Thur*dav, June H and 9,
at IO a. na. aad J p. an., rack
day.

Jl'MT
HAINES

examine our stock of
reliable standard l^adw, Colors and
Prepared Paints, and seo samples of
new and desirable shades for ontsido
and inside work; also Stains of all
kinds. We have a large line of Brushes
and Painters* Materials.

Ac.,

LOST—a

Whxrf,

has them, [with Brown B'ues and rails of new

styles.

Portiere*,

BY

tiger gray Angora cat. The tinder
will please return the same to No. 210 MILL
DI.E STltEKT, and be rewarded.
28-1

FOB SALE

MPKCIA1.T%.

Wyer Greene & Co.,

BROWN

If you buy your Boys’ Hats of

may28

TUNING TO ORDER

»

AND

male

sold; price *2,300; small payment down.

•

oc!4_

[MG, SHORT (JARMON.
LADIES

WANTED—

HOL

DECO
BROTHERS’"

&

cod2iu

25-1

Experienced grocery clerk: one
used to handling meats prefered. Address
with references, BoDWELL GRANITE CO. Vlualhaven. Me.26 2

ME FOB M AI.K-Oii horse car line. In
Deerlng. large 2 story bouse for two families. Sebago water and furnace, large stable,
building nearly new, full view of city, must be

V

GOLDEN

Employ.

WHITNEY'S,

street.30-1

my!2eodtf

SAMUEL THURSTON,
I

carriage flnlslier.
worker, capable of doing new
the right man;

SALE-Second-hand light track gig
X In gootf condition; *35. P. II. BRADLEY, Carriage Repository, 33 and 35 Preble

Kid Glove Store,

7

CURTAINS,

Silk

.nism.i.tvi'oi's.

MALE CHEAP—Second hand Lanin good running condition. Come In
a bid for it.
P. H. BRADLEY,Carriage
Repository, 33 and 35 Preble street.30-1

STOOLS AND COVERS,

Lace and Madras

or

1AOB
deau,

TEOHNICON.

Styles.

-OF-

to sell Newton's
good
WANTED—Teu
Excelsior Self-wringing' Mop, good pay to
the
Call
to

LtOR

i

New Goods and Latest

$50,000 WORTH

Auctioneers and Commission Merrhants

and make

Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, JUNE 2 and 3.
*"''•*» '"•.»* rooms 259 Middle
On exhibition and
catalogues ready on
morning ol sale.myliOdCt
F.O. BAILEY & CO..
AUCTIONEERS.

“LJA
street.

stenographer who Is willing to accept moderate compensation, desires a position.
Address, STENOGRAPHER,
This Office.
25-1

eodtt

Itug*

Carpet*)

sell Hie llrewester .Safety
Kelu Holder; prevents accidents, saves llte
and property; also (or tbe Brewester Eureka
lailmr Saving laundry Soap. Represented by
U. KKTTKMBEll., 22 Exchange St.. Portland,
general agent lor the County ol Cumberland.
25,1
to

%VANTED—One

DARRAH’S

! BUROETTORGANS.

25
50
50
25
37
37
37

Polish.
guarantee tbe best article 111 the United States;
no competition; good commission to the right men.
For particulars and sample box by mall. Inclose
25 cents to D. 8. P. M’t'g Co., 212 Federal street,
Portland, Me,25-1

second

*

i

more

sers

band, four passenMALE—Light
FOB
ger ltoekaway. In prime condition. Made by
P. H.
Zenas

PIANOS !

apr23

10

once.
good Canvasthat thoroughly understands the busiWANTED-At
to sell tie4 Domestic Paste Htove
We

—

Oriental
and

and

one

SHADES,

\ o. 463 Congress St.

Fine

MALE HIM'

Thompsou,.Jr.
BRADLEY’, Carriage
30-1
Repository. 33 and 35 Preble street.

j

—

0PP. PRIME HOUSE.

LET-One suite of rooms, furnished or unfurnished with board, at 112 P UKE ST.
17-tl

work and jobbing; steady work tor
also two common painters at C- E.
91 Preble St.

-AT-

NO. 230 MIDDLE ST.
dtf

Ceiling

KKT—Rooms at No. 153 HIGH STREET.
Inquire frogi 0 to 11 a. in., or 2 to 4 p. in.

OF

—

apr25dlf

Tailor, Woodtords,

WALDRON,

Just put in at store No. 230 Ml It OLE
STREET, consisting of a choice stock
of New Spring Suits and Overcoats,
i
with a general assortment of Clothing,
i
&c., will be sold at retail or job without regard to usual prices as they must
be closed at once.

INSTALMENT DEALERS

of

MRS. DR.

ALL NEW

Time.

work and good pay. ApYORK, Merchant

makers, steady
CtOAT
to GEO. H.
ply at
Me.

AUCTIONEERS.

SPECIAL SALE

St._10-tl

HELP wood

Thursday

Canary bird. The
-.ewarded by returnI1KK.SOM, 106 Fine

~

F. O.IBAILEY & CO..

men

Secretary.

a

con-

WANTED-20 cents
OOUDY &

write
ALLEN K.
BANGS. Butterlck Pattern Rooms, 267 Middle
25 4
St., Portland, Me.

50c., north Si 00
“
50
Doz.
Silk
Mitts 20c.,
!
.37
“
50 Doz. Silk tlloves 25c.,
.37

CLOTHING

Price*

WillfindJuBtwliattneyneed—A FULLLlNE

to

THE STOCK OF

byB

tUeae U-0.1J jPiila.

BAKKKI.N

we

sisting o( 2 Vi story wooden house, conveniently
arranged and In gissl order; lot contains about
2500 square teet. Terms easy and made known at
sale; sale positive, as owner Is living out of the
State.
mygfiddt

will be paid until further notice.
Fi.Ol'K
Pearl

right parties.

i

BY WATER.

We linve

©}

same

on

KID GLOVES !

FOR THIS WEEK.

"I was in had condition witli fainting {spells and
general debility. 1 was run' down, ato hardly
anything, and hardly dared to go out on the street
alone for fear of having a fainting spell.
Hood's
Sarsaparilla lias done me a wonderful amnuut of
good, as I am now iu good health again. My appetite has been good over since taking the medicine, and 1 can eat a square meal with relish.”
Mbs. Mollik Cutter, lit) Eleventh street, Cou-

ington,

I

A

Sarsaparilla

Makes the Weak Strong.

eodtf

50 Doz. Emb’d kids

nated by this peculiar medicine,

"Thanks to the use of the successful medicine,
Hood's Sarsaparilla, ail that poison in my blood,
which caused sores to break out and made life almost a burden, lias been driven luto exile, and
though seventy-six, I am enjoying life, and feel
active and strong as at filty. ’Hold fast to that
which Is good’ is my motto. I shall recommend
to all my friends similarly affected that Hood’s
William
Sarsaparilla is the true elixir of life."
Hagerman Uroesbeck, Brooklyn. N. Y.

°

...

m

Are

vitalized, and carries health instead of disease to
every organ. The stomacli is toned and strength:
The kidneys and
enea, the appetite restored.

postal card to CHAS.
sample
POOLE, Yarmouth. Me.44

WANTED—Men

my31

In Biddeford, May 24, Mrs. Melville Woodman,
aged 36 years.
In Old Orchard, May 26, Ballentine, wife of R.F.
Robinson, aged 37 years.
In Brunswick, May 28, Frederic Clinton Reed.
VTI

Building,

o’clock.
B. SWIFT.

the

ness,

Congress St.

461

may 21

and

_111-4

M.

BROWN’S New Store,
..

save

commissions
Hard WikhI
largest stock and
assortment In Maine to select from. .1 K. MERRILL, Nos. 115 aud 117 Kennebec St., foot of
Preble, directly opposite P. & R. R. R. station.

manufacturer;

riio

AT-

Maine Charitable Mewill lie held lu the

LOUT—Monday
tinder will be suitably

city,

aged 42 years.

Country

afternoon,

ing the
street.

freights, cartings

In

buying Merrill’s Improved l»ry Air
by
direct of the

AMMO l!| AT I ON.

new designs, from 2 cents to
$1.00. Satin, Lace and Feather Fans from $1.00 to $25.00.

Weducsday

In South Sanford, May 16, Gilbert Littlefield,

wish to inform the ladles of
that 1 have nicely furnished
prepared to cut and make dresses
maimer. 1 cut by Prof. J. W. Llvmgston's improved method and guarantee a per
feet fit. MRS. A. J. PRAY,661^ Congress street.

__30-1

substantial manperfect order and will
a
any outlay for repairs;
suitable for any kind of manufacturing where
strength, durability and light is required; buildings now tilled with twelve setts of first class
Woolen Machinery, running on Fine Woolens In
iwrfeet order; this property will be sold or leased
with or without the machinery; now Is the time
for any one looking for a first class piece or prop
ertyto obtain same; It needs only to be seen to
be appreciated. Address 1*. O. BOX 1102. Frovldence, It. I.may31d6t

New stock of French Fans

DEATHS
In tills city, May 30, Lizzie IC., wife of William
A. Brooks, aged 30 years 5 months 11 days.
of funeral hereafter.]
u this city. May 30, Charles A., son of C. It.
and the late John If. Farrell, aged 27 years 10
months.
afternoon at 2 o'clock,
[Funeral on
from bis late residence, No. 60 Free street. Burial private.
In Ibis
May 30th, at the Maine General
Hospital, Minerva P„ daughter of Samuel and
Sarah W. Donnell, aged 31 years, 8 months.
[Burial at Bowdoiuham.
In South Sanford, May 12, Elisha B. Moulton,
aged 62 years 6 months.

D- 1

1 ortland
WAN'TK

rooms and am
ill a first class

AUCTIONEERS.

MAYO ST. PROPERTY BY AUCTION
WiiDNKHDAY, Juno 1st,at 3 p.m.,
shall
ON sell
the real estate No. 11 Mayo street,

BOOTHS.

ner

Estimates and Competent Workmen
Furnished.

MARRIACES.

we

highest cash priee for ladles’, gents' and child
ren s cast off
clothing; this Is an American establishment. Send urders to C. A. HILL. 402
Pore St.. Portland.
28-1

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

W

of brick and in
BUILDINGS
last life time without

ed heroes.

favorable for
the full enjoyment of steamboating or outof-door recreations.
The clearing sky at

Prop-

FOR SALE OR TO RENT.

just opened, including Feather Trimmed in Cream, Fink,

we

altogether

*1,000 dollars worth of east off
WANTKD
clothing to send to Boston;
will pay the

WANTED.

built in the most

The Westbrook Band furnished excellent
music. The Ladies’ Belief Corps supplied
an abundance of beautiful flowers.
There
was a large gathering of eitizeus at the cemeteries who participated in the solemn services of decorating the graves of the depart-

not

WANTKD

ALL THE LATEST NOVELTIES IN

uuc oi me nnesi flan manuring

The exercises of Memorial Day were carried out according to the programme published in the Piikss last week. The members of Cloudman Post, G. A. It., and Wade
Camp, S. of V., turned out in full numbers.

yesterday was

Gentlemen's Cast-Off Clothing
bought at the highest cash price. Send postai to Durant House. J. HAMBURG KB-

KENT,

your tender,

—

Saccrappa.

Island Notes.
The threatening weather of early morning

Street.

Bicycle Shoe*,

uiouuoocui

nno

WANTKD-Agents

Tennis Yachting and TO

order:
Chief Marshal Henry Harford.
Aids.
Merrlman's Band—20 pieces.
Bayard Lodge, K. of P.
Grand Army.
School Children of Ferry Village and Willard.
Samaritan Association.
Invited Guests and Citizens.
The column moved directly to the cemetery, passing through Willard. At the
cemetery the services consisted of reading of
the roll of honor, followed by prayer and
short address by Rev. T. P. Adams, and
singing led by C. A. Tilton, Esq. Mr.
Adams' address was brief, but eloquent. He
paid a glowing tribute to the heroes who lost
their lives in defence of their country.
During the services squads moved through
the cemetery and decorated the soldiers’
At the close of the exercises the
graves.
procession returned to Ferry Village by way
At

every county to sell a
household article Just Invented; sells at
every house; just the thing to sell through the
summer; circulars free. (I. U. BLAKE. 707
Washington St., Boston, Mass._20-1
In

customers for Poole’s Butto be delivered every two
WANter and Eggs; send
weeks. For

specialty of properly fitting
troublesome feet.

a

WANTKD-a coachman.a man of good habits
» »
and well acquainted with care aud driving
of horses. Apply to II. J.
LIBBY._2S-1

TED -House

Congress

following

u«*vv*

BOOT,

in endless variety and at popular prices.

to furnish-

v »
dress P. o. BOX laid, with references, and
also stating time of experience and salary expected.
2S-tf_

per cent

BOOTS AND SHOES

At Ferry Village and Willard.
The Memorial Day exercises at Ferry Village and Willard were simple, but impressive. The procession was formed in
front of the church at Ferry Village in the

JV»

GOLD

avctiom nai.k*.

type-writer. Ad-

amt

—Customers in want of Refrlgera
WANTKD
tors to know that they can
from 20 to
40

invited to make their headquarters at the

SIGN

tlT’ANTKD Stenographer

__23-4

STRANGERS

Special attention given
ing clubs.

sion, and the exercises closed with the singing of “America” by the audience.

Co.

rI1 HE Thirty fifth Annual Meeting of this Assori
X atlon will be held at City building, Portland
June 14, 15 and 16,1887.
CHAS. 1). SMITH, M, D., See.
my26d3w

ALL KINDS OF
athletic
goods.

ing sketch

Telegraph
of the

Maine Medical Association.

fancy hats,
fancy shirts,
STOCKINGS and

a

r

_

belts.

ticket.

Aauunl !Tlfrii«(.
HE Stockholders of the Portland. 8aco ana
Portsmouth Railroad Company. ;ire hereby
lotined that their Annual Meeting for the choice
>f Directors for the ensuing year, and for the
ransaction of such other business as may legally
>e presented, will be held on the
FIRST MONDAY, the sixth day of June 1887. at eleven o'clock
n the forenoon, in the
Company’s Hall, near the
dation, In Kittery.
By order of the Directors.
F. It- BARRETT, Clerk of the Company.
Portland, M ay 19,1887.
my I Oeodtd

11IIK

Rackets,
Ayers, Peck & Snyders’ and Wright
& Ditson’s Balls, and will furnish

legislator

WANTED.

Annual Meeting
International Telegraph Co. will he holden at the oflh-e of
Brown & Josselyn, 211 Commercial street, I’ortaud. Me., on Tuesday. June 7th, at 3 o’clock p.
n„ for the choice of directors amt for any other
A. 11. BKOWN. Clerk.
egal business.
Portland. Me., May 20,1887.
iny27dlw»

Agents for the Cambridge,

Peerless

nEETINGH.

International

STAKES.

either originated or actively helped to pass.
Nominated by his party as Vice President
on the Republican ticket in 1884, he conducted himself during
that trying campaign
with great circumspection and dignity, and
was the source of great strength to the

ance.

The air was rent with cheers for Logan,
amid the waving of hats, and the fluttering
of thousands of haudkercliiefs in the hands
of fair ladies. While we are, naturally, most
interested in him as a soldier, yet it is not
enough that we end the study of his life at
close of the war.
A ouarter of a century has passed since
that terrible struggle, aud civil honors were
won by him during that period as rapidly as
military arms had Been during the war.
Twice elected to the House of Representatives since the war, and three times chosen
by his State to represent itintheSenate.it
may be truly said that Gen. Logan spent his
life in the service of his country.
His ability us a popular orator and his military reputation gave him prominence at
He
once in the House of Representatives.

ADVEBTINESIIINTN.

OWEN, MOORE & CO

he took it upon
himself
ns
a
sacred
trust
to
look
always to the interests of those who stood
with him in the shock of battle and saved
the republic, and in season—and as many
thought out of season—he was ready to propose and to advocate any measure for tfieir
relief that commended itself to his judgment
—not taking notics of any public sentiment
that might be hostile—and the statute books
are full of laws for the maimed and
disabled,
the widowed and the fatherless, that he
came.

Army Corps.

His parting address to the gallant division
he has so frequently led to victory, is worthy
of remembrance, he said: “You have made
for yourself a history to be proud of, a history never to be forgotten, lor it is written
as with a pen of fire dipped in ink of blood
in the memories and the hearts of all. Remember the glorious cause you are lighting
for, remember the bleaching bones of your
comrades killed on the bloodv fields of Donelson Corinth, Champion Hills and Vicksburg, or who perished by disease during the
past two years of hardship and exposure,
and swear by these imperishable memories
never, while life remains, to prove recreant
to the trust Heaven has confided to your

NKW

fully sustained himself in that great popular
body by the earnestness of his convictions,

l*ORTI.AlXD,

UK.

upt'JlMf

in:

VK rKRM roil

IIMII

TACKLE

FISHING
—

AT

DIRIGO

Line, Twine and Net Co.,

No. & Uonlian Ml., Portland, Ur. rat
We handle the largest variety of Fishing Tackle,
Nets, Netting, Hooks. Lines, Twines, Leads and
Floats, etc., etc., of any house in this State.

GOODS AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
We are the Wholesale Agents In Malue for the
Celebrated .Ur Uullen Woven Wire Pene• ags.
They are the most beautiful, lasting,
strongest and most economical Heuclng material
ever made or used. Call and see samples at No. 5
Moulton St.. Cortland, Me.
mygldlm

TRUNKS
AND SACS.
J.eatlier, L'anm. Zinc, Allgator, and
tho Patent Wood Trunk, I ho
strongest made.

107

Middle

DR. R. T.
The Natural

Street.

WILDE,

Magnetic Physkuw,

Would respect fulljrluform the citizens o| portUnd an«l the neighboring towns that he
has returned and is located at

No. II ttyrtlcSl., 0|S|*. I lly Hall,
where he will tre.it lu

FOR SALE.

—

a

sale and natural

tu inner,

All Chronic Discusoo. Weaknesses and Infirmities.

A Booil double Carriage,
Cling ami • all al his OiUcr nnd
hi. Cirru'nr.
Market Wagon, will be sold at bargain.
ferstms tntaMo t > visit Mm at his ..fit e will be
Apply to E. N. IIAMI.ES Jc CO.,
walled upon at their reshl nee. Kerne tuber the
270 Commercial St., City.
I number,
1 uiy3
11 J1 % HTLh.' STKKIT.
dim

